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Star Formation is Inefficient, Slow and Clustered

εorbit = 0.04    in H2 dominated regions of 12 disk galaxies 
  (Leroy et al. 2008, 2013; Tan 2010)
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εorbit = 0.04    in H2 dominated regions of 12 disk galaxies (Tan 2010)

εff ~ 0.01    in Galactic GMCs (Zuckerman & Evans 1974) 
   and dense IRDCs (Krumholz & Tan 2007)

εff << 0.01  in most gas in GMCs (AV<10) (e.g. C. Lada et al. 2010)

Pipe Nebula with Mg~104M (Forbrich et al. 2009) 
ε ~ 0.0006
εff ~ 0.0006 (assuming tcloud=1tff)
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Magnetic fields appear to be strong:

the axis-constrained PCA eigenfunctions to show a clear signa-
ture of velocity anisotropy induced by MHD turbulence.

4. THE TAURUS MOLECULAR CLOUD

The Taurus molecular cloud provides a valuable platform to in-
vestigate interstellar gas dynamics and the star formation process,
owing to its proximity (140 pc) and the wealth of complementary
data. Narayanan et al. (2008) present newwide-field imaging ob-
servations of 12CO and 13CO J ! 1 0 emission from the cen-
tral 100 deg2 of the Taurus cloud complex, obtained with the
FCRAO 14 m telescope. The images identify a low column den-
sity substrate of gas that contains subtle streaks of elevated 12CO
emission aligned along the local magnetic field direction as de-
termined from stellar polarization measurements (Heiles 2000).
Images of 12CO J ! 1 0 integrated intensity and centroid ve-
locity with measured polarization vectors from this subfield are
shown in Figure 3. These show a connection between the density
and velocity fields.While the origin of these streaks is unknown,
their rigorous alignment with the polarization vectors strongly
suggests that the interstellar magnetic field plays a prominent
role in the gas dynamics of this low-density material.

To assess the degree of velocity anisotropy within this sub-
region of the Taurus molecular cloud, we have applied the axis-
constrained PCA method to the 12CO data from this imaging
survey. The precise field is described by the solid box in Figure 3.
We do not consider the 13CO J ! 1 0 data, since the signal is
weak from this low column density sector of the cloud. Themean,
local polarization angle, derived from16measurementswithin the
field, is 52" # 10". Assuming that the polarization is induced by
selective absorption of background starlight by magnetically
aligned, elongated dust grains, this angle corresponds to the local
magnetic field direction (Purcell 1979; Draine 2003). Figure 4
shows the variation of the anisotropy indices, !1 and !2, with
position angle (measured east of north) for 12CO data within this
subfield of the Taurus cloud. For!1, which considers the differ-
ences in scaling exponents, the fitted parameters are!0 ! 0:49 #
0:03 and !MAX ! 41" # 2". For !2, which measures anisotropy
based on the differences of the normalization constants, !0 !
0:56 # 0:03 and !MAX ! 46" # 2". The angle of maximum an-
isotropy is within 6"–11" of the local magnetic field direction

and the mean position angle of the emission streaks of 12CO
emission. The x- and y-axis structure functions derived at !MAX !
46" are shown in Figure 5. These distributions show the same
pattern of offsets between the parallel and perpendicular struc-
ture functions measured in the strong-field simulation snapshots
(B2, B3) shown in Figure 2. For the Taurus field, the power-law
index of the structure function derived from 12CO along the
x-axis (i.e., the direction aligned with the polarization) is steeper
(0:81 # 0:05) than the index of the y-axis structure function
(0:34 # 0:06). The steeper power law along the x-axis is indi-
cative of a velocity field more dominated by large scales. Similar
to the model structure functions in the strong magnetic field
cases, the normalization of the y-axis structure function, v0; y, is
0.08 km s$1 and larger than the value of the x-axis structure func-
tion (v0; x ! 0:02 km s$1). Thus, the smooth variation of density
along the presumed magnetic field is mirrored by a smooth vari-
ation in the velocity, and the stronger variation in density in the
perpendicular direction (streakiness) is mirrored by a stronger
variation in the velocity. Indeed, preliminary analysis shows that
in the direction perpendicular to the projected magnetic field,
displacements between the peaks in integrated intensity and ve-
locity centroids are similar with typical values 0.2–0.4 pc.

The results shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5 are suggestive of
velocity anisotropy induced by strong MHD turbulence, as de-
scribed byGS95 and verified by computational simulations (Cho
et al. 2002; Vestuto et al. 2003). We note that the observed spec-
tral slope parallel to the field, "k, is steeper than the value pre-
dicted for incompressibleMHD turbulence byGS95 but is similar
to values derived for the strong-field (B2, B3) simulations. Veloc-
ity anisotropy could be produced by processes other than MHD
turbulence. A systematic flow of material that is ‘‘channeled’’ by
the magnetic field may also generate differences in the parallel
and perpendicular structure functions. Such large-scale gradients
would produce steep spectral indices (" % 1). However, the ob-
served high-frequency variation of velocities perpendicular to
the field is not characteristic of such large-scale shear flows.
Regardless of its origin, the near alignment of the velocity anisot-
ropy with the local magnetic field direction demonstrates the
importance of the interstellar magnetic field to the gas dynamics
within this low-density component of the Taurusmolecular cloud.

Fig. 3.—(Left) Image of 12CO J ! 1 0 emission of a subfield within the Taurus molecular cloud integrated over the velocity interval 5.5–7.5 km s$1 and (right)
image of 12CO velocity centroid (Narayanan et al. 2008), with overlay of optical polarization vectors from the compilation by Heiles (2000). The molecular line emis-
sion and velocities exhibit streaks that are aligned along the localmagnetic field direction. The solid line box outlines the area onwhich the axis-constrained PCAmethod is
applied. The dotted-line box shows the area within which the polarization angles are averaged to estimate the mean magnetic field direction.
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Magnetic fields appear to be strong:

the axis-constrained PCA eigenfunctions to show a clear signa-
ture of velocity anisotropy induced by MHD turbulence.

4. THE TAURUS MOLECULAR CLOUD

The Taurus molecular cloud provides a valuable platform to in-
vestigate interstellar gas dynamics and the star formation process,
owing to its proximity (140 pc) and the wealth of complementary
data. Narayanan et al. (2008) present newwide-field imaging ob-
servations of 12CO and 13CO J ! 1 0 emission from the cen-
tral 100 deg2 of the Taurus cloud complex, obtained with the
FCRAO 14 m telescope. The images identify a low column den-
sity substrate of gas that contains subtle streaks of elevated 12CO
emission aligned along the local magnetic field direction as de-
termined from stellar polarization measurements (Heiles 2000).
Images of 12CO J ! 1 0 integrated intensity and centroid ve-
locity with measured polarization vectors from this subfield are
shown in Figure 3. These show a connection between the density
and velocity fields.While the origin of these streaks is unknown,
their rigorous alignment with the polarization vectors strongly
suggests that the interstellar magnetic field plays a prominent
role in the gas dynamics of this low-density material.

To assess the degree of velocity anisotropy within this sub-
region of the Taurus molecular cloud, we have applied the axis-
constrained PCA method to the 12CO data from this imaging
survey. The precise field is described by the solid box in Figure 3.
We do not consider the 13CO J ! 1 0 data, since the signal is
weak from this low column density sector of the cloud. Themean,
local polarization angle, derived from16measurementswithin the
field, is 52" # 10". Assuming that the polarization is induced by
selective absorption of background starlight by magnetically
aligned, elongated dust grains, this angle corresponds to the local
magnetic field direction (Purcell 1979; Draine 2003). Figure 4
shows the variation of the anisotropy indices, !1 and !2, with
position angle (measured east of north) for 12CO data within this
subfield of the Taurus cloud. For!1, which considers the differ-
ences in scaling exponents, the fitted parameters are!0 ! 0:49 #
0:03 and !MAX ! 41" # 2". For !2, which measures anisotropy
based on the differences of the normalization constants, !0 !
0:56 # 0:03 and !MAX ! 46" # 2". The angle of maximum an-
isotropy is within 6"–11" of the local magnetic field direction

and the mean position angle of the emission streaks of 12CO
emission. The x- and y-axis structure functions derived at !MAX !
46" are shown in Figure 5. These distributions show the same
pattern of offsets between the parallel and perpendicular struc-
ture functions measured in the strong-field simulation snapshots
(B2, B3) shown in Figure 2. For the Taurus field, the power-law
index of the structure function derived from 12CO along the
x-axis (i.e., the direction aligned with the polarization) is steeper
(0:81 # 0:05) than the index of the y-axis structure function
(0:34 # 0:06). The steeper power law along the x-axis is indi-
cative of a velocity field more dominated by large scales. Similar
to the model structure functions in the strong magnetic field
cases, the normalization of the y-axis structure function, v0; y, is
0.08 km s$1 and larger than the value of the x-axis structure func-
tion (v0; x ! 0:02 km s$1). Thus, the smooth variation of density
along the presumed magnetic field is mirrored by a smooth vari-
ation in the velocity, and the stronger variation in density in the
perpendicular direction (streakiness) is mirrored by a stronger
variation in the velocity. Indeed, preliminary analysis shows that
in the direction perpendicular to the projected magnetic field,
displacements between the peaks in integrated intensity and ve-
locity centroids are similar with typical values 0.2–0.4 pc.

The results shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5 are suggestive of
velocity anisotropy induced by strong MHD turbulence, as de-
scribed byGS95 and verified by computational simulations (Cho
et al. 2002; Vestuto et al. 2003). We note that the observed spec-
tral slope parallel to the field, "k, is steeper than the value pre-
dicted for incompressibleMHD turbulence byGS95 but is similar
to values derived for the strong-field (B2, B3) simulations. Veloc-
ity anisotropy could be produced by processes other than MHD
turbulence. A systematic flow of material that is ‘‘channeled’’ by
the magnetic field may also generate differences in the parallel
and perpendicular structure functions. Such large-scale gradients
would produce steep spectral indices (" % 1). However, the ob-
served high-frequency variation of velocities perpendicular to
the field is not characteristic of such large-scale shear flows.
Regardless of its origin, the near alignment of the velocity anisot-
ropy with the local magnetic field direction demonstrates the
importance of the interstellar magnetic field to the gas dynamics
within this low-density component of the Taurusmolecular cloud.

Fig. 3.—(Left) Image of 12CO J ! 1 0 emission of a subfield within the Taurus molecular cloud integrated over the velocity interval 5.5–7.5 km s$1 and (right)
image of 12CO velocity centroid (Narayanan et al. 2008), with overlay of optical polarization vectors from the compilation by Heiles (2000). The molecular line emis-
sion and velocities exhibit streaks that are aligned along the localmagnetic field direction. The solid line box outlines the area onwhich the axis-constrained PCAmethod is
applied. The dotted-line box shows the area within which the polarization angles are averaged to estimate the mean magnetic field direction.
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Star Formation is Inefficient, Slow and Clustered

εorbit = 0.04    in H2 dominated regions of 12 disk galaxies (Tan 2010)

εff ~ 0.01    in Galactic GMCs (Zuckerman & Evans 1974) 
   and dense IRDCs (Krumholz & Tan 2007)

εff << 0.01  in most gas in GMCs (AV<10)
Pipe Nebula with Mg~104M (Forbrich et al. 2009) 
ε ~ 0.0006
εff ~ 0.0006 (assuming tcloud=1tff)
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tral 100 deg2 of the Taurus cloud complex, obtained with the
FCRAO 14 m telescope. The images identify a low column den-
sity substrate of gas that contains subtle streaks of elevated 12CO
emission aligned along the local magnetic field direction as de-
termined from stellar polarization measurements (Heiles 2000).
Images of 12CO J ! 1 0 integrated intensity and centroid ve-
locity with measured polarization vectors from this subfield are
shown in Figure 3. These show a connection between the density
and velocity fields.While the origin of these streaks is unknown,
their rigorous alignment with the polarization vectors strongly
suggests that the interstellar magnetic field plays a prominent
role in the gas dynamics of this low-density material.

To assess the degree of velocity anisotropy within this sub-
region of the Taurus molecular cloud, we have applied the axis-
constrained PCA method to the 12CO data from this imaging
survey. The precise field is described by the solid box in Figure 3.
We do not consider the 13CO J ! 1 0 data, since the signal is
weak from this low column density sector of the cloud. Themean,
local polarization angle, derived from16measurementswithin the
field, is 52" # 10". Assuming that the polarization is induced by
selective absorption of background starlight by magnetically
aligned, elongated dust grains, this angle corresponds to the local
magnetic field direction (Purcell 1979; Draine 2003). Figure 4
shows the variation of the anisotropy indices, !1 and !2, with
position angle (measured east of north) for 12CO data within this
subfield of the Taurus cloud. For!1, which considers the differ-
ences in scaling exponents, the fitted parameters are!0 ! 0:49 #
0:03 and !MAX ! 41" # 2". For !2, which measures anisotropy
based on the differences of the normalization constants, !0 !
0:56 # 0:03 and !MAX ! 46" # 2". The angle of maximum an-
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emission. The x- and y-axis structure functions derived at !MAX !
46" are shown in Figure 5. These distributions show the same
pattern of offsets between the parallel and perpendicular struc-
ture functions measured in the strong-field simulation snapshots
(B2, B3) shown in Figure 2. For the Taurus field, the power-law
index of the structure function derived from 12CO along the
x-axis (i.e., the direction aligned with the polarization) is steeper
(0:81 # 0:05) than the index of the y-axis structure function
(0:34 # 0:06). The steeper power law along the x-axis is indi-
cative of a velocity field more dominated by large scales. Similar
to the model structure functions in the strong magnetic field
cases, the normalization of the y-axis structure function, v0; y, is
0.08 km s$1 and larger than the value of the x-axis structure func-
tion (v0; x ! 0:02 km s$1). Thus, the smooth variation of density
along the presumed magnetic field is mirrored by a smooth vari-
ation in the velocity, and the stronger variation in density in the
perpendicular direction (streakiness) is mirrored by a stronger
variation in the velocity. Indeed, preliminary analysis shows that
in the direction perpendicular to the projected magnetic field,
displacements between the peaks in integrated intensity and ve-
locity centroids are similar with typical values 0.2–0.4 pc.

The results shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5 are suggestive of
velocity anisotropy induced by strong MHD turbulence, as de-
scribed byGS95 and verified by computational simulations (Cho
et al. 2002; Vestuto et al. 2003). We note that the observed spec-
tral slope parallel to the field, "k, is steeper than the value pre-
dicted for incompressibleMHD turbulence byGS95 but is similar
to values derived for the strong-field (B2, B3) simulations. Veloc-
ity anisotropy could be produced by processes other than MHD
turbulence. A systematic flow of material that is ‘‘channeled’’ by
the magnetic field may also generate differences in the parallel
and perpendicular structure functions. Such large-scale gradients
would produce steep spectral indices (" % 1). However, the ob-
served high-frequency variation of velocities perpendicular to
the field is not characteristic of such large-scale shear flows.
Regardless of its origin, the near alignment of the velocity anisot-
ropy with the local magnetic field direction demonstrates the
importance of the interstellar magnetic field to the gas dynamics
within this low-density component of the Taurusmolecular cloud.

Fig. 3.—(Left) Image of 12CO J ! 1 0 emission of a subfield within the Taurus molecular cloud integrated over the velocity interval 5.5–7.5 km s$1 and (right)
image of 12CO velocity centroid (Narayanan et al. 2008), with overlay of optical polarization vectors from the compilation by Heiles (2000). The molecular line emis-
sion and velocities exhibit streaks that are aligned along the localmagnetic field direction. The solid line box outlines the area onwhich the axis-constrained PCAmethod is
applied. The dotted-line box shows the area within which the polarization angles are averaged to estimate the mean magnetic field direction.
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Column density threshold for star formation 
may be due to regulation of ambipolar 
diffusion by photoionization (McKee 1989).
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We do not consider the 13CO J ! 1 0 data, since the signal is
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perpendicular direction (streakiness) is mirrored by a stronger
variation in the velocity. Indeed, preliminary analysis shows that
in the direction perpendicular to the projected magnetic field,
displacements between the peaks in integrated intensity and ve-
locity centroids are similar with typical values 0.2–0.4 pc.

The results shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5 are suggestive of
velocity anisotropy induced by strong MHD turbulence, as de-
scribed byGS95 and verified by computational simulations (Cho
et al. 2002; Vestuto et al. 2003). We note that the observed spec-
tral slope parallel to the field, "k, is steeper than the value pre-
dicted for incompressibleMHD turbulence byGS95 but is similar
to values derived for the strong-field (B2, B3) simulations. Veloc-
ity anisotropy could be produced by processes other than MHD
turbulence. A systematic flow of material that is ‘‘channeled’’ by
the magnetic field may also generate differences in the parallel
and perpendicular structure functions. Such large-scale gradients
would produce steep spectral indices (" % 1). However, the ob-
served high-frequency variation of velocities perpendicular to
the field is not characteristic of such large-scale shear flows.
Regardless of its origin, the near alignment of the velocity anisot-
ropy with the local magnetic field direction demonstrates the
importance of the interstellar magnetic field to the gas dynamics
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Fig. 3.—(Left) Image of 12CO J ! 1 0 emission of a subfield within the Taurus molecular cloud integrated over the velocity interval 5.5–7.5 km s$1 and (right)
image of 12CO velocity centroid (Narayanan et al. 2008), with overlay of optical polarization vectors from the compilation by Heiles (2000). The molecular line emis-
sion and velocities exhibit streaks that are aligned along the localmagnetic field direction. The solid line box outlines the area onwhich the axis-constrained PCAmethod is
applied. The dotted-line box shows the area within which the polarization angles are averaged to estimate the mean magnetic field direction.
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Column density threshold for star formation 
may be due to regulation of ambipolar 
diffusion by photoionization (McKee 1989).

Star formation is highly clustered, occurring in star-forming clumps:      
(Lada & Lada 2003; Gutermuth et al. 2009; Heiderman et al. 2010)

    εff~0.01, ε~0.1-0.5 → tform >> tff 
    “Equilibrium” star cluster formation 
    (Tan, Krumholz, McKee 2006)
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Heating and cooling, generation and 
decay of turbulence, generation 
(dynamo) and diffusion of B-fields, etc.
Chemical evolution of dust and gas.

A complicated, nonlinear process
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Physics of star formation

Wide range of scales (~12 dex in 
space, time) and multidimensional. 
Uncertain/unconstrained initial 
conditions/boundary conditions.
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Gravity vs pressure (thermal, magnetic, 
turbulence, radiation, cosmic rays) and 
shear. 
Heating and cooling, generation and 
decay of turbulence, generation 
(dynamo) and diffusion of B-fields, etc.
Chemical evolution of dust and gas.

A complicated, nonlinear process

Notation for the gas structures:
Core -> star or close binary
Clump -> star cluster

Why are there galactic-scale star formation laws, when the 
sites of star formation are so small and over-pressurized 
compared to the mean ISM?
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What creates star-forming clumps in GMCs? Is this the rate limiting step of galactic SFRs?

Star Formation Driven by GMC Collisions
(Tan 2000)

[Converging, molecular, 
self-gravitating flows;
cf. Heitsch, Hennebelle]
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What creates star-forming clumps in GMCs? Is this the rate limiting step of galactic SFRs?

Star Formation Driven by GMC Collisions
In regions of galaxies dominated by molecular gas, a relatively large fraction of 
the total gas is in gravitationally bound clouds (GMCs & associated HI).

Formation of GMCs is not the rate limiting step for star formation, but rather 
formation of magnetically supercritical star-forming clumps (AV>10) within GMCs.

Hypothesis: GMC collisions & mergers compress gas that is already molecular, 
dense, and prone to gravitational instability (but maybe magnetically subcritical) 
creating star-forming clumps (maybe magnetically supercritical).

(Tan 2000)
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time, of these clouds. A fraction, v, of each gas cloud istcoll,converted into stars in each burst of collision-induced star
formation. The time between bursts is where isf sf~1 tcoll, fsfthe fraction of collisions which lead to star formation. Thus,

&SFR \ vfsf N
A

M
c

tcoll
^ vfsf &gas

tcoll
, (12)

where is the surface number density of gravitationallyN
Abound clouds per unit area of the disk. By numerically

solving the equations of motion, Gammie et al. (1991,
Fig. 8), found that cloud-cloud collisions result from
encounters caused by di†erential rotation, primarily with
initial impact parameters of about and with a spread1.6r

t
,

in values of order For typical GMC parameters in ther
t
.1

Galaxy, the associated shear velocity is D9 km s~1. This
sets the collision rate, together with the cloud surface
density, and the probability of collision, of theseN

A
, fG,

encounters. Note that the random velocity dispersion of the
cloud population (D7 km s~1 ; see, e.g., Stark & Brand
1989) sets the clouds moving on epicycles but is not the
velocity directly inÑuencing the collision rate. The e†ect of
these random motions has been accounted for in the calcu-
lations of Gammie et al., since they consider the collision of
clouds that are already moving on epicycles. Increasing the
random motions increases the initial impact parameters at
which most cloud collisions occur, raising the shear velocity
and thus the collision rate. We express astcoll

tcoll D
1
2

jmfp
v
s
( D 1.6r

t
)
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1
3.2r

t
() [ dvcirc/dR)N
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where the !rst factor of accounts for clouds either catch-12ing up with others at larger R or being caught up with by
clouds at smaller R. is the mean free pathjmfp \ 1/N

A
r
t

fGof a cloud to catch up, or be caught up to, by another. The
denominator is the shearv

s
(D1.6r

t
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() [ dvcirc/dR)

velocity of an encounter with impact parameter dueD1.6r
t
,

to di†erential rotation.
We evaluate the factor viaN
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^ (1 ] 0.3b)

0.7a
Qr

t
2 . (14)

As in equation (11), we have used andi \ J2)(1 ] b)1@2
assumed the velocity dispersion of the gas clouds results
from gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), so that

with b > 1. Sopgas ^ (GM
c
i)4@3(1.0 [ 1.7b), N

A
nr

t
2 \

(1 ] 0.3b)0.7an/Q D O(1) and is constant where Q is con-
stant. Thus every area element, of the disk approx-nr

t
2,

imately contains the mass of gas, required to setM
c
, r

t
.

Thus, from equation (13),

tcoll ^
Q

9.4fG(1 ] 0.3b)(1 [ b)
torb . (15)

From Gammie et al. (1991) we set We expect itfG D 0.5.
to scale as We consider cloud boundaries to be set byr

c
/r

t
.

pressure con!nement from the general ISM pressure, PISM.
Following Elmegreen (1989), we have
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1 The length unit used in Gammie et al. (1991) corresponds to D0.8r
t
.

where and are the stellar surface density and velocity&* p*dispersion, respectively. The boundary pressure of the self-
gravitating clouds is a few times less than the interior cloud
pressure, where Since Q D O(1)P D 12G&
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Observationally, and have approximately similar&gas &*spatial distributions, and so from equation (17) we see that
and thus varies only very slowly with R. From herer

c
/r

t
, fG,

on we take it to be a constant.
Substituting equation (15) in equation (12), we obtain

&SFR ^ 1.5vfsf fG Q~1&gas )(1 [ 0.7b) . (18)

This is a new ““ modi!ed ÏÏ Schmidt law, to be tested against
observations (° 2.3). For our !ducial location in the Galactic
disk (R \ 4 kpc) we have

&SFR ^ 4.3 ] 10~8 M
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yr~1 pc~2A v
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fsf
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fG
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1.0
Q
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]
C &gas
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D

. (19)

Disk-averaged SFRs, with the appropriate gas distribution,
are estimated in ° 2.3.2.

2.3. Predictions of Collision-induced Star Formation
2.3.1. Radial Pro!les

With high-resolution data for including&SFR, &gas,atomic and molecular components, and equation (18)vcirc,can be directly tested. This is practical for the Milky Way
and nearby galaxies, but difficult for circumnuclear disks of
starbursts because of their small size. Star formation from
cloud collisions is a stochastic process and so statistically
signi!cant data sets are required. Properly identifying
bound clouds requires atomic and molecular observations,
so the masses of both components can be accounted for.

The assumption that the cloud velocity dispersion is
caused by gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), also
leads to the prediction of (eq. [11]). Combining this&gas(R)
with equation (18) leads to

&SFR(R) P M
c
1@3)7@3Q~2(1 [ 1.7b) , (20)

which is proportional to for constant IfM
c
1@3R~7@3Q~2 vcirc.observations of are lacking, then the theory can still be&gastested using equation (20) and SFR and circular velocity

data, for an assumed constant Q. Note that is, inM
c
(R)

general, difficult to determine. However, surveys of Galactic
CO (e.g., Sanders et al. 1986) !nd no strong evidence for
systematic variation (Solomon et al. 1987 ; Scoville et al.
1987). Furthermore, any variation is weakened by being
raised to the power in equation (20). If galactic stellar13disks have been built up primarily through self-regulated
star formation, where Q D O(1), then we also have &* P

as an additional prediction.&SFRSeveral authors have presented radial pro!les of and&gasfor individual galaxies (e.g., Tacconi & Young 1986 ;&SFRKuno et al. 1995). However, problems of accounting for the
varying extinction of the tracers of star formation, such as
Ha, make direct comparison difficult. Similarly, where far-
infrared emission is used as a SFR estimator, the heating
contributions from young stars, old stars, and possible
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time, of these clouds. A fraction, v, of each gas cloud istcoll,converted into stars in each burst of collision-induced star
formation. The time between bursts is where isf sf~1 tcoll, fsfthe fraction of collisions which lead to star formation. Thus,
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these random motions has been accounted for in the calcu-
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ABSTRACT
We invoke star formation triggered by cloud-cloud collisions to explain global star formation rates of

disk galaxies and circumnuclear starbursts. Previous theories based on the growth rate of gravitational
perturbations ignore the dynamically important presence of magnetic !elds. Theories based on triggering
by spiral density waves fail to explain star formation in systems without such waves. Furthermore, obser-
vations suggest gas and stellar disk instabilities are decoupled. Following Gammie, Ostriker, & Jog, the
cloud collision rate is set by the shear velocity of encounters with initial impact parameters of a few tidal
radii, due to di†erential rotation in the disk. This, together with the e†ective con!nement of cloud orbits
to a two-dimensional plane, enhances the collision rate above that for particles in a three-dimensional
box. We predict For constant circular velocity (b \ 0), this is in agreement&SFR(R) P &gas )(1 [ 0.7b).
with recent observations by Kennicutt. Our estimates for the normalization of this star formation law,
while uncertain, are consistent with the observed star formation in the Milky Way and starburst gal-
axies. We predict a B-band Tully-Fisher relation : also consistent with observations. As addi-L

B
P vcirc7@3 ,

tional tests, we predict enhanced/reduced star formation in regions with relatively high/low shear rates,
and lower star formation efficiencies in clouds of higher mass.
Subject headings : galaxies : spiral È galaxies : starburst È ISM: clouds È stars : formation

1. INTRODUCTION

Understanding how the global star formation rates
(SFRs) of galaxies and starbursts depend on their physical
properties is essential for an understanding of galaxy evolu-
tion. Furthermore, such knowledge can also reveal much
about the star formation process itself.

Empirically, in disk galaxies (Kennicutt 1989, 1998, here-
after K89, K98) and the circumnuclear disks of starbursts
(Downes & Solomon 1998, hereafter DS98), star formation
occurs in regions where the gas disk is unstable to gravita-
tional perturbation growth. This can be expressed as a con-
dition on the surface density of gas :

&gas [ &crit \
aipgas

nG
4 Q&gas (1)

(Toomre 1964 ; Quirk 1972), where is the gas velocitypgasdispersion ; a is a dimensionless constant near unity, to
account for deviations of real disks from the idealized
Toomre thin-disk, single-Ñuid model ; Q is a dimensionless
parameter ; and i is the epicyclic frequency :

i \ J2
vcirc
R

A
1 ] R

vcirc

dvcirc
dR

B1@2 \ J2
vcirc
R

(1 ] b)1@2 .

(2)

Here is the circular velocity at a particular galacto-vcirccentric radius R, and which is zero forb 4 d ln vcirc/d ln R,
a Ñat rotation curve. From the outermost galactic star-
forming regions, K89 !nds a ^ 0.67, assuming kmpgas \ 6
s~1. The result a \ 1 is expected, because of the destabi-
lizing inÑuence of a stellar disk (Jog & Solomon 1984 ; Jog
1996). Where Q \ 1, on scales around thejcrit \ 2npgas/Qi,
gas disk is gravitationally unstable and fragments into
bound clouds. When stars form, the energy they release
raises and star formation is hypothesized (e.g., Silkpgas,

1997) and observed (K89 ; DS98) to self-regulate, so that
Q D O(1).

All star formation is observed to occur in molecular
clouds, and the majority in giant molecular clouds (GMCs),
with masses (see Blitz & Williams 1999 andZ 105 M

_McKee 1999 for reviews). However, K89 reported the sur-
prising result that the correlation of the SFR with the
surface density of molecular gas was much weaker than
with the total (atomic ] molecular). Uncertainties in CO to

conversion may account for some of the poor corre-H2lation ; however, the data suggest that the immediate supply
of gas controlling the SFR is both atomic and molecular.
This implies that the atomic to molecular conversion time-
scale, is short compared to the timescale on which startconv,formation is regulated. Spitzer (1978) !nds the rate constant
for molecule formation on dust grains to be approximately
2.0 ] 10~17 cm3 s~1, for typical Galactic interstellar
medium (ISM) metallicities. Ignoring destruction processes,
a naive estimate of the time to convert a region with nH I

D
1000 cm~3, perhaps created from the collision of two
atomic clouds, to gives yr, which is aH2, tconv D 2 ] 106
relatively short timescale.

Where the SFR is observed to be correlated withQ [ 1,
gas density. Schmidt (1959) introduced the param-
eterization of the volume densities withoSFR P ogasn ,
n D 1È2. By looking at about 100 di†erent galactic and cir-
cumnuclear starburst disk systems, K98 found a similar
relation for disk-averaged surface densities of gas and star
formation, valid over 5 orders of magnitude in &gas ,

&SFR P (&gas)N , (3)

with N D 1.4 ^ 0.15 (Fig. 1) (however, see Taniguchi &
Ohyama 1998). K98 !nds that the SFR is also correlated
with the orbital angular frequency, ), via

&SFR P &gas ) (4)
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time, of these clouds. A fraction, v, of each gas cloud istcoll,converted into stars in each burst of collision-induced star
formation. The time between bursts is where isf sf~1 tcoll, fsfthe fraction of collisions which lead to star formation. Thus,
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where is the surface number density of gravitationallyN
Abound clouds per unit area of the disk. By numerically

solving the equations of motion, Gammie et al. (1991,
Fig. 8), found that cloud-cloud collisions result from
encounters caused by di†erential rotation, primarily with
initial impact parameters of about and with a spread1.6r
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Galaxy, the associated shear velocity is D9 km s~1. This
sets the collision rate, together with the cloud surface
density, and the probability of collision, of theseN
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encounters. Note that the random velocity dispersion of the
cloud population (D7 km s~1 ; see, e.g., Stark & Brand
1989) sets the clouds moving on epicycles but is not the
velocity directly inÑuencing the collision rate. The e†ect of
these random motions has been accounted for in the calcu-
lations of Gammie et al., since they consider the collision of
clouds that are already moving on epicycles. Increasing the
random motions increases the initial impact parameters at
which most cloud collisions occur, raising the shear velocity
and thus the collision rate. We express astcoll
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from gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), so that
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where and are the stellar surface density and velocity&* p*dispersion, respectively. The boundary pressure of the self-
gravitating clouds is a few times less than the interior cloud
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Observationally, and have approximately similar&gas &*spatial distributions, and so from equation (17) we see that
and thus varies only very slowly with R. From herer
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on we take it to be a constant.
Substituting equation (15) in equation (12), we obtain
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This is a new ““ modi!ed ÏÏ Schmidt law, to be tested against
observations (° 2.3). For our !ducial location in the Galactic
disk (R \ 4 kpc) we have

&SFR ^ 4.3 ] 10~8 M
_

yr~1 pc~2A v
0.2

fsf
0.5

fG
0.5

1.0
Q
B

]
C &gas

10 M
_

pc~2
)

5.7 ] 10~8 yr~1 (1 [ 0.7b)
D

. (19)

Disk-averaged SFRs, with the appropriate gas distribution,
are estimated in ° 2.3.2.

2.3. Predictions of Collision-induced Star Formation
2.3.1. Radial Pro!les

With high-resolution data for including&SFR, &gas,atomic and molecular components, and equation (18)vcirc,can be directly tested. This is practical for the Milky Way
and nearby galaxies, but difficult for circumnuclear disks of
starbursts because of their small size. Star formation from
cloud collisions is a stochastic process and so statistically
signi!cant data sets are required. Properly identifying
bound clouds requires atomic and molecular observations,
so the masses of both components can be accounted for.

The assumption that the cloud velocity dispersion is
caused by gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), also
leads to the prediction of (eq. [11]). Combining this&gas(R)
with equation (18) leads to

&SFR(R) P M
c
1@3)7@3Q~2(1 [ 1.7b) , (20)

which is proportional to for constant IfM
c
1@3R~7@3Q~2 vcirc.observations of are lacking, then the theory can still be&gastested using equation (20) and SFR and circular velocity

data, for an assumed constant Q. Note that is, inM
c
(R)

general, difficult to determine. However, surveys of Galactic
CO (e.g., Sanders et al. 1986) !nd no strong evidence for
systematic variation (Solomon et al. 1987 ; Scoville et al.
1987). Furthermore, any variation is weakened by being
raised to the power in equation (20). If galactic stellar13disks have been built up primarily through self-regulated
star formation, where Q D O(1), then we also have &* P

as an additional prediction.&SFRSeveral authors have presented radial pro!les of and&gasfor individual galaxies (e.g., Tacconi & Young 1986 ;&SFRKuno et al. 1995). However, problems of accounting for the
varying extinction of the tracers of star formation, such as
Ha, make direct comparison difficult. Similarly, where far-
infrared emission is used as a SFR estimator, the heating
contributions from young stars, old stars, and possible
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ABSTRACT
We invoke star formation triggered by cloud-cloud collisions to explain global star formation rates of

disk galaxies and circumnuclear starbursts. Previous theories based on the growth rate of gravitational
perturbations ignore the dynamically important presence of magnetic !elds. Theories based on triggering
by spiral density waves fail to explain star formation in systems without such waves. Furthermore, obser-
vations suggest gas and stellar disk instabilities are decoupled. Following Gammie, Ostriker, & Jog, the
cloud collision rate is set by the shear velocity of encounters with initial impact parameters of a few tidal
radii, due to di†erential rotation in the disk. This, together with the e†ective con!nement of cloud orbits
to a two-dimensional plane, enhances the collision rate above that for particles in a three-dimensional
box. We predict For constant circular velocity (b \ 0), this is in agreement&SFR(R) P &gas )(1 [ 0.7b).
with recent observations by Kennicutt. Our estimates for the normalization of this star formation law,
while uncertain, are consistent with the observed star formation in the Milky Way and starburst gal-
axies. We predict a B-band Tully-Fisher relation : also consistent with observations. As addi-L

B
P vcirc7@3 ,

tional tests, we predict enhanced/reduced star formation in regions with relatively high/low shear rates,
and lower star formation efficiencies in clouds of higher mass.
Subject headings : galaxies : spiral È galaxies : starburst È ISM: clouds È stars : formation

1. INTRODUCTION

Understanding how the global star formation rates
(SFRs) of galaxies and starbursts depend on their physical
properties is essential for an understanding of galaxy evolu-
tion. Furthermore, such knowledge can also reveal much
about the star formation process itself.

Empirically, in disk galaxies (Kennicutt 1989, 1998, here-
after K89, K98) and the circumnuclear disks of starbursts
(Downes & Solomon 1998, hereafter DS98), star formation
occurs in regions where the gas disk is unstable to gravita-
tional perturbation growth. This can be expressed as a con-
dition on the surface density of gas :

&gas [ &crit \
aipgas

nG
4 Q&gas (1)

(Toomre 1964 ; Quirk 1972), where is the gas velocitypgasdispersion ; a is a dimensionless constant near unity, to
account for deviations of real disks from the idealized
Toomre thin-disk, single-Ñuid model ; Q is a dimensionless
parameter ; and i is the epicyclic frequency :

i \ J2
vcirc
R

A
1 ] R

vcirc

dvcirc
dR

B1@2 \ J2
vcirc
R

(1 ] b)1@2 .

(2)

Here is the circular velocity at a particular galacto-vcirccentric radius R, and which is zero forb 4 d ln vcirc/d ln R,
a Ñat rotation curve. From the outermost galactic star-
forming regions, K89 !nds a ^ 0.67, assuming kmpgas \ 6
s~1. The result a \ 1 is expected, because of the destabi-
lizing inÑuence of a stellar disk (Jog & Solomon 1984 ; Jog
1996). Where Q \ 1, on scales around thejcrit \ 2npgas/Qi,
gas disk is gravitationally unstable and fragments into
bound clouds. When stars form, the energy they release
raises and star formation is hypothesized (e.g., Silkpgas,

1997) and observed (K89 ; DS98) to self-regulate, so that
Q D O(1).

All star formation is observed to occur in molecular
clouds, and the majority in giant molecular clouds (GMCs),
with masses (see Blitz & Williams 1999 andZ 105 M

_McKee 1999 for reviews). However, K89 reported the sur-
prising result that the correlation of the SFR with the
surface density of molecular gas was much weaker than
with the total (atomic ] molecular). Uncertainties in CO to

conversion may account for some of the poor corre-H2lation ; however, the data suggest that the immediate supply
of gas controlling the SFR is both atomic and molecular.
This implies that the atomic to molecular conversion time-
scale, is short compared to the timescale on which startconv,formation is regulated. Spitzer (1978) !nds the rate constant
for molecule formation on dust grains to be approximately
2.0 ] 10~17 cm3 s~1, for typical Galactic interstellar
medium (ISM) metallicities. Ignoring destruction processes,
a naive estimate of the time to convert a region with nH I

D
1000 cm~3, perhaps created from the collision of two
atomic clouds, to gives yr, which is aH2, tconv D 2 ] 106
relatively short timescale.

Where the SFR is observed to be correlated withQ [ 1,
gas density. Schmidt (1959) introduced the param-
eterization of the volume densities withoSFR P ogasn ,
n D 1È2. By looking at about 100 di†erent galactic and cir-
cumnuclear starburst disk systems, K98 found a similar
relation for disk-averaged surface densities of gas and star
formation, valid over 5 orders of magnitude in &gas ,

&SFR P (&gas)N , (3)

with N D 1.4 ^ 0.15 (Fig. 1) (however, see Taniguchi &
Ohyama 1998). K98 !nds that the SFR is also correlated
with the orbital angular frequency, ), via

&SFR P &gas ) (4)
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time, of these clouds. A fraction, v, of each gas cloud istcoll,converted into stars in each burst of collision-induced star
formation. The time between bursts is where isf sf~1 tcoll, fsfthe fraction of collisions which lead to star formation. Thus,

&SFR \ vfsf N
A

M
c

tcoll
^ vfsf &gas

tcoll
, (12)

where is the surface number density of gravitationallyN
Abound clouds per unit area of the disk. By numerically

solving the equations of motion, Gammie et al. (1991,
Fig. 8), found that cloud-cloud collisions result from
encounters caused by di†erential rotation, primarily with
initial impact parameters of about and with a spread1.6r

t
,

in values of order For typical GMC parameters in ther
t
.1

Galaxy, the associated shear velocity is D9 km s~1. This
sets the collision rate, together with the cloud surface
density, and the probability of collision, of theseN

A
, fG,

encounters. Note that the random velocity dispersion of the
cloud population (D7 km s~1 ; see, e.g., Stark & Brand
1989) sets the clouds moving on epicycles but is not the
velocity directly inÑuencing the collision rate. The e†ect of
these random motions has been accounted for in the calcu-
lations of Gammie et al., since they consider the collision of
clouds that are already moving on epicycles. Increasing the
random motions increases the initial impact parameters at
which most cloud collisions occur, raising the shear velocity
and thus the collision rate. We express astcoll

tcoll D
1
2

jmfp
v
s
( D 1.6r

t
)
D

1
3.2r

t
() [ dvcirc/dR)N

A
r
t

fG
, (13)

where the !rst factor of accounts for clouds either catch-12ing up with others at larger R or being caught up with by
clouds at smaller R. is the mean free pathjmfp \ 1/N

A
r
t

fGof a cloud to catch up, or be caught up to, by another. The
denominator is the shearv

s
(D1.6r

t
) ^ 1.6r

t
() [ dvcirc/dR)

velocity of an encounter with impact parameter dueD1.6r
t
,

to di†erential rotation.
We evaluate the factor viaN

A
r
t
2

N
A

^ &gas
M

c
\ aipgas

nGQM
c
^ (1 ] 0.3b)

0.7a
Qr

t
2 . (14)

As in equation (11), we have used andi \ J2)(1 ] b)1@2
assumed the velocity dispersion of the gas clouds results
from gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), so that

with b > 1. Sopgas ^ (GM
c
i)4@3(1.0 [ 1.7b), N

A
nr

t
2 \

(1 ] 0.3b)0.7an/Q D O(1) and is constant where Q is con-
stant. Thus every area element, of the disk approx-nr

t
2,

imately contains the mass of gas, required to setM
c
, r

t
.

Thus, from equation (13),

tcoll ^
Q

9.4fG(1 ] 0.3b)(1 [ b)
torb . (15)

From Gammie et al. (1991) we set We expect itfG D 0.5.
to scale as We consider cloud boundaries to be set byr

c
/r

t
.

pressure con!nement from the general ISM pressure, PISM.
Following Elmegreen (1989), we have

PISM ^ n
2

G&gas
A

&gas ] &*
pgas
p*

B
, (16)

1 The length unit used in Gammie et al. (1991) corresponds to D0.8r
t
.

where and are the stellar surface density and velocity&* p*dispersion, respectively. The boundary pressure of the self-
gravitating clouds is a few times less than the interior cloud
pressure, where Since Q D O(1)P D 12G&

c
2, &

c
^ M

c
/nr

c
2.

implies and with we have&gas ^ M
c
/nr

t
2, P D PISM,

r
c

r
t
\A&gas

&
c

B1@2
D
C &gas

&gas ] &*(pgas/p*)
D1@4

. (17)

Observationally, and have approximately similar&gas &*spatial distributions, and so from equation (17) we see that
and thus varies only very slowly with R. From herer

c
/r

t
, fG,

on we take it to be a constant.
Substituting equation (15) in equation (12), we obtain

&SFR ^ 1.5vfsf fG Q~1&gas )(1 [ 0.7b) . (18)

This is a new ““ modi!ed ÏÏ Schmidt law, to be tested against
observations (° 2.3). For our !ducial location in the Galactic
disk (R \ 4 kpc) we have

&SFR ^ 4.3 ] 10~8 M
_

yr~1 pc~2A v
0.2

fsf
0.5

fG
0.5

1.0
Q
B

]
C &gas

10 M
_

pc~2
)

5.7 ] 10~8 yr~1 (1 [ 0.7b)
D

. (19)

Disk-averaged SFRs, with the appropriate gas distribution,
are estimated in ° 2.3.2.

2.3. Predictions of Collision-induced Star Formation
2.3.1. Radial Pro!les

With high-resolution data for including&SFR, &gas,atomic and molecular components, and equation (18)vcirc,can be directly tested. This is practical for the Milky Way
and nearby galaxies, but difficult for circumnuclear disks of
starbursts because of their small size. Star formation from
cloud collisions is a stochastic process and so statistically
signi!cant data sets are required. Properly identifying
bound clouds requires atomic and molecular observations,
so the masses of both components can be accounted for.

The assumption that the cloud velocity dispersion is
caused by gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), also
leads to the prediction of (eq. [11]). Combining this&gas(R)
with equation (18) leads to

&SFR(R) P M
c
1@3)7@3Q~2(1 [ 1.7b) , (20)

which is proportional to for constant IfM
c
1@3R~7@3Q~2 vcirc.observations of are lacking, then the theory can still be&gastested using equation (20) and SFR and circular velocity

data, for an assumed constant Q. Note that is, inM
c
(R)

general, difficult to determine. However, surveys of Galactic
CO (e.g., Sanders et al. 1986) !nd no strong evidence for
systematic variation (Solomon et al. 1987 ; Scoville et al.
1987). Furthermore, any variation is weakened by being
raised to the power in equation (20). If galactic stellar13disks have been built up primarily through self-regulated
star formation, where Q D O(1), then we also have &* P

as an additional prediction.&SFRSeveral authors have presented radial pro!les of and&gasfor individual galaxies (e.g., Tacconi & Young 1986 ;&SFRKuno et al. 1995). However, problems of accounting for the
varying extinction of the tracers of star formation, such as
Ha, make direct comparison difficult. Similarly, where far-
infrared emission is used as a SFR estimator, the heating
contributions from young stars, old stars, and possible

Gammie et al. (1991)~2D monolayer of 
GMCs in galactic disk

[Converging, molecular, 
self-gravitating flows;
cf. Heitsch, Hennebelle]



What creates star-forming clumps in GMCs? Is this the rate limiting step of galactic SFRs?

Star Formation Driven by GMC Collisions
In regions of galaxies dominated by molecular gas, a relatively large fraction of 
the total gas is in gravitationally bound clouds (GMCs & associated HI).

Formation of GMCs is not the rate limiting step for star formation, but rather 
formation of magnetically supercritical star-forming clumps (AV>10) within GMCs.

Hypothesis: GMC collisions & mergers compress gas that is already molecular, 
dense, and prone to gravitational instability (but maybe magnetically subcritical) 
creating star-forming clumps (maybe magnetically supercritical).

(Tan 2000)
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time, of these clouds. A fraction, v, of each gas cloud istcoll,converted into stars in each burst of collision-induced star
formation. The time between bursts is where isf sf~1 tcoll, fsfthe fraction of collisions which lead to star formation. Thus,

&SFR \ vfsf N
A

M
c

tcoll
^ vfsf &gas

tcoll
, (12)

where is the surface number density of gravitationallyN
Abound clouds per unit area of the disk. By numerically

solving the equations of motion, Gammie et al. (1991,
Fig. 8), found that cloud-cloud collisions result from
encounters caused by di†erential rotation, primarily with
initial impact parameters of about and with a spread1.6r

t
,

in values of order For typical GMC parameters in ther
t
.1

Galaxy, the associated shear velocity is D9 km s~1. This
sets the collision rate, together with the cloud surface
density, and the probability of collision, of theseN

A
, fG,

encounters. Note that the random velocity dispersion of the
cloud population (D7 km s~1 ; see, e.g., Stark & Brand
1989) sets the clouds moving on epicycles but is not the
velocity directly inÑuencing the collision rate. The e†ect of
these random motions has been accounted for in the calcu-
lations of Gammie et al., since they consider the collision of
clouds that are already moving on epicycles. Increasing the
random motions increases the initial impact parameters at
which most cloud collisions occur, raising the shear velocity
and thus the collision rate. We express astcoll
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where the !rst factor of accounts for clouds either catch-12ing up with others at larger R or being caught up with by
clouds at smaller R. is the mean free pathjmfp \ 1/N
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fGof a cloud to catch up, or be caught up to, by another. The
denominator is the shearv

s
(D1.6r
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velocity of an encounter with impact parameter dueD1.6r
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to di†erential rotation.
We evaluate the factor viaN
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As in equation (11), we have used andi \ J2)(1 ] b)1@2
assumed the velocity dispersion of the gas clouds results
from gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), so that

with b > 1. Sopgas ^ (GM
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i)4@3(1.0 [ 1.7b), N
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nr
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(1 ] 0.3b)0.7an/Q D O(1) and is constant where Q is con-
stant. Thus every area element, of the disk approx-nr

t
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imately contains the mass of gas, required to setM
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.

Thus, from equation (13),

tcoll ^
Q
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torb . (15)

From Gammie et al. (1991) we set We expect itfG D 0.5.
to scale as We consider cloud boundaries to be set byr
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pressure con!nement from the general ISM pressure, PISM.
Following Elmegreen (1989), we have

PISM ^ n
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1 The length unit used in Gammie et al. (1991) corresponds to D0.8r
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where and are the stellar surface density and velocity&* p*dispersion, respectively. The boundary pressure of the self-
gravitating clouds is a few times less than the interior cloud
pressure, where Since Q D O(1)P D 12G&
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Observationally, and have approximately similar&gas &*spatial distributions, and so from equation (17) we see that
and thus varies only very slowly with R. From herer

c
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t
, fG,

on we take it to be a constant.
Substituting equation (15) in equation (12), we obtain

&SFR ^ 1.5vfsf fG Q~1&gas )(1 [ 0.7b) . (18)

This is a new ““ modi!ed ÏÏ Schmidt law, to be tested against
observations (° 2.3). For our !ducial location in the Galactic
disk (R \ 4 kpc) we have
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Disk-averaged SFRs, with the appropriate gas distribution,
are estimated in ° 2.3.2.

2.3. Predictions of Collision-induced Star Formation
2.3.1. Radial Pro!les

With high-resolution data for including&SFR, &gas,atomic and molecular components, and equation (18)vcirc,can be directly tested. This is practical for the Milky Way
and nearby galaxies, but difficult for circumnuclear disks of
starbursts because of their small size. Star formation from
cloud collisions is a stochastic process and so statistically
signi!cant data sets are required. Properly identifying
bound clouds requires atomic and molecular observations,
so the masses of both components can be accounted for.

The assumption that the cloud velocity dispersion is
caused by gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), also
leads to the prediction of (eq. [11]). Combining this&gas(R)
with equation (18) leads to

&SFR(R) P M
c
1@3)7@3Q~2(1 [ 1.7b) , (20)

which is proportional to for constant IfM
c
1@3R~7@3Q~2 vcirc.observations of are lacking, then the theory can still be&gastested using equation (20) and SFR and circular velocity

data, for an assumed constant Q. Note that is, inM
c
(R)

general, difficult to determine. However, surveys of Galactic
CO (e.g., Sanders et al. 1986) !nd no strong evidence for
systematic variation (Solomon et al. 1987 ; Scoville et al.
1987). Furthermore, any variation is weakened by being
raised to the power in equation (20). If galactic stellar13disks have been built up primarily through self-regulated
star formation, where Q D O(1), then we also have &* P

as an additional prediction.&SFRSeveral authors have presented radial pro!les of and&gasfor individual galaxies (e.g., Tacconi & Young 1986 ;&SFRKuno et al. 1995). However, problems of accounting for the
varying extinction of the tracers of star formation, such as
Ha, make direct comparison difficult. Similarly, where far-
infrared emission is used as a SFR estimator, the heating
contributions from young stars, old stars, and possible
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ABSTRACT
We invoke star formation triggered by cloud-cloud collisions to explain global star formation rates of

disk galaxies and circumnuclear starbursts. Previous theories based on the growth rate of gravitational
perturbations ignore the dynamically important presence of magnetic !elds. Theories based on triggering
by spiral density waves fail to explain star formation in systems without such waves. Furthermore, obser-
vations suggest gas and stellar disk instabilities are decoupled. Following Gammie, Ostriker, & Jog, the
cloud collision rate is set by the shear velocity of encounters with initial impact parameters of a few tidal
radii, due to di†erential rotation in the disk. This, together with the e†ective con!nement of cloud orbits
to a two-dimensional plane, enhances the collision rate above that for particles in a three-dimensional
box. We predict For constant circular velocity (b \ 0), this is in agreement&SFR(R) P &gas )(1 [ 0.7b).
with recent observations by Kennicutt. Our estimates for the normalization of this star formation law,
while uncertain, are consistent with the observed star formation in the Milky Way and starburst gal-
axies. We predict a B-band Tully-Fisher relation : also consistent with observations. As addi-L
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tional tests, we predict enhanced/reduced star formation in regions with relatively high/low shear rates,
and lower star formation efficiencies in clouds of higher mass.
Subject headings : galaxies : spiral È galaxies : starburst È ISM: clouds È stars : formation

1. INTRODUCTION

Understanding how the global star formation rates
(SFRs) of galaxies and starbursts depend on their physical
properties is essential for an understanding of galaxy evolu-
tion. Furthermore, such knowledge can also reveal much
about the star formation process itself.

Empirically, in disk galaxies (Kennicutt 1989, 1998, here-
after K89, K98) and the circumnuclear disks of starbursts
(Downes & Solomon 1998, hereafter DS98), star formation
occurs in regions where the gas disk is unstable to gravita-
tional perturbation growth. This can be expressed as a con-
dition on the surface density of gas :

&gas [ &crit \
aipgas

nG
4 Q&gas (1)

(Toomre 1964 ; Quirk 1972), where is the gas velocitypgasdispersion ; a is a dimensionless constant near unity, to
account for deviations of real disks from the idealized
Toomre thin-disk, single-Ñuid model ; Q is a dimensionless
parameter ; and i is the epicyclic frequency :

i \ J2
vcirc
R
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1 ] R

vcirc

dvcirc
dR

B1@2 \ J2
vcirc
R

(1 ] b)1@2 .

(2)

Here is the circular velocity at a particular galacto-vcirccentric radius R, and which is zero forb 4 d ln vcirc/d ln R,
a Ñat rotation curve. From the outermost galactic star-
forming regions, K89 !nds a ^ 0.67, assuming kmpgas \ 6
s~1. The result a \ 1 is expected, because of the destabi-
lizing inÑuence of a stellar disk (Jog & Solomon 1984 ; Jog
1996). Where Q \ 1, on scales around thejcrit \ 2npgas/Qi,
gas disk is gravitationally unstable and fragments into
bound clouds. When stars form, the energy they release
raises and star formation is hypothesized (e.g., Silkpgas,

1997) and observed (K89 ; DS98) to self-regulate, so that
Q D O(1).

All star formation is observed to occur in molecular
clouds, and the majority in giant molecular clouds (GMCs),
with masses (see Blitz & Williams 1999 andZ 105 M

_McKee 1999 for reviews). However, K89 reported the sur-
prising result that the correlation of the SFR with the
surface density of molecular gas was much weaker than
with the total (atomic ] molecular). Uncertainties in CO to

conversion may account for some of the poor corre-H2lation ; however, the data suggest that the immediate supply
of gas controlling the SFR is both atomic and molecular.
This implies that the atomic to molecular conversion time-
scale, is short compared to the timescale on which startconv,formation is regulated. Spitzer (1978) !nds the rate constant
for molecule formation on dust grains to be approximately
2.0 ] 10~17 cm3 s~1, for typical Galactic interstellar
medium (ISM) metallicities. Ignoring destruction processes,
a naive estimate of the time to convert a region with nH I

D
1000 cm~3, perhaps created from the collision of two
atomic clouds, to gives yr, which is aH2, tconv D 2 ] 106
relatively short timescale.

Where the SFR is observed to be correlated withQ [ 1,
gas density. Schmidt (1959) introduced the param-
eterization of the volume densities withoSFR P ogasn ,
n D 1È2. By looking at about 100 di†erent galactic and cir-
cumnuclear starburst disk systems, K98 found a similar
relation for disk-averaged surface densities of gas and star
formation, valid over 5 orders of magnitude in &gas ,

&SFR P (&gas)N , (3)

with N D 1.4 ^ 0.15 (Fig. 1) (however, see Taniguchi &
Ohyama 1998). K98 !nds that the SFR is also correlated
with the orbital angular frequency, ), via

&SFR P &gas ) (4)
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time, of these clouds. A fraction, v, of each gas cloud istcoll,converted into stars in each burst of collision-induced star
formation. The time between bursts is where isf sf~1 tcoll, fsfthe fraction of collisions which lead to star formation. Thus,

&SFR \ vfsf N
A

M
c

tcoll
^ vfsf &gas

tcoll
, (12)

where is the surface number density of gravitationallyN
Abound clouds per unit area of the disk. By numerically

solving the equations of motion, Gammie et al. (1991,
Fig. 8), found that cloud-cloud collisions result from
encounters caused by di†erential rotation, primarily with
initial impact parameters of about and with a spread1.6r

t
,

in values of order For typical GMC parameters in ther
t
.1

Galaxy, the associated shear velocity is D9 km s~1. This
sets the collision rate, together with the cloud surface
density, and the probability of collision, of theseN

A
, fG,

encounters. Note that the random velocity dispersion of the
cloud population (D7 km s~1 ; see, e.g., Stark & Brand
1989) sets the clouds moving on epicycles but is not the
velocity directly inÑuencing the collision rate. The e†ect of
these random motions has been accounted for in the calcu-
lations of Gammie et al., since they consider the collision of
clouds that are already moving on epicycles. Increasing the
random motions increases the initial impact parameters at
which most cloud collisions occur, raising the shear velocity
and thus the collision rate. We express astcoll

tcoll D
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where the !rst factor of accounts for clouds either catch-12ing up with others at larger R or being caught up with by
clouds at smaller R. is the mean free pathjmfp \ 1/N
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fGof a cloud to catch up, or be caught up to, by another. The
denominator is the shearv
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As in equation (11), we have used andi \ J2)(1 ] b)1@2
assumed the velocity dispersion of the gas clouds results
from gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), so that

with b > 1. Sopgas ^ (GM
c
i)4@3(1.0 [ 1.7b), N

A
nr
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2 \

(1 ] 0.3b)0.7an/Q D O(1) and is constant where Q is con-
stant. Thus every area element, of the disk approx-nr
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imately contains the mass of gas, required to setM
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t
.

Thus, from equation (13),

tcoll ^
Q
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torb . (15)

From Gammie et al. (1991) we set We expect itfG D 0.5.
to scale as We consider cloud boundaries to be set byr
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.

pressure con!nement from the general ISM pressure, PISM.
Following Elmegreen (1989), we have
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1 The length unit used in Gammie et al. (1991) corresponds to D0.8r
t
.

where and are the stellar surface density and velocity&* p*dispersion, respectively. The boundary pressure of the self-
gravitating clouds is a few times less than the interior cloud
pressure, where Since Q D O(1)P D 12G&
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Observationally, and have approximately similar&gas &*spatial distributions, and so from equation (17) we see that
and thus varies only very slowly with R. From herer

c
/r

t
, fG,

on we take it to be a constant.
Substituting equation (15) in equation (12), we obtain

&SFR ^ 1.5vfsf fG Q~1&gas )(1 [ 0.7b) . (18)

This is a new ““ modi!ed ÏÏ Schmidt law, to be tested against
observations (° 2.3). For our !ducial location in the Galactic
disk (R \ 4 kpc) we have
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Disk-averaged SFRs, with the appropriate gas distribution,
are estimated in ° 2.3.2.

2.3. Predictions of Collision-induced Star Formation
2.3.1. Radial Pro!les

With high-resolution data for including&SFR, &gas,atomic and molecular components, and equation (18)vcirc,can be directly tested. This is practical for the Milky Way
and nearby galaxies, but difficult for circumnuclear disks of
starbursts because of their small size. Star formation from
cloud collisions is a stochastic process and so statistically
signi!cant data sets are required. Properly identifying
bound clouds requires atomic and molecular observations,
so the masses of both components can be accounted for.

The assumption that the cloud velocity dispersion is
caused by gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), also
leads to the prediction of (eq. [11]). Combining this&gas(R)
with equation (18) leads to

&SFR(R) P M
c
1@3)7@3Q~2(1 [ 1.7b) , (20)

which is proportional to for constant IfM
c
1@3R~7@3Q~2 vcirc.observations of are lacking, then the theory can still be&gastested using equation (20) and SFR and circular velocity

data, for an assumed constant Q. Note that is, inM
c
(R)

general, difficult to determine. However, surveys of Galactic
CO (e.g., Sanders et al. 1986) !nd no strong evidence for
systematic variation (Solomon et al. 1987 ; Scoville et al.
1987). Furthermore, any variation is weakened by being
raised to the power in equation (20). If galactic stellar13disks have been built up primarily through self-regulated
star formation, where Q D O(1), then we also have &* P

as an additional prediction.&SFRSeveral authors have presented radial pro!les of and&gasfor individual galaxies (e.g., Tacconi & Young 1986 ;&SFRKuno et al. 1995). However, problems of accounting for the
varying extinction of the tracers of star formation, such as
Ha, make direct comparison difficult. Similarly, where far-
infrared emission is used as a SFR estimator, the heating
contributions from young stars, old stars, and possible
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time, of these clouds. A fraction, v, of each gas cloud istcoll,converted into stars in each burst of collision-induced star
formation. The time between bursts is where isf sf~1 tcoll, fsfthe fraction of collisions which lead to star formation. Thus,
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where is the surface number density of gravitationallyN
Abound clouds per unit area of the disk. By numerically

solving the equations of motion, Gammie et al. (1991,
Fig. 8), found that cloud-cloud collisions result from
encounters caused by di†erential rotation, primarily with
initial impact parameters of about and with a spread1.6r
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Galaxy, the associated shear velocity is D9 km s~1. This
sets the collision rate, together with the cloud surface
density, and the probability of collision, of theseN
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encounters. Note that the random velocity dispersion of the
cloud population (D7 km s~1 ; see, e.g., Stark & Brand
1989) sets the clouds moving on epicycles but is not the
velocity directly inÑuencing the collision rate. The e†ect of
these random motions has been accounted for in the calcu-
lations of Gammie et al., since they consider the collision of
clouds that are already moving on epicycles. Increasing the
random motions increases the initial impact parameters at
which most cloud collisions occur, raising the shear velocity
and thus the collision rate. We express astcoll
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where the !rst factor of accounts for clouds either catch-12ing up with others at larger R or being caught up with by
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As in equation (11), we have used andi \ J2)(1 ] b)1@2
assumed the velocity dispersion of the gas clouds results
from gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), so that

with b > 1. Sopgas ^ (GM
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Thus, from equation (13),
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From Gammie et al. (1991) we set We expect itfG D 0.5.
to scale as We consider cloud boundaries to be set byr
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pressure con!nement from the general ISM pressure, PISM.
Following Elmegreen (1989), we have
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1 The length unit used in Gammie et al. (1991) corresponds to D0.8r
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where and are the stellar surface density and velocity&* p*dispersion, respectively. The boundary pressure of the self-
gravitating clouds is a few times less than the interior cloud
pressure, where Since Q D O(1)P D 12G&
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Observationally, and have approximately similar&gas &*spatial distributions, and so from equation (17) we see that
and thus varies only very slowly with R. From herer
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, fG,

on we take it to be a constant.
Substituting equation (15) in equation (12), we obtain

&SFR ^ 1.5vfsf fG Q~1&gas )(1 [ 0.7b) . (18)

This is a new ““ modi!ed ÏÏ Schmidt law, to be tested against
observations (° 2.3). For our !ducial location in the Galactic
disk (R \ 4 kpc) we have
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Disk-averaged SFRs, with the appropriate gas distribution,
are estimated in ° 2.3.2.

2.3. Predictions of Collision-induced Star Formation
2.3.1. Radial Pro!les

With high-resolution data for including&SFR, &gas,atomic and molecular components, and equation (18)vcirc,can be directly tested. This is practical for the Milky Way
and nearby galaxies, but difficult for circumnuclear disks of
starbursts because of their small size. Star formation from
cloud collisions is a stochastic process and so statistically
signi!cant data sets are required. Properly identifying
bound clouds requires atomic and molecular observations,
so the masses of both components can be accounted for.

The assumption that the cloud velocity dispersion is
caused by gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), also
leads to the prediction of (eq. [11]). Combining this&gas(R)
with equation (18) leads to

&SFR(R) P M
c
1@3)7@3Q~2(1 [ 1.7b) , (20)

which is proportional to for constant IfM
c
1@3R~7@3Q~2 vcirc.observations of are lacking, then the theory can still be&gastested using equation (20) and SFR and circular velocity

data, for an assumed constant Q. Note that is, inM
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(R)

general, difficult to determine. However, surveys of Galactic
CO (e.g., Sanders et al. 1986) !nd no strong evidence for
systematic variation (Solomon et al. 1987 ; Scoville et al.
1987). Furthermore, any variation is weakened by being
raised to the power in equation (20). If galactic stellar13disks have been built up primarily through self-regulated
star formation, where Q D O(1), then we also have &* P

as an additional prediction.&SFRSeveral authors have presented radial pro!les of and&gasfor individual galaxies (e.g., Tacconi & Young 1986 ;&SFRKuno et al. 1995). However, problems of accounting for the
varying extinction of the tracers of star formation, such as
Ha, make direct comparison difficult. Similarly, where far-
infrared emission is used as a SFR estimator, the heating
contributions from young stars, old stars, and possible

→ 0.2 torb (1-0.7β)Gammie et al. (1991)~2D monolayer of 
GMCs in galactic disk

[Converging, molecular, 
self-gravitating flows;
cf. Heitsch, Hennebelle]



Star Formation Driven by GMC Collisions

The collision time is short because:
1. GMCs are in a near 2D distribution
2. Gravitational focusing boosts cross section to be ~tidal radius, ~100pc
3. Interaction velocity is shear velocity at impact parameter ~2 tidal radii, 
~10km/s, rather than velocity dispersion, ~6 km/s
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time, of these clouds. A fraction, v, of each gas cloud istcoll,converted into stars in each burst of collision-induced star
formation. The time between bursts is where isf sf~1 tcoll, fsfthe fraction of collisions which lead to star formation. Thus,

&SFR \ vfsf N
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tcoll
^ vfsf &gas

tcoll
, (12)

where is the surface number density of gravitationallyN
Abound clouds per unit area of the disk. By numerically

solving the equations of motion, Gammie et al. (1991,
Fig. 8), found that cloud-cloud collisions result from
encounters caused by di†erential rotation, primarily with
initial impact parameters of about and with a spread1.6r

t
,

in values of order For typical GMC parameters in ther
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.1

Galaxy, the associated shear velocity is D9 km s~1. This
sets the collision rate, together with the cloud surface
density, and the probability of collision, of theseN

A
, fG,

encounters. Note that the random velocity dispersion of the
cloud population (D7 km s~1 ; see, e.g., Stark & Brand
1989) sets the clouds moving on epicycles but is not the
velocity directly inÑuencing the collision rate. The e†ect of
these random motions has been accounted for in the calcu-
lations of Gammie et al., since they consider the collision of
clouds that are already moving on epicycles. Increasing the
random motions increases the initial impact parameters at
which most cloud collisions occur, raising the shear velocity
and thus the collision rate. We express astcoll
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where the !rst factor of accounts for clouds either catch-12ing up with others at larger R or being caught up with by
clouds at smaller R. is the mean free pathjmfp \ 1/N
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As in equation (11), we have used andi \ J2)(1 ] b)1@2
assumed the velocity dispersion of the gas clouds results
from gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), so that

with b > 1. Sopgas ^ (GM
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Thus, from equation (13),
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From Gammie et al. (1991) we set We expect itfG D 0.5.
to scale as We consider cloud boundaries to be set byr
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pressure con!nement from the general ISM pressure, PISM.
Following Elmegreen (1989), we have
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1 The length unit used in Gammie et al. (1991) corresponds to D0.8r
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where and are the stellar surface density and velocity&* p*dispersion, respectively. The boundary pressure of the self-
gravitating clouds is a few times less than the interior cloud
pressure, where Since Q D O(1)P D 12G&
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Observationally, and have approximately similar&gas &*spatial distributions, and so from equation (17) we see that
and thus varies only very slowly with R. From herer

c
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t
, fG,

on we take it to be a constant.
Substituting equation (15) in equation (12), we obtain

&SFR ^ 1.5vfsf fG Q~1&gas )(1 [ 0.7b) . (18)

This is a new ““ modi!ed ÏÏ Schmidt law, to be tested against
observations (° 2.3). For our !ducial location in the Galactic
disk (R \ 4 kpc) we have
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Disk-averaged SFRs, with the appropriate gas distribution,
are estimated in ° 2.3.2.

2.3. Predictions of Collision-induced Star Formation
2.3.1. Radial Pro!les

With high-resolution data for including&SFR, &gas,atomic and molecular components, and equation (18)vcirc,can be directly tested. This is practical for the Milky Way
and nearby galaxies, but difficult for circumnuclear disks of
starbursts because of their small size. Star formation from
cloud collisions is a stochastic process and so statistically
signi!cant data sets are required. Properly identifying
bound clouds requires atomic and molecular observations,
so the masses of both components can be accounted for.

The assumption that the cloud velocity dispersion is
caused by gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), also
leads to the prediction of (eq. [11]). Combining this&gas(R)
with equation (18) leads to

&SFR(R) P M
c
1@3)7@3Q~2(1 [ 1.7b) , (20)

which is proportional to for constant IfM
c
1@3R~7@3Q~2 vcirc.observations of are lacking, then the theory can still be&gastested using equation (20) and SFR and circular velocity

data, for an assumed constant Q. Note that is, inM
c
(R)

general, difficult to determine. However, surveys of Galactic
CO (e.g., Sanders et al. 1986) !nd no strong evidence for
systematic variation (Solomon et al. 1987 ; Scoville et al.
1987). Furthermore, any variation is weakened by being
raised to the power in equation (20). If galactic stellar13disks have been built up primarily through self-regulated
star formation, where Q D O(1), then we also have &* P

as an additional prediction.&SFRSeveral authors have presented radial pro!les of and&gasfor individual galaxies (e.g., Tacconi & Young 1986 ;&SFRKuno et al. 1995). However, problems of accounting for the
varying extinction of the tracers of star formation, such as
Ha, make direct comparison difficult. Similarly, where far-
infrared emission is used as a SFR estimator, the heating
contributions from young stars, old stars, and possible
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The collision time is short because:
1. GMCs are in a near 2D distribution
2. Gravitational focusing boosts cross section to be ~tidal radius, ~100pc
3. Interaction velocity is shear velocity at impact parameter ~2 tidal radii, 
~10km/s, rather than velocity dispersion, ~6 km/s
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time, of these clouds. A fraction, v, of each gas cloud istcoll,converted into stars in each burst of collision-induced star
formation. The time between bursts is where isf sf~1 tcoll, fsfthe fraction of collisions which lead to star formation. Thus,
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where is the surface number density of gravitationallyN
Abound clouds per unit area of the disk. By numerically

solving the equations of motion, Gammie et al. (1991,
Fig. 8), found that cloud-cloud collisions result from
encounters caused by di†erential rotation, primarily with
initial impact parameters of about and with a spread1.6r
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encounters. Note that the random velocity dispersion of the
cloud population (D7 km s~1 ; see, e.g., Stark & Brand
1989) sets the clouds moving on epicycles but is not the
velocity directly inÑuencing the collision rate. The e†ect of
these random motions has been accounted for in the calcu-
lations of Gammie et al., since they consider the collision of
clouds that are already moving on epicycles. Increasing the
random motions increases the initial impact parameters at
which most cloud collisions occur, raising the shear velocity
and thus the collision rate. We express astcoll
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As in equation (11), we have used andi \ J2)(1 ] b)1@2
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from gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), so that
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From Gammie et al. (1991) we set We expect itfG D 0.5.
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Observationally, and have approximately similar&gas &*spatial distributions, and so from equation (17) we see that
and thus varies only very slowly with R. From herer
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on we take it to be a constant.
Substituting equation (15) in equation (12), we obtain

&SFR ^ 1.5vfsf fG Q~1&gas )(1 [ 0.7b) . (18)

This is a new ““ modi!ed ÏÏ Schmidt law, to be tested against
observations (° 2.3). For our !ducial location in the Galactic
disk (R \ 4 kpc) we have
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Disk-averaged SFRs, with the appropriate gas distribution,
are estimated in ° 2.3.2.

2.3. Predictions of Collision-induced Star Formation
2.3.1. Radial Pro!les

With high-resolution data for including&SFR, &gas,atomic and molecular components, and equation (18)vcirc,can be directly tested. This is practical for the Milky Way
and nearby galaxies, but difficult for circumnuclear disks of
starbursts because of their small size. Star formation from
cloud collisions is a stochastic process and so statistically
signi!cant data sets are required. Properly identifying
bound clouds requires atomic and molecular observations,
so the masses of both components can be accounted for.

The assumption that the cloud velocity dispersion is
caused by gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), also
leads to the prediction of (eq. [11]). Combining this&gas(R)
with equation (18) leads to
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c
1@3)7@3Q~2(1 [ 1.7b) , (20)

which is proportional to for constant IfM
c
1@3R~7@3Q~2 vcirc.observations of are lacking, then the theory can still be&gastested using equation (20) and SFR and circular velocity

data, for an assumed constant Q. Note that is, inM
c
(R)

general, difficult to determine. However, surveys of Galactic
CO (e.g., Sanders et al. 1986) !nd no strong evidence for
systematic variation (Solomon et al. 1987 ; Scoville et al.
1987). Furthermore, any variation is weakened by being
raised to the power in equation (20). If galactic stellar13disks have been built up primarily through self-regulated
star formation, where Q D O(1), then we also have &* P

as an additional prediction.&SFRSeveral authors have presented radial pro!les of and&gasfor individual galaxies (e.g., Tacconi & Young 1986 ;&SFRKuno et al. 1995). However, problems of accounting for the
varying extinction of the tracers of star formation, such as
Ha, make direct comparison difficult. Similarly, where far-
infrared emission is used as a SFR estimator, the heating
contributions from young stars, old stars, and possible
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time, of these clouds. A fraction, v, of each gas cloud istcoll,converted into stars in each burst of collision-induced star
formation. The time between bursts is where isf sf~1 tcoll, fsfthe fraction of collisions which lead to star formation. Thus,
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tcoll
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tcoll
, (12)

where is the surface number density of gravitationallyN
Abound clouds per unit area of the disk. By numerically

solving the equations of motion, Gammie et al. (1991,
Fig. 8), found that cloud-cloud collisions result from
encounters caused by di†erential rotation, primarily with
initial impact parameters of about and with a spread1.6r

t
,

in values of order For typical GMC parameters in ther
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.1

Galaxy, the associated shear velocity is D9 km s~1. This
sets the collision rate, together with the cloud surface
density, and the probability of collision, of theseN
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, fG,

encounters. Note that the random velocity dispersion of the
cloud population (D7 km s~1 ; see, e.g., Stark & Brand
1989) sets the clouds moving on epicycles but is not the
velocity directly inÑuencing the collision rate. The e†ect of
these random motions has been accounted for in the calcu-
lations of Gammie et al., since they consider the collision of
clouds that are already moving on epicycles. Increasing the
random motions increases the initial impact parameters at
which most cloud collisions occur, raising the shear velocity
and thus the collision rate. We express astcoll
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where the !rst factor of accounts for clouds either catch-12ing up with others at larger R or being caught up with by
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As in equation (11), we have used andi \ J2)(1 ] b)1@2
assumed the velocity dispersion of the gas clouds results
from gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), so that

with b > 1. Sopgas ^ (GM
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Thus, from equation (13),
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From Gammie et al. (1991) we set We expect itfG D 0.5.
to scale as We consider cloud boundaries to be set byr
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1 The length unit used in Gammie et al. (1991) corresponds to D0.8r
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where and are the stellar surface density and velocity&* p*dispersion, respectively. The boundary pressure of the self-
gravitating clouds is a few times less than the interior cloud
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Observationally, and have approximately similar&gas &*spatial distributions, and so from equation (17) we see that
and thus varies only very slowly with R. From herer
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, fG,

on we take it to be a constant.
Substituting equation (15) in equation (12), we obtain

&SFR ^ 1.5vfsf fG Q~1&gas )(1 [ 0.7b) . (18)

This is a new ““ modi!ed ÏÏ Schmidt law, to be tested against
observations (° 2.3). For our !ducial location in the Galactic
disk (R \ 4 kpc) we have
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Disk-averaged SFRs, with the appropriate gas distribution,
are estimated in ° 2.3.2.

2.3. Predictions of Collision-induced Star Formation
2.3.1. Radial Pro!les

With high-resolution data for including&SFR, &gas,atomic and molecular components, and equation (18)vcirc,can be directly tested. This is practical for the Milky Way
and nearby galaxies, but difficult for circumnuclear disks of
starbursts because of their small size. Star formation from
cloud collisions is a stochastic process and so statistically
signi!cant data sets are required. Properly identifying
bound clouds requires atomic and molecular observations,
so the masses of both components can be accounted for.

The assumption that the cloud velocity dispersion is
caused by gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), also
leads to the prediction of (eq. [11]). Combining this&gas(R)
with equation (18) leads to

&SFR(R) P M
c
1@3)7@3Q~2(1 [ 1.7b) , (20)

which is proportional to for constant IfM
c
1@3R~7@3Q~2 vcirc.observations of are lacking, then the theory can still be&gastested using equation (20) and SFR and circular velocity

data, for an assumed constant Q. Note that is, inM
c
(R)

general, difficult to determine. However, surveys of Galactic
CO (e.g., Sanders et al. 1986) !nd no strong evidence for
systematic variation (Solomon et al. 1987 ; Scoville et al.
1987). Furthermore, any variation is weakened by being
raised to the power in equation (20). If galactic stellar13disks have been built up primarily through self-regulated
star formation, where Q D O(1), then we also have &* P

as an additional prediction.&SFRSeveral authors have presented radial pro!les of and&gasfor individual galaxies (e.g., Tacconi & Young 1986 ;&SFRKuno et al. 1995). However, problems of accounting for the
varying extinction of the tracers of star formation, such as
Ha, make direct comparison difficult. Similarly, where far-
infrared emission is used as a SFR estimator, the heating
contributions from young stars, old stars, and possible



Star Formation Driven by GMC Collisions

The collision time is short because:
1. GMCs are in a near 2D distribution
2. Gravitational focusing boosts cross section to be ~tidal radius, ~100pc
3. Interaction velocity is shear velocity at impact parameter ~2 tidal radii, 
~10km/s, rather than velocity dispersion, ~6 km/s
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time, of these clouds. A fraction, v, of each gas cloud istcoll,converted into stars in each burst of collision-induced star
formation. The time between bursts is where isf sf~1 tcoll, fsfthe fraction of collisions which lead to star formation. Thus,
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where is the surface number density of gravitationallyN
Abound clouds per unit area of the disk. By numerically

solving the equations of motion, Gammie et al. (1991,
Fig. 8), found that cloud-cloud collisions result from
encounters caused by di†erential rotation, primarily with
initial impact parameters of about and with a spread1.6r
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Galaxy, the associated shear velocity is D9 km s~1. This
sets the collision rate, together with the cloud surface
density, and the probability of collision, of theseN
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, fG,

encounters. Note that the random velocity dispersion of the
cloud population (D7 km s~1 ; see, e.g., Stark & Brand
1989) sets the clouds moving on epicycles but is not the
velocity directly inÑuencing the collision rate. The e†ect of
these random motions has been accounted for in the calcu-
lations of Gammie et al., since they consider the collision of
clouds that are already moving on epicycles. Increasing the
random motions increases the initial impact parameters at
which most cloud collisions occur, raising the shear velocity
and thus the collision rate. We express astcoll
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where the !rst factor of accounts for clouds either catch-12ing up with others at larger R or being caught up with by
clouds at smaller R. is the mean free pathjmfp \ 1/N
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As in equation (11), we have used andi \ J2)(1 ] b)1@2
assumed the velocity dispersion of the gas clouds results
from gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), so that

with b > 1. Sopgas ^ (GM
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Thus, from equation (13),
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From Gammie et al. (1991) we set We expect itfG D 0.5.
to scale as We consider cloud boundaries to be set byr
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1 The length unit used in Gammie et al. (1991) corresponds to D0.8r
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where and are the stellar surface density and velocity&* p*dispersion, respectively. The boundary pressure of the self-
gravitating clouds is a few times less than the interior cloud
pressure, where Since Q D O(1)P D 12G&
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Observationally, and have approximately similar&gas &*spatial distributions, and so from equation (17) we see that
and thus varies only very slowly with R. From herer
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, fG,

on we take it to be a constant.
Substituting equation (15) in equation (12), we obtain

&SFR ^ 1.5vfsf fG Q~1&gas )(1 [ 0.7b) . (18)

This is a new ““ modi!ed ÏÏ Schmidt law, to be tested against
observations (° 2.3). For our !ducial location in the Galactic
disk (R \ 4 kpc) we have
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Disk-averaged SFRs, with the appropriate gas distribution,
are estimated in ° 2.3.2.

2.3. Predictions of Collision-induced Star Formation
2.3.1. Radial Pro!les

With high-resolution data for including&SFR, &gas,atomic and molecular components, and equation (18)vcirc,can be directly tested. This is practical for the Milky Way
and nearby galaxies, but difficult for circumnuclear disks of
starbursts because of their small size. Star formation from
cloud collisions is a stochastic process and so statistically
signi!cant data sets are required. Properly identifying
bound clouds requires atomic and molecular observations,
so the masses of both components can be accounted for.

The assumption that the cloud velocity dispersion is
caused by gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), also
leads to the prediction of (eq. [11]). Combining this&gas(R)
with equation (18) leads to

&SFR(R) P M
c
1@3)7@3Q~2(1 [ 1.7b) , (20)

which is proportional to for constant IfM
c
1@3R~7@3Q~2 vcirc.observations of are lacking, then the theory can still be&gastested using equation (20) and SFR and circular velocity

data, for an assumed constant Q. Note that is, inM
c
(R)

general, difficult to determine. However, surveys of Galactic
CO (e.g., Sanders et al. 1986) !nd no strong evidence for
systematic variation (Solomon et al. 1987 ; Scoville et al.
1987). Furthermore, any variation is weakened by being
raised to the power in equation (20). If galactic stellar13disks have been built up primarily through self-regulated
star formation, where Q D O(1), then we also have &* P

as an additional prediction.&SFRSeveral authors have presented radial pro!les of and&gasfor individual galaxies (e.g., Tacconi & Young 1986 ;&SFRKuno et al. 1995). However, problems of accounting for the
varying extinction of the tracers of star formation, such as
Ha, make direct comparison difficult. Similarly, where far-
infrared emission is used as a SFR estimator, the heating
contributions from young stars, old stars, and possible
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time, of these clouds. A fraction, v, of each gas cloud istcoll,converted into stars in each burst of collision-induced star
formation. The time between bursts is where isf sf~1 tcoll, fsfthe fraction of collisions which lead to star formation. Thus,

&SFR \ vfsf N
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tcoll
^ vfsf &gas

tcoll
, (12)

where is the surface number density of gravitationallyN
Abound clouds per unit area of the disk. By numerically

solving the equations of motion, Gammie et al. (1991,
Fig. 8), found that cloud-cloud collisions result from
encounters caused by di†erential rotation, primarily with
initial impact parameters of about and with a spread1.6r
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in values of order For typical GMC parameters in ther
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Galaxy, the associated shear velocity is D9 km s~1. This
sets the collision rate, together with the cloud surface
density, and the probability of collision, of theseN
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encounters. Note that the random velocity dispersion of the
cloud population (D7 km s~1 ; see, e.g., Stark & Brand
1989) sets the clouds moving on epicycles but is not the
velocity directly inÑuencing the collision rate. The e†ect of
these random motions has been accounted for in the calcu-
lations of Gammie et al., since they consider the collision of
clouds that are already moving on epicycles. Increasing the
random motions increases the initial impact parameters at
which most cloud collisions occur, raising the shear velocity
and thus the collision rate. We express astcoll
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where the !rst factor of accounts for clouds either catch-12ing up with others at larger R or being caught up with by
clouds at smaller R. is the mean free pathjmfp \ 1/N
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As in equation (11), we have used andi \ J2)(1 ] b)1@2
assumed the velocity dispersion of the gas clouds results
from gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), so that

with b > 1. Sopgas ^ (GM
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Thus, from equation (13),
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From Gammie et al. (1991) we set We expect itfG D 0.5.
to scale as We consider cloud boundaries to be set byr
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Following Elmegreen (1989), we have
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1 The length unit used in Gammie et al. (1991) corresponds to D0.8r
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where and are the stellar surface density and velocity&* p*dispersion, respectively. The boundary pressure of the self-
gravitating clouds is a few times less than the interior cloud
pressure, where Since Q D O(1)P D 12G&
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Observationally, and have approximately similar&gas &*spatial distributions, and so from equation (17) we see that
and thus varies only very slowly with R. From herer
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t
, fG,

on we take it to be a constant.
Substituting equation (15) in equation (12), we obtain

&SFR ^ 1.5vfsf fG Q~1&gas )(1 [ 0.7b) . (18)

This is a new ““ modi!ed ÏÏ Schmidt law, to be tested against
observations (° 2.3). For our !ducial location in the Galactic
disk (R \ 4 kpc) we have
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Disk-averaged SFRs, with the appropriate gas distribution,
are estimated in ° 2.3.2.

2.3. Predictions of Collision-induced Star Formation
2.3.1. Radial Pro!les

With high-resolution data for including&SFR, &gas,atomic and molecular components, and equation (18)vcirc,can be directly tested. This is practical for the Milky Way
and nearby galaxies, but difficult for circumnuclear disks of
starbursts because of their small size. Star formation from
cloud collisions is a stochastic process and so statistically
signi!cant data sets are required. Properly identifying
bound clouds requires atomic and molecular observations,
so the masses of both components can be accounted for.

The assumption that the cloud velocity dispersion is
caused by gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), also
leads to the prediction of (eq. [11]). Combining this&gas(R)
with equation (18) leads to

&SFR(R) P M
c
1@3)7@3Q~2(1 [ 1.7b) , (20)

which is proportional to for constant IfM
c
1@3R~7@3Q~2 vcirc.observations of are lacking, then the theory can still be&gastested using equation (20) and SFR and circular velocity

data, for an assumed constant Q. Note that is, inM
c
(R)

general, difficult to determine. However, surveys of Galactic
CO (e.g., Sanders et al. 1986) !nd no strong evidence for
systematic variation (Solomon et al. 1987 ; Scoville et al.
1987). Furthermore, any variation is weakened by being
raised to the power in equation (20). If galactic stellar13disks have been built up primarily through self-regulated
star formation, where Q D O(1), then we also have &* P

as an additional prediction.&SFRSeveral authors have presented radial pro!les of and&gasfor individual galaxies (e.g., Tacconi & Young 1986 ;&SFRKuno et al. 1995). However, problems of accounting for the
varying extinction of the tracers of star formation, such as
Ha, make direct comparison difficult. Similarly, where far-
infrared emission is used as a SFR estimator, the heating
contributions from young stars, old stars, and possible
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time, of these clouds. A fraction, v, of each gas cloud istcoll,converted into stars in each burst of collision-induced star
formation. The time between bursts is where isf sf~1 tcoll, fsfthe fraction of collisions which lead to star formation. Thus,
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where is the surface number density of gravitationallyN
Abound clouds per unit area of the disk. By numerically

solving the equations of motion, Gammie et al. (1991,
Fig. 8), found that cloud-cloud collisions result from
encounters caused by di†erential rotation, primarily with
initial impact parameters of about and with a spread1.6r
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in values of order For typical GMC parameters in ther
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Galaxy, the associated shear velocity is D9 km s~1. This
sets the collision rate, together with the cloud surface
density, and the probability of collision, of theseN
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encounters. Note that the random velocity dispersion of the
cloud population (D7 km s~1 ; see, e.g., Stark & Brand
1989) sets the clouds moving on epicycles but is not the
velocity directly inÑuencing the collision rate. The e†ect of
these random motions has been accounted for in the calcu-
lations of Gammie et al., since they consider the collision of
clouds that are already moving on epicycles. Increasing the
random motions increases the initial impact parameters at
which most cloud collisions occur, raising the shear velocity
and thus the collision rate. We express astcoll
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As in equation (11), we have used andi \ J2)(1 ] b)1@2
assumed the velocity dispersion of the gas clouds results
from gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), so that
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Thus, from equation (13),
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From Gammie et al. (1991) we set We expect itfG D 0.5.
to scale as We consider cloud boundaries to be set byr
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1 The length unit used in Gammie et al. (1991) corresponds to D0.8r
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where and are the stellar surface density and velocity&* p*dispersion, respectively. The boundary pressure of the self-
gravitating clouds is a few times less than the interior cloud
pressure, where Since Q D O(1)P D 12G&
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Observationally, and have approximately similar&gas &*spatial distributions, and so from equation (17) we see that
and thus varies only very slowly with R. From herer

c
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, fG,

on we take it to be a constant.
Substituting equation (15) in equation (12), we obtain

&SFR ^ 1.5vfsf fG Q~1&gas )(1 [ 0.7b) . (18)

This is a new ““ modi!ed ÏÏ Schmidt law, to be tested against
observations (° 2.3). For our !ducial location in the Galactic
disk (R \ 4 kpc) we have
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Disk-averaged SFRs, with the appropriate gas distribution,
are estimated in ° 2.3.2.

2.3. Predictions of Collision-induced Star Formation
2.3.1. Radial Pro!les

With high-resolution data for including&SFR, &gas,atomic and molecular components, and equation (18)vcirc,can be directly tested. This is practical for the Milky Way
and nearby galaxies, but difficult for circumnuclear disks of
starbursts because of their small size. Star formation from
cloud collisions is a stochastic process and so statistically
signi!cant data sets are required. Properly identifying
bound clouds requires atomic and molecular observations,
so the masses of both components can be accounted for.

The assumption that the cloud velocity dispersion is
caused by gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), also
leads to the prediction of (eq. [11]). Combining this&gas(R)
with equation (18) leads to

&SFR(R) P M
c
1@3)7@3Q~2(1 [ 1.7b) , (20)

which is proportional to for constant IfM
c
1@3R~7@3Q~2 vcirc.observations of are lacking, then the theory can still be&gastested using equation (20) and SFR and circular velocity

data, for an assumed constant Q. Note that is, inM
c
(R)

general, difficult to determine. However, surveys of Galactic
CO (e.g., Sanders et al. 1986) !nd no strong evidence for
systematic variation (Solomon et al. 1987 ; Scoville et al.
1987). Furthermore, any variation is weakened by being
raised to the power in equation (20). If galactic stellar13disks have been built up primarily through self-regulated
star formation, where Q D O(1), then we also have &* P

as an additional prediction.&SFRSeveral authors have presented radial pro!les of and&gasfor individual galaxies (e.g., Tacconi & Young 1986 ;&SFRKuno et al. 1995). However, problems of accounting for the
varying extinction of the tracers of star formation, such as
Ha, make direct comparison difficult. Similarly, where far-
infrared emission is used as a SFR estimator, the heating
contributions from young stars, old stars, and possible



Star Formation Driven by GMC Collisions

The collision time is short because:
1. GMCs are in a near 2D distribution
2. Gravitational focusing boosts cross section to be ~tidal radius, ~100pc
3. Interaction velocity is shear velocity at impact parameter ~2 tidal radii, 
~10km/s, rather than velocity dispersion, ~6 km/s
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time, of these clouds. A fraction, v, of each gas cloud istcoll,converted into stars in each burst of collision-induced star
formation. The time between bursts is where isf sf~1 tcoll, fsfthe fraction of collisions which lead to star formation. Thus,

&SFR \ vfsf N
A

M
c

tcoll
^ vfsf &gas

tcoll
, (12)

where is the surface number density of gravitationallyN
Abound clouds per unit area of the disk. By numerically

solving the equations of motion, Gammie et al. (1991,
Fig. 8), found that cloud-cloud collisions result from
encounters caused by di†erential rotation, primarily with
initial impact parameters of about and with a spread1.6r

t
,

in values of order For typical GMC parameters in ther
t
.1

Galaxy, the associated shear velocity is D9 km s~1. This
sets the collision rate, together with the cloud surface
density, and the probability of collision, of theseN

A
, fG,

encounters. Note that the random velocity dispersion of the
cloud population (D7 km s~1 ; see, e.g., Stark & Brand
1989) sets the clouds moving on epicycles but is not the
velocity directly inÑuencing the collision rate. The e†ect of
these random motions has been accounted for in the calcu-
lations of Gammie et al., since they consider the collision of
clouds that are already moving on epicycles. Increasing the
random motions increases the initial impact parameters at
which most cloud collisions occur, raising the shear velocity
and thus the collision rate. We express astcoll
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where the !rst factor of accounts for clouds either catch-12ing up with others at larger R or being caught up with by
clouds at smaller R. is the mean free pathjmfp \ 1/N
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As in equation (11), we have used andi \ J2)(1 ] b)1@2
assumed the velocity dispersion of the gas clouds results
from gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), so that

with b > 1. Sopgas ^ (GM
c
i)4@3(1.0 [ 1.7b), N
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nr
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stant. Thus every area element, of the disk approx-nr
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imately contains the mass of gas, required to setM
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.

Thus, from equation (13),
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From Gammie et al. (1991) we set We expect itfG D 0.5.
to scale as We consider cloud boundaries to be set byr
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.
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Following Elmegreen (1989), we have
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1 The length unit used in Gammie et al. (1991) corresponds to D0.8r
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where and are the stellar surface density and velocity&* p*dispersion, respectively. The boundary pressure of the self-
gravitating clouds is a few times less than the interior cloud
pressure, where Since Q D O(1)P D 12G&
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Observationally, and have approximately similar&gas &*spatial distributions, and so from equation (17) we see that
and thus varies only very slowly with R. From herer

c
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t
, fG,

on we take it to be a constant.
Substituting equation (15) in equation (12), we obtain

&SFR ^ 1.5vfsf fG Q~1&gas )(1 [ 0.7b) . (18)

This is a new ““ modi!ed ÏÏ Schmidt law, to be tested against
observations (° 2.3). For our !ducial location in the Galactic
disk (R \ 4 kpc) we have
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Disk-averaged SFRs, with the appropriate gas distribution,
are estimated in ° 2.3.2.

2.3. Predictions of Collision-induced Star Formation
2.3.1. Radial Pro!les

With high-resolution data for including&SFR, &gas,atomic and molecular components, and equation (18)vcirc,can be directly tested. This is practical for the Milky Way
and nearby galaxies, but difficult for circumnuclear disks of
starbursts because of their small size. Star formation from
cloud collisions is a stochastic process and so statistically
signi!cant data sets are required. Properly identifying
bound clouds requires atomic and molecular observations,
so the masses of both components can be accounted for.

The assumption that the cloud velocity dispersion is
caused by gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), also
leads to the prediction of (eq. [11]). Combining this&gas(R)
with equation (18) leads to

&SFR(R) P M
c
1@3)7@3Q~2(1 [ 1.7b) , (20)

which is proportional to for constant IfM
c
1@3R~7@3Q~2 vcirc.observations of are lacking, then the theory can still be&gastested using equation (20) and SFR and circular velocity

data, for an assumed constant Q. Note that is, inM
c
(R)

general, difficult to determine. However, surveys of Galactic
CO (e.g., Sanders et al. 1986) !nd no strong evidence for
systematic variation (Solomon et al. 1987 ; Scoville et al.
1987). Furthermore, any variation is weakened by being
raised to the power in equation (20). If galactic stellar13disks have been built up primarily through self-regulated
star formation, where Q D O(1), then we also have &* P

as an additional prediction.&SFRSeveral authors have presented radial pro!les of and&gasfor individual galaxies (e.g., Tacconi & Young 1986 ;&SFRKuno et al. 1995). However, problems of accounting for the
varying extinction of the tracers of star formation, such as
Ha, make direct comparison difficult. Similarly, where far-
infrared emission is used as a SFR estimator, the heating
contributions from young stars, old stars, and possible
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time, of these clouds. A fraction, v, of each gas cloud istcoll,converted into stars in each burst of collision-induced star
formation. The time between bursts is where isf sf~1 tcoll, fsfthe fraction of collisions which lead to star formation. Thus,

&SFR \ vfsf N
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tcoll
^ vfsf &gas

tcoll
, (12)

where is the surface number density of gravitationallyN
Abound clouds per unit area of the disk. By numerically

solving the equations of motion, Gammie et al. (1991,
Fig. 8), found that cloud-cloud collisions result from
encounters caused by di†erential rotation, primarily with
initial impact parameters of about and with a spread1.6r
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in values of order For typical GMC parameters in ther
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Galaxy, the associated shear velocity is D9 km s~1. This
sets the collision rate, together with the cloud surface
density, and the probability of collision, of theseN
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, fG,

encounters. Note that the random velocity dispersion of the
cloud population (D7 km s~1 ; see, e.g., Stark & Brand
1989) sets the clouds moving on epicycles but is not the
velocity directly inÑuencing the collision rate. The e†ect of
these random motions has been accounted for in the calcu-
lations of Gammie et al., since they consider the collision of
clouds that are already moving on epicycles. Increasing the
random motions increases the initial impact parameters at
which most cloud collisions occur, raising the shear velocity
and thus the collision rate. We express astcoll
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where the !rst factor of accounts for clouds either catch-12ing up with others at larger R or being caught up with by
clouds at smaller R. is the mean free pathjmfp \ 1/N
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As in equation (11), we have used andi \ J2)(1 ] b)1@2
assumed the velocity dispersion of the gas clouds results
from gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), so that

with b > 1. Sopgas ^ (GM
c
i)4@3(1.0 [ 1.7b), N
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(1 ] 0.3b)0.7an/Q D O(1) and is constant where Q is con-
stant. Thus every area element, of the disk approx-nr
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.

Thus, from equation (13),
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From Gammie et al. (1991) we set We expect itfG D 0.5.
to scale as We consider cloud boundaries to be set byr
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pressure con!nement from the general ISM pressure, PISM.
Following Elmegreen (1989), we have
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1 The length unit used in Gammie et al. (1991) corresponds to D0.8r
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where and are the stellar surface density and velocity&* p*dispersion, respectively. The boundary pressure of the self-
gravitating clouds is a few times less than the interior cloud
pressure, where Since Q D O(1)P D 12G&
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Observationally, and have approximately similar&gas &*spatial distributions, and so from equation (17) we see that
and thus varies only very slowly with R. From herer

c
/r

t
, fG,

on we take it to be a constant.
Substituting equation (15) in equation (12), we obtain

&SFR ^ 1.5vfsf fG Q~1&gas )(1 [ 0.7b) . (18)

This is a new ““ modi!ed ÏÏ Schmidt law, to be tested against
observations (° 2.3). For our !ducial location in the Galactic
disk (R \ 4 kpc) we have
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Disk-averaged SFRs, with the appropriate gas distribution,
are estimated in ° 2.3.2.

2.3. Predictions of Collision-induced Star Formation
2.3.1. Radial Pro!les

With high-resolution data for including&SFR, &gas,atomic and molecular components, and equation (18)vcirc,can be directly tested. This is practical for the Milky Way
and nearby galaxies, but difficult for circumnuclear disks of
starbursts because of their small size. Star formation from
cloud collisions is a stochastic process and so statistically
signi!cant data sets are required. Properly identifying
bound clouds requires atomic and molecular observations,
so the masses of both components can be accounted for.

The assumption that the cloud velocity dispersion is
caused by gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), also
leads to the prediction of (eq. [11]). Combining this&gas(R)
with equation (18) leads to

&SFR(R) P M
c
1@3)7@3Q~2(1 [ 1.7b) , (20)

which is proportional to for constant IfM
c
1@3R~7@3Q~2 vcirc.observations of are lacking, then the theory can still be&gastested using equation (20) and SFR and circular velocity

data, for an assumed constant Q. Note that is, inM
c
(R)

general, difficult to determine. However, surveys of Galactic
CO (e.g., Sanders et al. 1986) !nd no strong evidence for
systematic variation (Solomon et al. 1987 ; Scoville et al.
1987). Furthermore, any variation is weakened by being
raised to the power in equation (20). If galactic stellar13disks have been built up primarily through self-regulated
star formation, where Q D O(1), then we also have &* P

as an additional prediction.&SFRSeveral authors have presented radial pro!les of and&gasfor individual galaxies (e.g., Tacconi & Young 1986 ;&SFRKuno et al. 1995). However, problems of accounting for the
varying extinction of the tracers of star formation, such as
Ha, make direct comparison difficult. Similarly, where far-
infrared emission is used as a SFR estimator, the heating
contributions from young stars, old stars, and possible
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time, of these clouds. A fraction, v, of each gas cloud istcoll,converted into stars in each burst of collision-induced star
formation. The time between bursts is where isf sf~1 tcoll, fsfthe fraction of collisions which lead to star formation. Thus,

&SFR \ vfsf N
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tcoll
^ vfsf &gas

tcoll
, (12)

where is the surface number density of gravitationallyN
Abound clouds per unit area of the disk. By numerically

solving the equations of motion, Gammie et al. (1991,
Fig. 8), found that cloud-cloud collisions result from
encounters caused by di†erential rotation, primarily with
initial impact parameters of about and with a spread1.6r

t
,

in values of order For typical GMC parameters in ther
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.1

Galaxy, the associated shear velocity is D9 km s~1. This
sets the collision rate, together with the cloud surface
density, and the probability of collision, of theseN

A
, fG,

encounters. Note that the random velocity dispersion of the
cloud population (D7 km s~1 ; see, e.g., Stark & Brand
1989) sets the clouds moving on epicycles but is not the
velocity directly inÑuencing the collision rate. The e†ect of
these random motions has been accounted for in the calcu-
lations of Gammie et al., since they consider the collision of
clouds that are already moving on epicycles. Increasing the
random motions increases the initial impact parameters at
which most cloud collisions occur, raising the shear velocity
and thus the collision rate. We express astcoll
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where the !rst factor of accounts for clouds either catch-12ing up with others at larger R or being caught up with by
clouds at smaller R. is the mean free pathjmfp \ 1/N
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As in equation (11), we have used andi \ J2)(1 ] b)1@2
assumed the velocity dispersion of the gas clouds results
from gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), so that

with b > 1. Sopgas ^ (GM
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Thus, from equation (13),
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From Gammie et al. (1991) we set We expect itfG D 0.5.
to scale as We consider cloud boundaries to be set byr
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pressure con!nement from the general ISM pressure, PISM.
Following Elmegreen (1989), we have
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1 The length unit used in Gammie et al. (1991) corresponds to D0.8r
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where and are the stellar surface density and velocity&* p*dispersion, respectively. The boundary pressure of the self-
gravitating clouds is a few times less than the interior cloud
pressure, where Since Q D O(1)P D 12G&
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Observationally, and have approximately similar&gas &*spatial distributions, and so from equation (17) we see that
and thus varies only very slowly with R. From herer

c
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t
, fG,

on we take it to be a constant.
Substituting equation (15) in equation (12), we obtain

&SFR ^ 1.5vfsf fG Q~1&gas )(1 [ 0.7b) . (18)

This is a new ““ modi!ed ÏÏ Schmidt law, to be tested against
observations (° 2.3). For our !ducial location in the Galactic
disk (R \ 4 kpc) we have
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Disk-averaged SFRs, with the appropriate gas distribution,
are estimated in ° 2.3.2.

2.3. Predictions of Collision-induced Star Formation
2.3.1. Radial Pro!les

With high-resolution data for including&SFR, &gas,atomic and molecular components, and equation (18)vcirc,can be directly tested. This is practical for the Milky Way
and nearby galaxies, but difficult for circumnuclear disks of
starbursts because of their small size. Star formation from
cloud collisions is a stochastic process and so statistically
signi!cant data sets are required. Properly identifying
bound clouds requires atomic and molecular observations,
so the masses of both components can be accounted for.

The assumption that the cloud velocity dispersion is
caused by gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), also
leads to the prediction of (eq. [11]). Combining this&gas(R)
with equation (18) leads to

&SFR(R) P M
c
1@3)7@3Q~2(1 [ 1.7b) , (20)

which is proportional to for constant IfM
c
1@3R~7@3Q~2 vcirc.observations of are lacking, then the theory can still be&gastested using equation (20) and SFR and circular velocity

data, for an assumed constant Q. Note that is, inM
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general, difficult to determine. However, surveys of Galactic
CO (e.g., Sanders et al. 1986) !nd no strong evidence for
systematic variation (Solomon et al. 1987 ; Scoville et al.
1987). Furthermore, any variation is weakened by being
raised to the power in equation (20). If galactic stellar13disks have been built up primarily through self-regulated
star formation, where Q D O(1), then we also have &* P

as an additional prediction.&SFRSeveral authors have presented radial pro!les of and&gasfor individual galaxies (e.g., Tacconi & Young 1986 ;&SFRKuno et al. 1995). However, problems of accounting for the
varying extinction of the tracers of star formation, such as
Ha, make direct comparison difficult. Similarly, where far-
infrared emission is used as a SFR estimator, the heating
contributions from young stars, old stars, and possible
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The collision time is short because:
1. GMCs are in a near 2D distribution
2. Gravitational focusing boosts cross section to be ~tidal radius, ~100pc
3. Interaction velocity is shear velocity at impact parameter ~2 tidal radii, 
~10km/s, rather than velocity dispersion, ~6 km/s
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time, of these clouds. A fraction, v, of each gas cloud istcoll,converted into stars in each burst of collision-induced star
formation. The time between bursts is where isf sf~1 tcoll, fsfthe fraction of collisions which lead to star formation. Thus,
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tcoll
, (12)

where is the surface number density of gravitationallyN
Abound clouds per unit area of the disk. By numerically

solving the equations of motion, Gammie et al. (1991,
Fig. 8), found that cloud-cloud collisions result from
encounters caused by di†erential rotation, primarily with
initial impact parameters of about and with a spread1.6r
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,

in values of order For typical GMC parameters in ther
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Galaxy, the associated shear velocity is D9 km s~1. This
sets the collision rate, together with the cloud surface
density, and the probability of collision, of theseN
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encounters. Note that the random velocity dispersion of the
cloud population (D7 km s~1 ; see, e.g., Stark & Brand
1989) sets the clouds moving on epicycles but is not the
velocity directly inÑuencing the collision rate. The e†ect of
these random motions has been accounted for in the calcu-
lations of Gammie et al., since they consider the collision of
clouds that are already moving on epicycles. Increasing the
random motions increases the initial impact parameters at
which most cloud collisions occur, raising the shear velocity
and thus the collision rate. We express astcoll
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As in equation (11), we have used andi \ J2)(1 ] b)1@2
assumed the velocity dispersion of the gas clouds results
from gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), so that
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From Gammie et al. (1991) we set We expect itfG D 0.5.
to scale as We consider cloud boundaries to be set byr
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1 The length unit used in Gammie et al. (1991) corresponds to D0.8r
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where and are the stellar surface density and velocity&* p*dispersion, respectively. The boundary pressure of the self-
gravitating clouds is a few times less than the interior cloud
pressure, where Since Q D O(1)P D 12G&
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Observationally, and have approximately similar&gas &*spatial distributions, and so from equation (17) we see that
and thus varies only very slowly with R. From herer
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, fG,

on we take it to be a constant.
Substituting equation (15) in equation (12), we obtain

&SFR ^ 1.5vfsf fG Q~1&gas )(1 [ 0.7b) . (18)

This is a new ““ modi!ed ÏÏ Schmidt law, to be tested against
observations (° 2.3). For our !ducial location in the Galactic
disk (R \ 4 kpc) we have
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Disk-averaged SFRs, with the appropriate gas distribution,
are estimated in ° 2.3.2.

2.3. Predictions of Collision-induced Star Formation
2.3.1. Radial Pro!les

With high-resolution data for including&SFR, &gas,atomic and molecular components, and equation (18)vcirc,can be directly tested. This is practical for the Milky Way
and nearby galaxies, but difficult for circumnuclear disks of
starbursts because of their small size. Star formation from
cloud collisions is a stochastic process and so statistically
signi!cant data sets are required. Properly identifying
bound clouds requires atomic and molecular observations,
so the masses of both components can be accounted for.

The assumption that the cloud velocity dispersion is
caused by gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), also
leads to the prediction of (eq. [11]). Combining this&gas(R)
with equation (18) leads to

&SFR(R) P M
c
1@3)7@3Q~2(1 [ 1.7b) , (20)

which is proportional to for constant IfM
c
1@3R~7@3Q~2 vcirc.observations of are lacking, then the theory can still be&gastested using equation (20) and SFR and circular velocity

data, for an assumed constant Q. Note that is, inM
c
(R)

general, difficult to determine. However, surveys of Galactic
CO (e.g., Sanders et al. 1986) !nd no strong evidence for
systematic variation (Solomon et al. 1987 ; Scoville et al.
1987). Furthermore, any variation is weakened by being
raised to the power in equation (20). If galactic stellar13disks have been built up primarily through self-regulated
star formation, where Q D O(1), then we also have &* P

as an additional prediction.&SFRSeveral authors have presented radial pro!les of and&gasfor individual galaxies (e.g., Tacconi & Young 1986 ;&SFRKuno et al. 1995). However, problems of accounting for the
varying extinction of the tracers of star formation, such as
Ha, make direct comparison difficult. Similarly, where far-
infrared emission is used as a SFR estimator, the heating
contributions from young stars, old stars, and possible
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time, of these clouds. A fraction, v, of each gas cloud istcoll,converted into stars in each burst of collision-induced star
formation. The time between bursts is where isf sf~1 tcoll, fsfthe fraction of collisions which lead to star formation. Thus,
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where is the surface number density of gravitationallyN
Abound clouds per unit area of the disk. By numerically

solving the equations of motion, Gammie et al. (1991,
Fig. 8), found that cloud-cloud collisions result from
encounters caused by di†erential rotation, primarily with
initial impact parameters of about and with a spread1.6r
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encounters. Note that the random velocity dispersion of the
cloud population (D7 km s~1 ; see, e.g., Stark & Brand
1989) sets the clouds moving on epicycles but is not the
velocity directly inÑuencing the collision rate. The e†ect of
these random motions has been accounted for in the calcu-
lations of Gammie et al., since they consider the collision of
clouds that are already moving on epicycles. Increasing the
random motions increases the initial impact parameters at
which most cloud collisions occur, raising the shear velocity
and thus the collision rate. We express astcoll
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As in equation (11), we have used andi \ J2)(1 ] b)1@2
assumed the velocity dispersion of the gas clouds results
from gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), so that
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From Gammie et al. (1991) we set We expect itfG D 0.5.
to scale as We consider cloud boundaries to be set byr
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pressure con!nement from the general ISM pressure, PISM.
Following Elmegreen (1989), we have
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Observationally, and have approximately similar&gas &*spatial distributions, and so from equation (17) we see that
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Substituting equation (15) in equation (12), we obtain
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This is a new ““ modi!ed ÏÏ Schmidt law, to be tested against
observations (° 2.3). For our !ducial location in the Galactic
disk (R \ 4 kpc) we have
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Disk-averaged SFRs, with the appropriate gas distribution,
are estimated in ° 2.3.2.

2.3. Predictions of Collision-induced Star Formation
2.3.1. Radial Pro!les

With high-resolution data for including&SFR, &gas,atomic and molecular components, and equation (18)vcirc,can be directly tested. This is practical for the Milky Way
and nearby galaxies, but difficult for circumnuclear disks of
starbursts because of their small size. Star formation from
cloud collisions is a stochastic process and so statistically
signi!cant data sets are required. Properly identifying
bound clouds requires atomic and molecular observations,
so the masses of both components can be accounted for.

The assumption that the cloud velocity dispersion is
caused by gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), also
leads to the prediction of (eq. [11]). Combining this&gas(R)
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general, difficult to determine. However, surveys of Galactic
CO (e.g., Sanders et al. 1986) !nd no strong evidence for
systematic variation (Solomon et al. 1987 ; Scoville et al.
1987). Furthermore, any variation is weakened by being
raised to the power in equation (20). If galactic stellar13disks have been built up primarily through self-regulated
star formation, where Q D O(1), then we also have &* P

as an additional prediction.&SFRSeveral authors have presented radial pro!les of and&gasfor individual galaxies (e.g., Tacconi & Young 1986 ;&SFRKuno et al. 1995). However, problems of accounting for the
varying extinction of the tracers of star formation, such as
Ha, make direct comparison difficult. Similarly, where far-
infrared emission is used as a SFR estimator, the heating
contributions from young stars, old stars, and possible
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Observationally, and have approximately similar&gas &*spatial distributions, and so from equation (17) we see that
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Substituting equation (15) in equation (12), we obtain
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This is a new ““ modi!ed ÏÏ Schmidt law, to be tested against
observations (° 2.3). For our !ducial location in the Galactic
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Disk-averaged SFRs, with the appropriate gas distribution,
are estimated in ° 2.3.2.

2.3. Predictions of Collision-induced Star Formation
2.3.1. Radial Pro!les

With high-resolution data for including&SFR, &gas,atomic and molecular components, and equation (18)vcirc,can be directly tested. This is practical for the Milky Way
and nearby galaxies, but difficult for circumnuclear disks of
starbursts because of their small size. Star formation from
cloud collisions is a stochastic process and so statistically
signi!cant data sets are required. Properly identifying
bound clouds requires atomic and molecular observations,
so the masses of both components can be accounted for.

The assumption that the cloud velocity dispersion is
caused by gravitational torquing (Gammie et al. 1991), also
leads to the prediction of (eq. [11]). Combining this&gas(R)
with equation (18) leads to
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general, difficult to determine. However, surveys of Galactic
CO (e.g., Sanders et al. 1986) !nd no strong evidence for
systematic variation (Solomon et al. 1987 ; Scoville et al.
1987). Furthermore, any variation is weakened by being
raised to the power in equation (20). If galactic stellar13disks have been built up primarily through self-regulated
star formation, where Q D O(1), then we also have &* P

as an additional prediction.&SFRSeveral authors have presented radial pro!les of and&gasfor individual galaxies (e.g., Tacconi & Young 1986 ;&SFRKuno et al. 1995). However, problems of accounting for the
varying extinction of the tracers of star formation, such as
Ha, make direct comparison difficult. Similarly, where far-
infrared emission is used as a SFR estimator, the heating
contributions from young stars, old stars, and possible
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Implications of Frequent GMC Collisions

We find GMCs suffer frequent mergers. A typical GMC merges every 0.2 
orbital times, i.e. ~20-30Myr.

1. Frequent mergers can explain the retrograde rotation of GMCs.

2. Frequent mergers can be an important source of turbulence in GMCs.

3. Frequent mergers can confuse virial parameter estimations

4. Frequent mergers redefine the notion of GMC lifetimes.

5. This process could trigger star formation and be the link between global 
galactic dynamics and star cluster formation.

But this scenario does require GMCs to be gravitationally bound and 
relatively long-lived.
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Hydro (B=0) resultsThe Astrophysical Journal, 764:36 (14pp), 2013 February 10 Van Loo, Butler, & Tan

Figure 12. Same as Figure 6, but for Run 7. The white dots represent the star
particles.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 13. Mass-weighted PDF for Run 6 (red, dashed) and Run 7 (blue, dotted).
We included the stellar mass in the total mass to normalize the distribution
function.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

tend to cool the gas to different equilibrium temperatures (see
Figure 2), the densities at which a grid cell is refined differ as
the gas temperature influences the Jeans length. Such changes
introduce small variations in AMR simulations (Niklaus et al.
2009).

3.5. Star Formation

The high-resolution simulations described above (Runs 2–6)
evolve to a state where a large fraction, 40%–50%, of the gas
is in clumps, as defined by nH > 105 cm!3. Now, in Run 7, we
introduce star formation in these objects, following the method
described in Section 2.2. As the density threshold for gas in
dense clumps is the same as the critical density of our star
formation routine, star particles will form in the dense clumps.

Figure 12 shows the gas surface density of Run 7 with the
star cluster particles plotted on top. The star cluster particles
are concentrated within the molecular clouds. Note, however,
that star particles can be ejected from the clouds, especially in
clouds with large amounts of angular momentum, e.g., from a
collision. The star formation has not changed much of the global

Figure 14. Volume-rendered number density of Run 7. The “GMC” threshold
volume density, nH " 100 cm!3, is colored blue, while the “Clump” threshold
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Figure 15. Same as Figure 8, but for Run 6 (red) and Run 7 (blue). The stellar
mass fraction for Run 7 (solid) is also shown. For Run 7 the normalization is
done with the sum of the total gas and stellar mass.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

density structure or dynamics, but has reduced the maximum gas
surface densities by about an order of magnitude compared to
Run 6 without star formation. This can also be seen in the PDFs
where the star formation process only produces a deviation
above nH # 104 cm!3 and limits the maximum density in
the simulation to #106 cm!3 (Figure 13). As we do not yet
include stellar feedback in our simulations, the stars only interact
gravitationally with their maternal cloud.

Figure 14 shows a rendered visualization of the ISM struc-
tures at the end of Run 7, highlighting the volume density thresh-
olds that define “GMCs” and “Clumps.” Several hundred par-
sec long filaments of high-density gas are visible, which bear
a qualitative resemblance to some observed Galactic infrared
dark cloud structures (e.g., the “Nessie” nebula; Jackson et al.
2010). A comparison of dynamical state of the simulation fila-
ments with observed IRDCs (e.g., Hernandez et al. 2012), will
be carried out in a subsequent paper.

The removal of mass from the gas phase because of star
formation can be seen by following the gas mass fraction
in molecular clouds and in dense clumps for Runs 6 and 7
(Figure 15). After 2 Myr, dense clumps start to form and
immediately produce stars. As molecular gas is converted into
stars, the mass fraction of gas in molecular clouds starts to
decrease. (Note that we calculate the mass fraction to the total
mass including the stellar mass.) After 10 Myr, the mass fraction
in “GMCs” in Run 10 is about 60% lower than in Run 6.
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Figure 16. Left: the star formation rate (!SFR) as a function of the gas surface density. The symbols show the observations of Bigiel et al. (2008), while the solid
line shows the evolution of !SFR in Run 7. The arrow shows the direction of the evolution. The star formation rate quickly rises to more than 100 times the observed
value—a result both of the initial condition having a relatively high mass fractions of dense gas and the lack of support from magnetic fields or disruption by stellar
feedback. Gas is consumed, but the SFR remains about 100 times larger than the levels seen in galactic disks with similar gas content. Right: !SFR (solid) as a function
of time for Run 7. The dashed line shows the rescaled mass fraction of gas in dense clumps for Run 7.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Similarly, the dense clump mass fraction drops to 2% of the
total mass compared to 32% in Run 6. As the stellar mass
is about half of the total mass after 10 Myr and star cluster
particles only originate within dense clumps, this suggests that
the dense clump gas is continuously replenished from the lower
density molecular gas. This replenishment, however, does not
keep up with the rate at which the dense clumps convert gas
into stars. The free-fall time of gas within the clump is shorter
than the free-fall time of the region surrounding the clump, i.e.,
the mean density decreases when including the gas around the
clump. Hence, the mass fraction in dense clumps decreases with
time. As the star formation rate depends on the gas mass in dense
clumps (Equation (2)), the evolution of the star formation rate
should follow the curve of the mass fraction of the dense clumps.
Figure 16 indeed shows that this is the case with a maximum
star formation rate of 1.8 M! yr"1 kpc"2 after 2 Myr and then a
steady decrease to 0.2 M! yr"1 kpc"2 at 10 Myr. This is more
than two orders of magnitude more than the star formation rates
observed by Bigiel et al. (2008; see Figure 16).

Of course, the star formation rates in Run 7 depend on the
values of the parameters !ff and potentially on M#,min and nH,sf
in the star formation routine. We did additional simulations
where we varied these parameters. Increasing M#,min to 200 M!
shortens the run time of the simulation as the number of star
particles in the simulation decreases, but it does not change the
star formation rate. The total stellar mass only deviated by less
than 2%. By changing nH,sf to 104 cm"3, stars start to form
earlier as these densities are reached at earlier times. However,
the overall star formation rate is not affected very much: the
total stellar mass only increases by 6%. On the other hand, if
we increase nH,sf to 106 cm"3 the stellar mass decreases by
$26%. The increased critical density reduces the gas reservoir
from which the star particles form, although only by a relatively
small amount.

4. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

We have investigated the star formation process down to
!parsec scales in a galactic disk. We extracted a kiloparsec-
scale patch of the disk from the large, global simulation of
TT09 and increased the resolution down to 0.5 pc. This allowed

us to study the structure and evolution of GMCs in greater detail.
We also included additional physics such as heating, atomic and
molecular cooling, and a simplified approach to star formation.
So far we have neglected the countering effects of magnetic
fields and localized stellar feedback.

We used a novel approach to include molecular cooling in
our models. The formation of molecules depends strongly on
the amount of attenuation of the radiation field. From a high-
resolution simulation including the atomic cooling function of
Sánchez-Salcedo et al. (2002) that reproduces the equilibrium
phase curve of Wolfire et al. (1995) we find that the column
extinction can be expressed as a function of gas density. Such
a one-to-one relation eliminates the need for time-consuming
column-extinction calculations to assess the attenuation of the
radiation field in the numerical simulations. We also use this
extinction-density relation to generate a table of cooling and
heating rates as a function of density and temperature with
the code Cloudy. The resulting cooling function resembles the
atomic cooling function up to densities of 102 cm"3, above
which molecular species start to dominate the cooling rates.
However, we need to keep in mind that the heating and cooling
rates are only first order approximations as the extinction law
is only a mean relation and as local abundance variations and
time-dependent chemistry are not considered. Furthermore, the
simulations do not take into account the local generation of FUV
radiation from young star clusters.

With an increased resolution of %0.5 pc our simulations are
able to capture a significant range of the internal structure of
molecular clouds. While the global properties, such as the mass
in the molecular clouds, remain the same, filaments and dense
clumps form within the clouds shifting the mass distribution to-
ward higher densities. The mass distribution within the molecu-
lar clouds are independent of the applied cooling function even
though the three cooling functions describe different aspects of
the thermal properties of the ISM. This suggests that the ther-
mal pressure is of minor importance within the gravitationally
bound clouds. Then self-gravity and non-thermal motions de-
termine the cloud structure. The nonthermal motions are driven
by bulk cloud motions inherited by the GMCs that were formed
and evolved in a shearing galactic disk where cloud-cloud col-
lisions are frequent and influence GMC dynamics (TT09; Tan
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Figure 12. Same as Figure 6, but for Run 7. The white dots represent the star
particles.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 13. Mass-weighted PDF for Run 6 (red, dashed) and Run 7 (blue, dotted).
We included the stellar mass in the total mass to normalize the distribution
function.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

tend to cool the gas to different equilibrium temperatures (see
Figure 2), the densities at which a grid cell is refined differ as
the gas temperature influences the Jeans length. Such changes
introduce small variations in AMR simulations (Niklaus et al.
2009).

3.5. Star Formation

The high-resolution simulations described above (Runs 2–6)
evolve to a state where a large fraction, 40%–50%, of the gas
is in clumps, as defined by nH > 105 cm!3. Now, in Run 7, we
introduce star formation in these objects, following the method
described in Section 2.2. As the density threshold for gas in
dense clumps is the same as the critical density of our star
formation routine, star particles will form in the dense clumps.

Figure 12 shows the gas surface density of Run 7 with the
star cluster particles plotted on top. The star cluster particles
are concentrated within the molecular clouds. Note, however,
that star particles can be ejected from the clouds, especially in
clouds with large amounts of angular momentum, e.g., from a
collision. The star formation has not changed much of the global

Figure 14. Volume-rendered number density of Run 7. The “GMC” threshold
volume density, nH " 100 cm!3, is colored blue, while the “Clump” threshold
volume density, nH " 105 cm!3, gas is colored red.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 15. Same as Figure 8, but for Run 6 (red) and Run 7 (blue). The stellar
mass fraction for Run 7 (solid) is also shown. For Run 7 the normalization is
done with the sum of the total gas and stellar mass.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

density structure or dynamics, but has reduced the maximum gas
surface densities by about an order of magnitude compared to
Run 6 without star formation. This can also be seen in the PDFs
where the star formation process only produces a deviation
above nH # 104 cm!3 and limits the maximum density in
the simulation to #106 cm!3 (Figure 13). As we do not yet
include stellar feedback in our simulations, the stars only interact
gravitationally with their maternal cloud.

Figure 14 shows a rendered visualization of the ISM struc-
tures at the end of Run 7, highlighting the volume density thresh-
olds that define “GMCs” and “Clumps.” Several hundred par-
sec long filaments of high-density gas are visible, which bear
a qualitative resemblance to some observed Galactic infrared
dark cloud structures (e.g., the “Nessie” nebula; Jackson et al.
2010). A comparison of dynamical state of the simulation fila-
ments with observed IRDCs (e.g., Hernandez et al. 2012), will
be carried out in a subsequent paper.

The removal of mass from the gas phase because of star
formation can be seen by following the gas mass fraction
in molecular clouds and in dense clumps for Runs 6 and 7
(Figure 15). After 2 Myr, dense clumps start to form and
immediately produce stars. As molecular gas is converted into
stars, the mass fraction of gas in molecular clouds starts to
decrease. (Note that we calculate the mass fraction to the total
mass including the stellar mass.) After 10 Myr, the mass fraction
in “GMCs” in Run 10 is about 60% lower than in Run 6.
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mass including the stellar mass.) After 10 Myr, the mass fraction
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Figure 16. Left: the star formation rate (!SFR) as a function of the gas surface density. The symbols show the observations of Bigiel et al. (2008), while the solid
line shows the evolution of !SFR in Run 7. The arrow shows the direction of the evolution. The star formation rate quickly rises to more than 100 times the observed
value—a result both of the initial condition having a relatively high mass fractions of dense gas and the lack of support from magnetic fields or disruption by stellar
feedback. Gas is consumed, but the SFR remains about 100 times larger than the levels seen in galactic disks with similar gas content. Right: !SFR (solid) as a function
of time for Run 7. The dashed line shows the rescaled mass fraction of gas in dense clumps for Run 7.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Similarly, the dense clump mass fraction drops to 2% of the
total mass compared to 32% in Run 6. As the stellar mass
is about half of the total mass after 10 Myr and star cluster
particles only originate within dense clumps, this suggests that
the dense clump gas is continuously replenished from the lower
density molecular gas. This replenishment, however, does not
keep up with the rate at which the dense clumps convert gas
into stars. The free-fall time of gas within the clump is shorter
than the free-fall time of the region surrounding the clump, i.e.,
the mean density decreases when including the gas around the
clump. Hence, the mass fraction in dense clumps decreases with
time. As the star formation rate depends on the gas mass in dense
clumps (Equation (2)), the evolution of the star formation rate
should follow the curve of the mass fraction of the dense clumps.
Figure 16 indeed shows that this is the case with a maximum
star formation rate of 1.8 M! yr"1 kpc"2 after 2 Myr and then a
steady decrease to 0.2 M! yr"1 kpc"2 at 10 Myr. This is more
than two orders of magnitude more than the star formation rates
observed by Bigiel et al. (2008; see Figure 16).

Of course, the star formation rates in Run 7 depend on the
values of the parameters !ff and potentially on M#,min and nH,sf
in the star formation routine. We did additional simulations
where we varied these parameters. Increasing M#,min to 200 M!
shortens the run time of the simulation as the number of star
particles in the simulation decreases, but it does not change the
star formation rate. The total stellar mass only deviated by less
than 2%. By changing nH,sf to 104 cm"3, stars start to form
earlier as these densities are reached at earlier times. However,
the overall star formation rate is not affected very much: the
total stellar mass only increases by 6%. On the other hand, if
we increase nH,sf to 106 cm"3 the stellar mass decreases by
$26%. The increased critical density reduces the gas reservoir
from which the star particles form, although only by a relatively
small amount.

4. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

We have investigated the star formation process down to
!parsec scales in a galactic disk. We extracted a kiloparsec-
scale patch of the disk from the large, global simulation of
TT09 and increased the resolution down to 0.5 pc. This allowed

us to study the structure and evolution of GMCs in greater detail.
We also included additional physics such as heating, atomic and
molecular cooling, and a simplified approach to star formation.
So far we have neglected the countering effects of magnetic
fields and localized stellar feedback.

We used a novel approach to include molecular cooling in
our models. The formation of molecules depends strongly on
the amount of attenuation of the radiation field. From a high-
resolution simulation including the atomic cooling function of
Sánchez-Salcedo et al. (2002) that reproduces the equilibrium
phase curve of Wolfire et al. (1995) we find that the column
extinction can be expressed as a function of gas density. Such
a one-to-one relation eliminates the need for time-consuming
column-extinction calculations to assess the attenuation of the
radiation field in the numerical simulations. We also use this
extinction-density relation to generate a table of cooling and
heating rates as a function of density and temperature with
the code Cloudy. The resulting cooling function resembles the
atomic cooling function up to densities of 102 cm"3, above
which molecular species start to dominate the cooling rates.
However, we need to keep in mind that the heating and cooling
rates are only first order approximations as the extinction law
is only a mean relation and as local abundance variations and
time-dependent chemistry are not considered. Furthermore, the
simulations do not take into account the local generation of FUV
radiation from young star clusters.

With an increased resolution of %0.5 pc our simulations are
able to capture a significant range of the internal structure of
molecular clouds. While the global properties, such as the mass
in the molecular clouds, remain the same, filaments and dense
clumps form within the clouds shifting the mass distribution to-
ward higher densities. The mass distribution within the molecu-
lar clouds are independent of the applied cooling function even
though the three cooling functions describe different aspects of
the thermal properties of the ISM. This suggests that the ther-
mal pressure is of minor importance within the gravitationally
bound clouds. Then self-gravity and non-thermal motions de-
termine the cloud structure. The nonthermal motions are driven
by bulk cloud motions inherited by the GMCs that were formed
and evolved in a shearing galactic disk where cloud-cloud col-
lisions are frequent and influence GMC dynamics (TT09; Tan
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Figure 16. Left: the star formation rate (!SFR) as a function of the gas surface density. The symbols show the observations of Bigiel et al. (2008), while the solid
line shows the evolution of !SFR in Run 7. The arrow shows the direction of the evolution. The star formation rate quickly rises to more than 100 times the observed
value—a result both of the initial condition having a relatively high mass fractions of dense gas and the lack of support from magnetic fields or disruption by stellar
feedback. Gas is consumed, but the SFR remains about 100 times larger than the levels seen in galactic disks with similar gas content. Right: !SFR (solid) as a function
of time for Run 7. The dashed line shows the rescaled mass fraction of gas in dense clumps for Run 7.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Similarly, the dense clump mass fraction drops to 2% of the
total mass compared to 32% in Run 6. As the stellar mass
is about half of the total mass after 10 Myr and star cluster
particles only originate within dense clumps, this suggests that
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than the free-fall time of the region surrounding the clump, i.e.,
the mean density decreases when including the gas around the
clump. Hence, the mass fraction in dense clumps decreases with
time. As the star formation rate depends on the gas mass in dense
clumps (Equation (2)), the evolution of the star formation rate
should follow the curve of the mass fraction of the dense clumps.
Figure 16 indeed shows that this is the case with a maximum
star formation rate of 1.8 M! yr"1 kpc"2 after 2 Myr and then a
steady decrease to 0.2 M! yr"1 kpc"2 at 10 Myr. This is more
than two orders of magnitude more than the star formation rates
observed by Bigiel et al. (2008; see Figure 16).

Of course, the star formation rates in Run 7 depend on the
values of the parameters !ff and potentially on M#,min and nH,sf
in the star formation routine. We did additional simulations
where we varied these parameters. Increasing M#,min to 200 M!
shortens the run time of the simulation as the number of star
particles in the simulation decreases, but it does not change the
star formation rate. The total stellar mass only deviated by less
than 2%. By changing nH,sf to 104 cm"3, stars start to form
earlier as these densities are reached at earlier times. However,
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4. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

We have investigated the star formation process down to
!parsec scales in a galactic disk. We extracted a kiloparsec-
scale patch of the disk from the large, global simulation of
TT09 and increased the resolution down to 0.5 pc. This allowed

us to study the structure and evolution of GMCs in greater detail.
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phase curve of Wolfire et al. (1995) we find that the column
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a one-to-one relation eliminates the need for time-consuming
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radiation field in the numerical simulations. We also use this
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heating rates as a function of density and temperature with
the code Cloudy. The resulting cooling function resembles the
atomic cooling function up to densities of 102 cm"3, above
which molecular species start to dominate the cooling rates.
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rates are only first order approximations as the extinction law
is only a mean relation and as local abundance variations and
time-dependent chemistry are not considered. Furthermore, the
simulations do not take into account the local generation of FUV
radiation from young star clusters.

With an increased resolution of %0.5 pc our simulations are
able to capture a significant range of the internal structure of
molecular clouds. While the global properties, such as the mass
in the molecular clouds, remain the same, filaments and dense
clumps form within the clouds shifting the mass distribution to-
ward higher densities. The mass distribution within the molecu-
lar clouds are independent of the applied cooling function even
though the three cooling functions describe different aspects of
the thermal properties of the ISM. This suggests that the ther-
mal pressure is of minor importance within the gravitationally
bound clouds. Then self-gravity and non-thermal motions de-
termine the cloud structure. The nonthermal motions are driven
by bulk cloud motions inherited by the GMCs that were formed
and evolved in a shearing galactic disk where cloud-cloud col-
lisions are frequent and influence GMC dynamics (TT09; Tan
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GMC Collision Simulations Wu, Van Loo, Tan, in prep.
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What is the effect of GMC collisions on stable, magnetically-subcritical clumps?
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several)
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already over-dense and over-
pressured compared to the GMCs

Still, there should be a population 
of clumps in GMCs for which the 
collision is enough to trigger 
instability.

Wu, Van Loo, Tan, in prep.
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Fig. 2.— Ratio, Rsfr, of predicted to observed star formation rate surface densities for the entire sample of disk galaxies, o!set from each
other for clarity: the dotted lines indicate Rsfr = 1 for each galaxy. The line styles are as in Figure 1.
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ABSTRACT

We use observations of the radial profiles of the mass surface density of total, !g, and molecular, !H2,
gas, rotation velocity and star formation rate surface density, !sfr, of the molecular dominated regions
of 12 disk galaxies from Leroy et al. to test several star formation laws: a “Kennicutt power law”, !sfr =
Ag!1.5

g,2; a “Constant molecular law”, !sfr = AH2!H2,2; the “Turbulence-regulated laws” of Krumholz &
McKee (KM) and Krumholz, McKee & Tumlinson (KMT), a “Kennicutt " law”, !sfr = B!!g"; and
a shear-driven “GMC collisions law”, !sfr = BCC!g"(1 ! 0.7!), where ! " d ln vcirc/d ln r. We find
the constant molecular law, KMT turbulence law and GMC collision law are the most accurate, with
an rms error of a factor of 1.5 if the normalization constants are allowed to vary between galaxies. Of
these three laws, the GMC collision law does not require a change in physics to account for the full range
of star formation activity seen from normal galaxies to circumnuclear starbursts. A single global GMC
collision law with BCC = 8.0# 10!3, i.e. a gas consumption time of 20 orbital times for ! = 0, yields an
rms error of a factor of 1.8.
Subject headings: stars: formation — galaxies: evolution

1. introduction

Understanding the rate at which stars form from gas is of fundamental importance for a theory of galaxy evolution. At
the moment it is uncertain what physical process or processes drive star formation rates (SFRs). Locally, we know star
formation occurs mostly in highly clustered, $parsec-scale regions within giant molecular clouds (GMCs) (Lada & Lada
2003; Gutermuth et al. 2009). This clustered mode appears to also be important in a wide range of galactic environments,
including dwarf irregular galaxies (Dowell, Buckalew, & Tan 2008), normal disk galaxies (Larsen 2009), and starburst
galaxies (Fall et al. 2005; McCrady & Graham 2007). The total e#ciency, ", of conversion of gas into stars in these
clusters is relatively high, with " $ 0.1 ! 0.5. However, on the scale of GMCs star formation occurs at a relatively slow,
ine#cient rate, such that only a few percent of the GMC mass is converted to stars per free-fall time (Zuckerman & Evans
1974; Krumholz & Tan 2007). Although GMCs appear to be gravitationally bound and virialized (Solomon et al. 1987;
Bolatto et al. 2008), at any given time, most of the mass and volume of GMCs is not forming stars, perhaps because it
is magnetically subcritical (e.g. Heyer et al. 2008).

Starting with the pioneering work of Schmidt (1959, 1963), empirical correlations have been found between the disk
plane surface density of SFR, !sfr, and the surface density of gas — either the total, !g, or just that in the molecular
phase, !H2. Based on about 100 disk averages of nearby galaxies and circumnuclear starbursts, Kennicutt (1998, hereafter
K1998) found

!sfr = Ag!
!g

g,2, (1)

with Ag = 0.158 ± 0.044 M" yr!1 kpc!2, !g,2 = !g/100M"pc!2, and #g = 1.4 ± 0.15. Most of the dynamic range
determining this relation covers the molecular dominated conditions of the disks in the centers of normal galaxies and in
starbursts. Kennicutt et al. (2007) found a similar relation applied on $kpc scales in M51a. Theoretical and numerical
models that relate the SFR to the growth rate of large scale gravitational instabilities in a disk predict #g % 1.5 (e.g.
Larson 1988; Elmegreen 1994, 2002; Wang & Silk 1994; Li, Mac Low, & Klessen 2006), as long as the gas scale height
does not vary much from galaxy to galaxy. However, the growth rate of large scale instabilities that lead to the formation
of GMCs cannot be the rate limiting step for star formation in disks that already have most of their gas mass in the
molecular phase in the form of gravitationally bound GMCs. Rather, one should consider the processes that create the
actively star-forming, presumably magnetically supercritical, parsec-scale clumps of gas within GMCs, which then become
star clusters.

Based on a study of 12 nearby disk galaxies at 800 pc resolution, Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Bigiel et al. 2008)
concluded that

!sfr = AH2!H2,2, (2)

with AH2 = (5.25 ± 2.5) # 10!2 M"yr!1 kpc!2 and !H2,2 = !H2/100M"pc!2. The values of !H2 covered a range from
$ 4!100M"pc!2. They suggest these results indicate that GMCs in these galaxies have approximately uniform properties,
e.g. density, and thus are forming stars at a constant rate per free-fall time, as is expected if they are supersonically
turbulent (Krumholz & McKee 2005, hereafter KM2005). However, to explain the K1998 data for higher !g systems
would require a change in the cloud properties to allow them to form stars at a faster rate.
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ABSTRACT

We use observations of the radial profiles of the mass surface density of total, !g, and molecular, !H2,
gas, rotation velocity and star formation rate surface density, !sfr, of the molecular dominated regions
of 12 disk galaxies from Leroy et al. to test several star formation laws: a “Kennicutt power law”, !sfr =
Ag!1.5

g,2; a “Constant molecular law”, !sfr = AH2!H2,2; the “Turbulence-regulated laws” of Krumholz &
McKee (KM) and Krumholz, McKee & Tumlinson (KMT), a “Kennicutt " law”, !sfr = B!!g"; and
a shear-driven “GMC collisions law”, !sfr = BCC!g"(1 ! 0.7!), where ! " d ln vcirc/d ln r. We find
the constant molecular law, KMT turbulence law and GMC collision law are the most accurate, with
an rms error of a factor of 1.5 if the normalization constants are allowed to vary between galaxies. Of
these three laws, the GMC collision law does not require a change in physics to account for the full range
of star formation activity seen from normal galaxies to circumnuclear starbursts. A single global GMC
collision law with BCC = 8.0# 10!3, i.e. a gas consumption time of 20 orbital times for ! = 0, yields an
rms error of a factor of 1.8.
Subject headings: stars: formation — galaxies: evolution

1. introduction

Understanding the rate at which stars form from gas is of fundamental importance for a theory of galaxy evolution. At
the moment it is uncertain what physical process or processes drive star formation rates (SFRs). Locally, we know star
formation occurs mostly in highly clustered, $parsec-scale regions within giant molecular clouds (GMCs) (Lada & Lada
2003; Gutermuth et al. 2009). This clustered mode appears to also be important in a wide range of galactic environments,
including dwarf irregular galaxies (Dowell, Buckalew, & Tan 2008), normal disk galaxies (Larsen 2009), and starburst
galaxies (Fall et al. 2005; McCrady & Graham 2007). The total e#ciency, ", of conversion of gas into stars in these
clusters is relatively high, with " $ 0.1 ! 0.5. However, on the scale of GMCs star formation occurs at a relatively slow,
ine#cient rate, such that only a few percent of the GMC mass is converted to stars per free-fall time (Zuckerman & Evans
1974; Krumholz & Tan 2007). Although GMCs appear to be gravitationally bound and virialized (Solomon et al. 1987;
Bolatto et al. 2008), at any given time, most of the mass and volume of GMCs is not forming stars, perhaps because it
is magnetically subcritical (e.g. Heyer et al. 2008).

Starting with the pioneering work of Schmidt (1959, 1963), empirical correlations have been found between the disk
plane surface density of SFR, !sfr, and the surface density of gas — either the total, !g, or just that in the molecular
phase, !H2. Based on about 100 disk averages of nearby galaxies and circumnuclear starbursts, Kennicutt (1998, hereafter
K1998) found

!sfr = Ag!
!g

g,2, (1)

with Ag = 0.158 ± 0.044 M" yr!1 kpc!2, !g,2 = !g/100M"pc!2, and #g = 1.4 ± 0.15. Most of the dynamic range
determining this relation covers the molecular dominated conditions of the disks in the centers of normal galaxies and in
starbursts. Kennicutt et al. (2007) found a similar relation applied on $kpc scales in M51a. Theoretical and numerical
models that relate the SFR to the growth rate of large scale gravitational instabilities in a disk predict #g % 1.5 (e.g.
Larson 1988; Elmegreen 1994, 2002; Wang & Silk 1994; Li, Mac Low, & Klessen 2006), as long as the gas scale height
does not vary much from galaxy to galaxy. However, the growth rate of large scale instabilities that lead to the formation
of GMCs cannot be the rate limiting step for star formation in disks that already have most of their gas mass in the
molecular phase in the form of gravitationally bound GMCs. Rather, one should consider the processes that create the
actively star-forming, presumably magnetically supercritical, parsec-scale clumps of gas within GMCs, which then become
star clusters.

Based on a study of 12 nearby disk galaxies at 800 pc resolution, Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Bigiel et al. 2008)
concluded that

!sfr = AH2!H2,2, (2)

with AH2 = (5.25 ± 2.5) # 10!2 M"yr!1 kpc!2 and !H2,2 = !H2/100M"pc!2. The values of !H2 covered a range from
$ 4!100M"pc!2. They suggest these results indicate that GMCs in these galaxies have approximately uniform properties,
e.g. density, and thus are forming stars at a constant rate per free-fall time, as is expected if they are supersonically
turbulent (Krumholz & McKee 2005, hereafter KM2005). However, to explain the K1998 data for higher !g systems
would require a change in the cloud properties to allow them to form stars at a faster rate.

1

2

KM2005 extended their model of turbulence-regulated star formation to predict galactic star formation rates by assuming
GMCs are virialized and that their surfaces are in pressure equilibrium with the large scale interstellar medium (ISM)
pressure of a Toomre (1964) Q ! 1.5 disk, predicting

!sfr = AKMfGMC!0.34
P̄ ,6 Q!1.32

1.5 "1.32
0 !0.68

g,2 , (3)

with AKM = 9.5M" yr!1 kpc!2, fGMC the mass fraction of gas in GMCs, !P̄ ,6 the ratio of the mean pressure in a GMC
to the surface pressure here normalized to a fiducial value of 6 but estimated to vary as !P̄ = 10" 8fGMC, Q1.5 = Q/1.5,
and "0 being ", the orbital angular frequency, in units of Myr!1. We will assume fGMC = !H2/!g based on resolved
studies of GMC populations and molecular gas content in the Milky Way and nearby galaxies (Solomon et al. 1987; Blitz
et al. 2007).

Krumholz, McKee & Tumlinson (2009a, hereafter KMT2009) presented a two component star formation law

!sfr = AKMTfGMC!g,2 #

!

"

!g/85M"pc!2
#!0.33

, !g < 85 M"pc!2

"

!g/85M"pc!2
#0.33

, !g > 85 M"pc!2

$

(4)

with AKMT = 3.85#10!2M"yr!1 kpc!2. GMCs are assumed to be in pressure equilibrium with the ISM only in the high
!g regime. At low regime, GMCs are assumed to have constant internal pressures set by H II region feedback (Matzner
2002).

K1998 showed that, in addition to being fit by eq. (1), his galaxy and circumnuclear starburst data could be just as
well described by

!sfr = B!!g" (5)

where B! = 0.017 and " is evaluated at the outer radius that is used to perform the disk averages. Equation (5) implies
that a fixed fraction, about 10%, of the gas is turned into stars every outer orbital timescale of the star-forming disk
and motivates theoretical models that relate star formation activity to the dynamics of galactic disks. Such models are
appealing as their predicted star formation activity per unit gas mass, i.e. the gas consumption time, is self-similar,
depending only on the local orbital time. Examples of these models include those in which star formation is triggered by
passage of gas through spiral density waves (e.g. Wyse & Silk 1989). However, there is no evidence that galactic SFRs
depend on density wave amplitude (e.g. Kennicutt 1989). Rather, where present, density waves simply help organize gas
and star formation within a galaxy.

Noting that in the main star-forming parts of galactic disks a large fraction of total gas is associated with gravitationally
bound GMCs and that most stars form in clustered regions in these clouds, Tan (2000, hereafter T2000) proposed a model
of star formation triggered by GMC collisions in a shearing disk, which reproduces eq. (5) in the limit of a flat rotation
curve since the collision time is found to be a short and approximately constant fraction, $ 20%, of the orbital time, torbit.
The collision times of GMCs in the numerical simulations of Tasker & Tan (2009) confirm these results. The T2000 model
assumes a Toomre Q parameter of order unity in the star-forming part of the disk, a significant fraction (e.g. $ 1/2) of
total gas in gravitationally bound clouds, and a velocity dispersion of these clouds set by gravitational scattering (Gammie
et al. 1991). Then, the predicted SFR is

!sfr = BCCQ!1!g"(1 " 0.7"), (" % 1) (6)

where " & d ln vcirc/d ln r and vcirc is the circular velocity at a particular galactocentric radius r. Note " = 0 for a flat
rotation curve. There is a prediction of reduced SFRs compared to eq. (5) in regions with reduced shear, i.e. typically
the inner parts of disk galaxies.

Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Wong & Blitz 2002; Bigiel et al. 2008) examined the applicability of the above star
formation laws for the galaxies in their sample. In this Letter we revisit this issue, concentrating on the radial profiles of
the molecular dominated regions of the 12 disk galaxies studied by Leroy et al.

2. methodology

We consider the data on !sfr, !g, !H2, " and " for the 12 large disk galaxies (see Table 1) analyzed by Leroy et al.
(2008), and we refer the reader to this paper for the details of how these quantities were estimated. Note that " and "
depend on the estimated rotation curves of the galaxies. The Leroy et al. (2008) analysis uses analytic fits to the observed
rotation curves, since the derivatives of the actual observed curves can be very noisy.

We only consider regions where the molecular gas dominates over atomic, i.e. !H2 > !HI, since it is here that we
expect a significant fraction of the total gas to be associated with gravitationally bound clouds — an assumption of the
T2000 and KM2005 theories — and since we also wish to avoid regions a#ected by star formation thresholds (Martin &
Kennicutt 2001). This requirement defines an outer radius, rout, for each galaxy. Note that NGC 2841 has no detected
gas in its central region out to about 3.5 kpc, so we only consider annuli from this radius out to rout for this galaxy. The
requirement that !H2 > !HI also leads us to exclude analysis of the 11 H I dominated, low-mass galaxies in the Leroy et
al. (2008) sample, which have only upper limits on !H2.

We use these data to compare the predicted !sfr,theory from: a “Kennicutt power law” with #g = 1.5 (eq. 1); a
“Constant molecular law” (eq. 2); a “KM2005 turbulence-regulated law” (eq. 3); a “KMT2009 turbulence-regulated law”
(eq. 4) a “Kennicutt " law” (eq. 5); and a “GMC collision law” (eq. 6), with the observed values, !sfr,obs, averaged
in annuli of typical width $ 500 pc. For each galaxy and each star formation law we derive the best fit values of Ag,
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KM2005 extended their model of turbulence-regulated star formation to predict galactic star formation rates by assuming
GMCs are virialized and that their surfaces are in pressure equilibrium with the large scale interstellar medium (ISM)
pressure of a Toomre (1964) Q ! 1.5 disk, predicting
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0 !0.68
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with AKM = 9.5M" yr!1 kpc!2, fGMC the mass fraction of gas in GMCs, !P̄ ,6 the ratio of the mean pressure in a GMC
to the surface pressure here normalized to a fiducial value of 6 but estimated to vary as !P̄ = 10" 8fGMC, Q1.5 = Q/1.5,
and "0 being ", the orbital angular frequency, in units of Myr!1. We will assume fGMC = !H2/!g based on resolved
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"
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"
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with AKMT = 3.85#10!2M"yr!1 kpc!2. GMCs are assumed to be in pressure equilibrium with the ISM only in the high
!g regime. At low regime, GMCs are assumed to have constant internal pressures set by H II region feedback (Matzner
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K1998 showed that, in addition to being fit by eq. (1), his galaxy and circumnuclear starburst data could be just as
well described by

!sfr = B!!g" (5)

where B! = 0.017 and " is evaluated at the outer radius that is used to perform the disk averages. Equation (5) implies
that a fixed fraction, about 10%, of the gas is turned into stars every outer orbital timescale of the star-forming disk
and motivates theoretical models that relate star formation activity to the dynamics of galactic disks. Such models are
appealing as their predicted star formation activity per unit gas mass, i.e. the gas consumption time, is self-similar,
depending only on the local orbital time. Examples of these models include those in which star formation is triggered by
passage of gas through spiral density waves (e.g. Wyse & Silk 1989). However, there is no evidence that galactic SFRs
depend on density wave amplitude (e.g. Kennicutt 1989). Rather, where present, density waves simply help organize gas
and star formation within a galaxy.

Noting that in the main star-forming parts of galactic disks a large fraction of total gas is associated with gravitationally
bound GMCs and that most stars form in clustered regions in these clouds, Tan (2000, hereafter T2000) proposed a model
of star formation triggered by GMC collisions in a shearing disk, which reproduces eq. (5) in the limit of a flat rotation
curve since the collision time is found to be a short and approximately constant fraction, $ 20%, of the orbital time, torbit.
The collision times of GMCs in the numerical simulations of Tasker & Tan (2009) confirm these results. The T2000 model
assumes a Toomre Q parameter of order unity in the star-forming part of the disk, a significant fraction (e.g. $ 1/2) of
total gas in gravitationally bound clouds, and a velocity dispersion of these clouds set by gravitational scattering (Gammie
et al. 1991). Then, the predicted SFR is

!sfr = BCCQ!1!g"(1 " 0.7"), (" % 1) (6)

where " & d ln vcirc/d ln r and vcirc is the circular velocity at a particular galactocentric radius r. Note " = 0 for a flat
rotation curve. There is a prediction of reduced SFRs compared to eq. (5) in regions with reduced shear, i.e. typically
the inner parts of disk galaxies.

Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Wong & Blitz 2002; Bigiel et al. 2008) examined the applicability of the above star
formation laws for the galaxies in their sample. In this Letter we revisit this issue, concentrating on the radial profiles of
the molecular dominated regions of the 12 disk galaxies studied by Leroy et al.

2. methodology

We consider the data on !sfr, !g, !H2, " and " for the 12 large disk galaxies (see Table 1) analyzed by Leroy et al.
(2008), and we refer the reader to this paper for the details of how these quantities were estimated. Note that " and "
depend on the estimated rotation curves of the galaxies. The Leroy et al. (2008) analysis uses analytic fits to the observed
rotation curves, since the derivatives of the actual observed curves can be very noisy.

We only consider regions where the molecular gas dominates over atomic, i.e. !H2 > !HI, since it is here that we
expect a significant fraction of the total gas to be associated with gravitationally bound clouds — an assumption of the
T2000 and KM2005 theories — and since we also wish to avoid regions a#ected by star formation thresholds (Martin &
Kennicutt 2001). This requirement defines an outer radius, rout, for each galaxy. Note that NGC 2841 has no detected
gas in its central region out to about 3.5 kpc, so we only consider annuli from this radius out to rout for this galaxy. The
requirement that !H2 > !HI also leads us to exclude analysis of the 11 H I dominated, low-mass galaxies in the Leroy et
al. (2008) sample, which have only upper limits on !H2.

We use these data to compare the predicted !sfr,theory from: a “Kennicutt power law” with #g = 1.5 (eq. 1); a
“Constant molecular law” (eq. 2); a “KM2005 turbulence-regulated law” (eq. 3); a “KMT2009 turbulence-regulated law”
(eq. 4) a “Kennicutt " law” (eq. 5); and a “GMC collision law” (eq. 6), with the observed values, !sfr,obs, averaged
in annuli of typical width $ 500 pc. For each galaxy and each star formation law we derive the best fit values of Ag,
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!g regime. At low regime, GMCs are assumed to have constant internal pressures set by H II region feedback (Matzner
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depending only on the local orbital time. Examples of these models include those in which star formation is triggered by
passage of gas through spiral density waves (e.g. Wyse & Silk 1989). However, there is no evidence that galactic SFRs
depend on density wave amplitude (e.g. Kennicutt 1989). Rather, where present, density waves simply help organize gas
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bound GMCs and that most stars form in clustered regions in these clouds, Tan (2000, hereafter T2000) proposed a model
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rotation curve. There is a prediction of reduced SFRs compared to eq. (5) in regions with reduced shear, i.e. typically
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We consider the data on !sfr, !g, !H2, " and " for the 12 large disk galaxies (see Table 1) analyzed by Leroy et al.
(2008), and we refer the reader to this paper for the details of how these quantities were estimated. Note that " and "
depend on the estimated rotation curves of the galaxies. The Leroy et al. (2008) analysis uses analytic fits to the observed
rotation curves, since the derivatives of the actual observed curves can be very noisy.

We only consider regions where the molecular gas dominates over atomic, i.e. !H2 > !HI, since it is here that we
expect a significant fraction of the total gas to be associated with gravitationally bound clouds — an assumption of the
T2000 and KM2005 theories — and since we also wish to avoid regions a#ected by star formation thresholds (Martin &
Kennicutt 2001). This requirement defines an outer radius, rout, for each galaxy. Note that NGC 2841 has no detected
gas in its central region out to about 3.5 kpc, so we only consider annuli from this radius out to rout for this galaxy. The
requirement that !H2 > !HI also leads us to exclude analysis of the 11 H I dominated, low-mass galaxies in the Leroy et
al. (2008) sample, which have only upper limits on !H2.

We use these data to compare the predicted !sfr,theory from: a “Kennicutt power law” with #g = 1.5 (eq. 1); a
“Constant molecular law” (eq. 2); a “KM2005 turbulence-regulated law” (eq. 3); a “KMT2009 turbulence-regulated law”
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Schmidt-Kennicutt power law:

Kennicutt Omega law:

Constant molecular law:

GMC collisions law (Tan 2000):

Krumholz-McKee (2005) turbulence law:

Krumholz-McKee-Tumlinson (2009) turbulence law
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Fig. 2.— Ratio, Rsfr, of predicted to observed star formation rate surface densities for the entire sample of disk galaxies, o!set from each
other for clarity: the dotted lines indicate Rsfr = 1 for each galaxy. The line styles are as in Figure 1.
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ABSTRACT

We use observations of the radial profiles of the mass surface density of total, !g, and molecular, !H2,
gas, rotation velocity and star formation rate surface density, !sfr, of the molecular dominated regions
of 12 disk galaxies from Leroy et al. to test several star formation laws: a “Kennicutt power law”, !sfr =
Ag!1.5

g,2; a “Constant molecular law”, !sfr = AH2!H2,2; the “Turbulence-regulated laws” of Krumholz &
McKee (KM) and Krumholz, McKee & Tumlinson (KMT), a “Kennicutt " law”, !sfr = B!!g"; and
a shear-driven “GMC collisions law”, !sfr = BCC!g"(1 ! 0.7!), where ! " d ln vcirc/d ln r. We find
the constant molecular law, KMT turbulence law and GMC collision law are the most accurate, with
an rms error of a factor of 1.5 if the normalization constants are allowed to vary between galaxies. Of
these three laws, the GMC collision law does not require a change in physics to account for the full range
of star formation activity seen from normal galaxies to circumnuclear starbursts. A single global GMC
collision law with BCC = 8.0# 10!3, i.e. a gas consumption time of 20 orbital times for ! = 0, yields an
rms error of a factor of 1.8.
Subject headings: stars: formation — galaxies: evolution

1. introduction

Understanding the rate at which stars form from gas is of fundamental importance for a theory of galaxy evolution. At
the moment it is uncertain what physical process or processes drive star formation rates (SFRs). Locally, we know star
formation occurs mostly in highly clustered, $parsec-scale regions within giant molecular clouds (GMCs) (Lada & Lada
2003; Gutermuth et al. 2009). This clustered mode appears to also be important in a wide range of galactic environments,
including dwarf irregular galaxies (Dowell, Buckalew, & Tan 2008), normal disk galaxies (Larsen 2009), and starburst
galaxies (Fall et al. 2005; McCrady & Graham 2007). The total e#ciency, ", of conversion of gas into stars in these
clusters is relatively high, with " $ 0.1 ! 0.5. However, on the scale of GMCs star formation occurs at a relatively slow,
ine#cient rate, such that only a few percent of the GMC mass is converted to stars per free-fall time (Zuckerman & Evans
1974; Krumholz & Tan 2007). Although GMCs appear to be gravitationally bound and virialized (Solomon et al. 1987;
Bolatto et al. 2008), at any given time, most of the mass and volume of GMCs is not forming stars, perhaps because it
is magnetically subcritical (e.g. Heyer et al. 2008).

Starting with the pioneering work of Schmidt (1959, 1963), empirical correlations have been found between the disk
plane surface density of SFR, !sfr, and the surface density of gas — either the total, !g, or just that in the molecular
phase, !H2. Based on about 100 disk averages of nearby galaxies and circumnuclear starbursts, Kennicutt (1998, hereafter
K1998) found

!sfr = Ag!
!g

g,2, (1)

with Ag = 0.158 ± 0.044 M" yr!1 kpc!2, !g,2 = !g/100M"pc!2, and #g = 1.4 ± 0.15. Most of the dynamic range
determining this relation covers the molecular dominated conditions of the disks in the centers of normal galaxies and in
starbursts. Kennicutt et al. (2007) found a similar relation applied on $kpc scales in M51a. Theoretical and numerical
models that relate the SFR to the growth rate of large scale gravitational instabilities in a disk predict #g % 1.5 (e.g.
Larson 1988; Elmegreen 1994, 2002; Wang & Silk 1994; Li, Mac Low, & Klessen 2006), as long as the gas scale height
does not vary much from galaxy to galaxy. However, the growth rate of large scale instabilities that lead to the formation
of GMCs cannot be the rate limiting step for star formation in disks that already have most of their gas mass in the
molecular phase in the form of gravitationally bound GMCs. Rather, one should consider the processes that create the
actively star-forming, presumably magnetically supercritical, parsec-scale clumps of gas within GMCs, which then become
star clusters.

Based on a study of 12 nearby disk galaxies at 800 pc resolution, Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Bigiel et al. 2008)
concluded that

!sfr = AH2!H2,2, (2)

with AH2 = (5.25 ± 2.5) # 10!2 M"yr!1 kpc!2 and !H2,2 = !H2/100M"pc!2. The values of !H2 covered a range from
$ 4!100M"pc!2. They suggest these results indicate that GMCs in these galaxies have approximately uniform properties,
e.g. density, and thus are forming stars at a constant rate per free-fall time, as is expected if they are supersonically
turbulent (Krumholz & McKee 2005, hereafter KM2005). However, to explain the K1998 data for higher !g systems
would require a change in the cloud properties to allow them to form stars at a faster rate.
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ABSTRACT

We use observations of the radial profiles of the mass surface density of total, !g, and molecular, !H2,
gas, rotation velocity and star formation rate surface density, !sfr, of the molecular dominated regions
of 12 disk galaxies from Leroy et al. to test several star formation laws: a “Kennicutt power law”, !sfr =
Ag!1.5

g,2; a “Constant molecular law”, !sfr = AH2!H2,2; the “Turbulence-regulated laws” of Krumholz &
McKee (KM) and Krumholz, McKee & Tumlinson (KMT), a “Kennicutt " law”, !sfr = B!!g"; and
a shear-driven “GMC collisions law”, !sfr = BCC!g"(1 ! 0.7!), where ! " d ln vcirc/d ln r. We find
the constant molecular law, KMT turbulence law and GMC collision law are the most accurate, with
an rms error of a factor of 1.5 if the normalization constants are allowed to vary between galaxies. Of
these three laws, the GMC collision law does not require a change in physics to account for the full range
of star formation activity seen from normal galaxies to circumnuclear starbursts. A single global GMC
collision law with BCC = 8.0# 10!3, i.e. a gas consumption time of 20 orbital times for ! = 0, yields an
rms error of a factor of 1.8.
Subject headings: stars: formation — galaxies: evolution

1. introduction

Understanding the rate at which stars form from gas is of fundamental importance for a theory of galaxy evolution. At
the moment it is uncertain what physical process or processes drive star formation rates (SFRs). Locally, we know star
formation occurs mostly in highly clustered, $parsec-scale regions within giant molecular clouds (GMCs) (Lada & Lada
2003; Gutermuth et al. 2009). This clustered mode appears to also be important in a wide range of galactic environments,
including dwarf irregular galaxies (Dowell, Buckalew, & Tan 2008), normal disk galaxies (Larsen 2009), and starburst
galaxies (Fall et al. 2005; McCrady & Graham 2007). The total e#ciency, ", of conversion of gas into stars in these
clusters is relatively high, with " $ 0.1 ! 0.5. However, on the scale of GMCs star formation occurs at a relatively slow,
ine#cient rate, such that only a few percent of the GMC mass is converted to stars per free-fall time (Zuckerman & Evans
1974; Krumholz & Tan 2007). Although GMCs appear to be gravitationally bound and virialized (Solomon et al. 1987;
Bolatto et al. 2008), at any given time, most of the mass and volume of GMCs is not forming stars, perhaps because it
is magnetically subcritical (e.g. Heyer et al. 2008).

Starting with the pioneering work of Schmidt (1959, 1963), empirical correlations have been found between the disk
plane surface density of SFR, !sfr, and the surface density of gas — either the total, !g, or just that in the molecular
phase, !H2. Based on about 100 disk averages of nearby galaxies and circumnuclear starbursts, Kennicutt (1998, hereafter
K1998) found

!sfr = Ag!
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g,2, (1)

with Ag = 0.158 ± 0.044 M" yr!1 kpc!2, !g,2 = !g/100M"pc!2, and #g = 1.4 ± 0.15. Most of the dynamic range
determining this relation covers the molecular dominated conditions of the disks in the centers of normal galaxies and in
starbursts. Kennicutt et al. (2007) found a similar relation applied on $kpc scales in M51a. Theoretical and numerical
models that relate the SFR to the growth rate of large scale gravitational instabilities in a disk predict #g % 1.5 (e.g.
Larson 1988; Elmegreen 1994, 2002; Wang & Silk 1994; Li, Mac Low, & Klessen 2006), as long as the gas scale height
does not vary much from galaxy to galaxy. However, the growth rate of large scale instabilities that lead to the formation
of GMCs cannot be the rate limiting step for star formation in disks that already have most of their gas mass in the
molecular phase in the form of gravitationally bound GMCs. Rather, one should consider the processes that create the
actively star-forming, presumably magnetically supercritical, parsec-scale clumps of gas within GMCs, which then become
star clusters.

Based on a study of 12 nearby disk galaxies at 800 pc resolution, Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Bigiel et al. 2008)
concluded that

!sfr = AH2!H2,2, (2)

with AH2 = (5.25 ± 2.5) # 10!2 M"yr!1 kpc!2 and !H2,2 = !H2/100M"pc!2. The values of !H2 covered a range from
$ 4!100M"pc!2. They suggest these results indicate that GMCs in these galaxies have approximately uniform properties,
e.g. density, and thus are forming stars at a constant rate per free-fall time, as is expected if they are supersonically
turbulent (Krumholz & McKee 2005, hereafter KM2005). However, to explain the K1998 data for higher !g systems
would require a change in the cloud properties to allow them to form stars at a faster rate.
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KM2005 extended their model of turbulence-regulated star formation to predict galactic star formation rates by assuming
GMCs are virialized and that their surfaces are in pressure equilibrium with the large scale interstellar medium (ISM)
pressure of a Toomre (1964) Q ! 1.5 disk, predicting

!sfr = AKMfGMC!0.34
P̄ ,6 Q!1.32
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0 !0.68
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with AKM = 9.5M" yr!1 kpc!2, fGMC the mass fraction of gas in GMCs, !P̄ ,6 the ratio of the mean pressure in a GMC
to the surface pressure here normalized to a fiducial value of 6 but estimated to vary as !P̄ = 10" 8fGMC, Q1.5 = Q/1.5,
and "0 being ", the orbital angular frequency, in units of Myr!1. We will assume fGMC = !H2/!g based on resolved
studies of GMC populations and molecular gas content in the Milky Way and nearby galaxies (Solomon et al. 1987; Blitz
et al. 2007).

Krumholz, McKee & Tumlinson (2009a, hereafter KMT2009) presented a two component star formation law
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with AKMT = 3.85#10!2M"yr!1 kpc!2. GMCs are assumed to be in pressure equilibrium with the ISM only in the high
!g regime. At low regime, GMCs are assumed to have constant internal pressures set by H II region feedback (Matzner
2002).

K1998 showed that, in addition to being fit by eq. (1), his galaxy and circumnuclear starburst data could be just as
well described by

!sfr = B!!g" (5)

where B! = 0.017 and " is evaluated at the outer radius that is used to perform the disk averages. Equation (5) implies
that a fixed fraction, about 10%, of the gas is turned into stars every outer orbital timescale of the star-forming disk
and motivates theoretical models that relate star formation activity to the dynamics of galactic disks. Such models are
appealing as their predicted star formation activity per unit gas mass, i.e. the gas consumption time, is self-similar,
depending only on the local orbital time. Examples of these models include those in which star formation is triggered by
passage of gas through spiral density waves (e.g. Wyse & Silk 1989). However, there is no evidence that galactic SFRs
depend on density wave amplitude (e.g. Kennicutt 1989). Rather, where present, density waves simply help organize gas
and star formation within a galaxy.

Noting that in the main star-forming parts of galactic disks a large fraction of total gas is associated with gravitationally
bound GMCs and that most stars form in clustered regions in these clouds, Tan (2000, hereafter T2000) proposed a model
of star formation triggered by GMC collisions in a shearing disk, which reproduces eq. (5) in the limit of a flat rotation
curve since the collision time is found to be a short and approximately constant fraction, $ 20%, of the orbital time, torbit.
The collision times of GMCs in the numerical simulations of Tasker & Tan (2009) confirm these results. The T2000 model
assumes a Toomre Q parameter of order unity in the star-forming part of the disk, a significant fraction (e.g. $ 1/2) of
total gas in gravitationally bound clouds, and a velocity dispersion of these clouds set by gravitational scattering (Gammie
et al. 1991). Then, the predicted SFR is

!sfr = BCCQ!1!g"(1 " 0.7"), (" % 1) (6)

where " & d ln vcirc/d ln r and vcirc is the circular velocity at a particular galactocentric radius r. Note " = 0 for a flat
rotation curve. There is a prediction of reduced SFRs compared to eq. (5) in regions with reduced shear, i.e. typically
the inner parts of disk galaxies.

Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Wong & Blitz 2002; Bigiel et al. 2008) examined the applicability of the above star
formation laws for the galaxies in their sample. In this Letter we revisit this issue, concentrating on the radial profiles of
the molecular dominated regions of the 12 disk galaxies studied by Leroy et al.

2. methodology

We consider the data on !sfr, !g, !H2, " and " for the 12 large disk galaxies (see Table 1) analyzed by Leroy et al.
(2008), and we refer the reader to this paper for the details of how these quantities were estimated. Note that " and "
depend on the estimated rotation curves of the galaxies. The Leroy et al. (2008) analysis uses analytic fits to the observed
rotation curves, since the derivatives of the actual observed curves can be very noisy.

We only consider regions where the molecular gas dominates over atomic, i.e. !H2 > !HI, since it is here that we
expect a significant fraction of the total gas to be associated with gravitationally bound clouds — an assumption of the
T2000 and KM2005 theories — and since we also wish to avoid regions a#ected by star formation thresholds (Martin &
Kennicutt 2001). This requirement defines an outer radius, rout, for each galaxy. Note that NGC 2841 has no detected
gas in its central region out to about 3.5 kpc, so we only consider annuli from this radius out to rout for this galaxy. The
requirement that !H2 > !HI also leads us to exclude analysis of the 11 H I dominated, low-mass galaxies in the Leroy et
al. (2008) sample, which have only upper limits on !H2.

We use these data to compare the predicted !sfr,theory from: a “Kennicutt power law” with #g = 1.5 (eq. 1); a
“Constant molecular law” (eq. 2); a “KM2005 turbulence-regulated law” (eq. 3); a “KMT2009 turbulence-regulated law”
(eq. 4) a “Kennicutt " law” (eq. 5); and a “GMC collision law” (eq. 6), with the observed values, !sfr,obs, averaged
in annuli of typical width $ 500 pc. For each galaxy and each star formation law we derive the best fit values of Ag,
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KM2005 extended their model of turbulence-regulated star formation to predict galactic star formation rates by assuming
GMCs are virialized and that their surfaces are in pressure equilibrium with the large scale interstellar medium (ISM)
pressure of a Toomre (1964) Q ! 1.5 disk, predicting
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with AKM = 9.5M" yr!1 kpc!2, fGMC the mass fraction of gas in GMCs, !P̄ ,6 the ratio of the mean pressure in a GMC
to the surface pressure here normalized to a fiducial value of 6 but estimated to vary as !P̄ = 10" 8fGMC, Q1.5 = Q/1.5,
and "0 being ", the orbital angular frequency, in units of Myr!1. We will assume fGMC = !H2/!g based on resolved
studies of GMC populations and molecular gas content in the Milky Way and nearby galaxies (Solomon et al. 1987; Blitz
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with AKMT = 3.85#10!2M"yr!1 kpc!2. GMCs are assumed to be in pressure equilibrium with the ISM only in the high
!g regime. At low regime, GMCs are assumed to have constant internal pressures set by H II region feedback (Matzner
2002).

K1998 showed that, in addition to being fit by eq. (1), his galaxy and circumnuclear starburst data could be just as
well described by
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where B! = 0.017 and " is evaluated at the outer radius that is used to perform the disk averages. Equation (5) implies
that a fixed fraction, about 10%, of the gas is turned into stars every outer orbital timescale of the star-forming disk
and motivates theoretical models that relate star formation activity to the dynamics of galactic disks. Such models are
appealing as their predicted star formation activity per unit gas mass, i.e. the gas consumption time, is self-similar,
depending only on the local orbital time. Examples of these models include those in which star formation is triggered by
passage of gas through spiral density waves (e.g. Wyse & Silk 1989). However, there is no evidence that galactic SFRs
depend on density wave amplitude (e.g. Kennicutt 1989). Rather, where present, density waves simply help organize gas
and star formation within a galaxy.

Noting that in the main star-forming parts of galactic disks a large fraction of total gas is associated with gravitationally
bound GMCs and that most stars form in clustered regions in these clouds, Tan (2000, hereafter T2000) proposed a model
of star formation triggered by GMC collisions in a shearing disk, which reproduces eq. (5) in the limit of a flat rotation
curve since the collision time is found to be a short and approximately constant fraction, $ 20%, of the orbital time, torbit.
The collision times of GMCs in the numerical simulations of Tasker & Tan (2009) confirm these results. The T2000 model
assumes a Toomre Q parameter of order unity in the star-forming part of the disk, a significant fraction (e.g. $ 1/2) of
total gas in gravitationally bound clouds, and a velocity dispersion of these clouds set by gravitational scattering (Gammie
et al. 1991). Then, the predicted SFR is
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where " & d ln vcirc/d ln r and vcirc is the circular velocity at a particular galactocentric radius r. Note " = 0 for a flat
rotation curve. There is a prediction of reduced SFRs compared to eq. (5) in regions with reduced shear, i.e. typically
the inner parts of disk galaxies.

Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Wong & Blitz 2002; Bigiel et al. 2008) examined the applicability of the above star
formation laws for the galaxies in their sample. In this Letter we revisit this issue, concentrating on the radial profiles of
the molecular dominated regions of the 12 disk galaxies studied by Leroy et al.

2. methodology

We consider the data on !sfr, !g, !H2, " and " for the 12 large disk galaxies (see Table 1) analyzed by Leroy et al.
(2008), and we refer the reader to this paper for the details of how these quantities were estimated. Note that " and "
depend on the estimated rotation curves of the galaxies. The Leroy et al. (2008) analysis uses analytic fits to the observed
rotation curves, since the derivatives of the actual observed curves can be very noisy.

We only consider regions where the molecular gas dominates over atomic, i.e. !H2 > !HI, since it is here that we
expect a significant fraction of the total gas to be associated with gravitationally bound clouds — an assumption of the
T2000 and KM2005 theories — and since we also wish to avoid regions a#ected by star formation thresholds (Martin &
Kennicutt 2001). This requirement defines an outer radius, rout, for each galaxy. Note that NGC 2841 has no detected
gas in its central region out to about 3.5 kpc, so we only consider annuli from this radius out to rout for this galaxy. The
requirement that !H2 > !HI also leads us to exclude analysis of the 11 H I dominated, low-mass galaxies in the Leroy et
al. (2008) sample, which have only upper limits on !H2.

We use these data to compare the predicted !sfr,theory from: a “Kennicutt power law” with #g = 1.5 (eq. 1); a
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with AKMT = 3.85#10!2M"yr!1 kpc!2. GMCs are assumed to be in pressure equilibrium with the ISM only in the high
!g regime. At low regime, GMCs are assumed to have constant internal pressures set by H II region feedback (Matzner
2002).

K1998 showed that, in addition to being fit by eq. (1), his galaxy and circumnuclear starburst data could be just as
well described by

!sfr = B!!g" (5)

where B! = 0.017 and " is evaluated at the outer radius that is used to perform the disk averages. Equation (5) implies
that a fixed fraction, about 10%, of the gas is turned into stars every outer orbital timescale of the star-forming disk
and motivates theoretical models that relate star formation activity to the dynamics of galactic disks. Such models are
appealing as their predicted star formation activity per unit gas mass, i.e. the gas consumption time, is self-similar,
depending only on the local orbital time. Examples of these models include those in which star formation is triggered by
passage of gas through spiral density waves (e.g. Wyse & Silk 1989). However, there is no evidence that galactic SFRs
depend on density wave amplitude (e.g. Kennicutt 1989). Rather, where present, density waves simply help organize gas
and star formation within a galaxy.

Noting that in the main star-forming parts of galactic disks a large fraction of total gas is associated with gravitationally
bound GMCs and that most stars form in clustered regions in these clouds, Tan (2000, hereafter T2000) proposed a model
of star formation triggered by GMC collisions in a shearing disk, which reproduces eq. (5) in the limit of a flat rotation
curve since the collision time is found to be a short and approximately constant fraction, $ 20%, of the orbital time, torbit.
The collision times of GMCs in the numerical simulations of Tasker & Tan (2009) confirm these results. The T2000 model
assumes a Toomre Q parameter of order unity in the star-forming part of the disk, a significant fraction (e.g. $ 1/2) of
total gas in gravitationally bound clouds, and a velocity dispersion of these clouds set by gravitational scattering (Gammie
et al. 1991). Then, the predicted SFR is
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where " & d ln vcirc/d ln r and vcirc is the circular velocity at a particular galactocentric radius r. Note " = 0 for a flat
rotation curve. There is a prediction of reduced SFRs compared to eq. (5) in regions with reduced shear, i.e. typically
the inner parts of disk galaxies.

Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Wong & Blitz 2002; Bigiel et al. 2008) examined the applicability of the above star
formation laws for the galaxies in their sample. In this Letter we revisit this issue, concentrating on the radial profiles of
the molecular dominated regions of the 12 disk galaxies studied by Leroy et al.

2. methodology

We consider the data on !sfr, !g, !H2, " and " for the 12 large disk galaxies (see Table 1) analyzed by Leroy et al.
(2008), and we refer the reader to this paper for the details of how these quantities were estimated. Note that " and "
depend on the estimated rotation curves of the galaxies. The Leroy et al. (2008) analysis uses analytic fits to the observed
rotation curves, since the derivatives of the actual observed curves can be very noisy.

We only consider regions where the molecular gas dominates over atomic, i.e. !H2 > !HI, since it is here that we
expect a significant fraction of the total gas to be associated with gravitationally bound clouds — an assumption of the
T2000 and KM2005 theories — and since we also wish to avoid regions a#ected by star formation thresholds (Martin &
Kennicutt 2001). This requirement defines an outer radius, rout, for each galaxy. Note that NGC 2841 has no detected
gas in its central region out to about 3.5 kpc, so we only consider annuli from this radius out to rout for this galaxy. The
requirement that !H2 > !HI also leads us to exclude analysis of the 11 H I dominated, low-mass galaxies in the Leroy et
al. (2008) sample, which have only upper limits on !H2.
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with AKMT = 3.85#10!2M"yr!1 kpc!2. GMCs are assumed to be in pressure equilibrium with the ISM only in the high
!g regime. At low regime, GMCs are assumed to have constant internal pressures set by H II region feedback (Matzner
2002).

K1998 showed that, in addition to being fit by eq. (1), his galaxy and circumnuclear starburst data could be just as
well described by

!sfr = B!!g" (5)

where B! = 0.017 and " is evaluated at the outer radius that is used to perform the disk averages. Equation (5) implies
that a fixed fraction, about 10%, of the gas is turned into stars every outer orbital timescale of the star-forming disk
and motivates theoretical models that relate star formation activity to the dynamics of galactic disks. Such models are
appealing as their predicted star formation activity per unit gas mass, i.e. the gas consumption time, is self-similar,
depending only on the local orbital time. Examples of these models include those in which star formation is triggered by
passage of gas through spiral density waves (e.g. Wyse & Silk 1989). However, there is no evidence that galactic SFRs
depend on density wave amplitude (e.g. Kennicutt 1989). Rather, where present, density waves simply help organize gas
and star formation within a galaxy.

Noting that in the main star-forming parts of galactic disks a large fraction of total gas is associated with gravitationally
bound GMCs and that most stars form in clustered regions in these clouds, Tan (2000, hereafter T2000) proposed a model
of star formation triggered by GMC collisions in a shearing disk, which reproduces eq. (5) in the limit of a flat rotation
curve since the collision time is found to be a short and approximately constant fraction, $ 20%, of the orbital time, torbit.
The collision times of GMCs in the numerical simulations of Tasker & Tan (2009) confirm these results. The T2000 model
assumes a Toomre Q parameter of order unity in the star-forming part of the disk, a significant fraction (e.g. $ 1/2) of
total gas in gravitationally bound clouds, and a velocity dispersion of these clouds set by gravitational scattering (Gammie
et al. 1991). Then, the predicted SFR is

!sfr = BCCQ!1!g"(1 " 0.7"), (" % 1) (6)

where " & d ln vcirc/d ln r and vcirc is the circular velocity at a particular galactocentric radius r. Note " = 0 for a flat
rotation curve. There is a prediction of reduced SFRs compared to eq. (5) in regions with reduced shear, i.e. typically
the inner parts of disk galaxies.

Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Wong & Blitz 2002; Bigiel et al. 2008) examined the applicability of the above star
formation laws for the galaxies in their sample. In this Letter we revisit this issue, concentrating on the radial profiles of
the molecular dominated regions of the 12 disk galaxies studied by Leroy et al.

2. methodology

We consider the data on !sfr, !g, !H2, " and " for the 12 large disk galaxies (see Table 1) analyzed by Leroy et al.
(2008), and we refer the reader to this paper for the details of how these quantities were estimated. Note that " and "
depend on the estimated rotation curves of the galaxies. The Leroy et al. (2008) analysis uses analytic fits to the observed
rotation curves, since the derivatives of the actual observed curves can be very noisy.

We only consider regions where the molecular gas dominates over atomic, i.e. !H2 > !HI, since it is here that we
expect a significant fraction of the total gas to be associated with gravitationally bound clouds — an assumption of the
T2000 and KM2005 theories — and since we also wish to avoid regions a#ected by star formation thresholds (Martin &
Kennicutt 2001). This requirement defines an outer radius, rout, for each galaxy. Note that NGC 2841 has no detected
gas in its central region out to about 3.5 kpc, so we only consider annuli from this radius out to rout for this galaxy. The
requirement that !H2 > !HI also leads us to exclude analysis of the 11 H I dominated, low-mass galaxies in the Leroy et
al. (2008) sample, which have only upper limits on !H2.

We use these data to compare the predicted !sfr,theory from: a “Kennicutt power law” with #g = 1.5 (eq. 1); a
“Constant molecular law” (eq. 2); a “KM2005 turbulence-regulated law” (eq. 3); a “KMT2009 turbulence-regulated law”
(eq. 4) a “Kennicutt " law” (eq. 5); and a “GMC collision law” (eq. 6), with the observed values, !sfr,obs, averaged
in annuli of typical width $ 500 pc. For each galaxy and each star formation law we derive the best fit values of Ag,

Schmidt-Kennicutt power law:

Kennicutt Omega law:

Constant molecular law:

GMC collisions law (Tan 2000):

Krumholz-McKee (2005) turbulence law:

Krumholz-McKee-Tumlinson (2009) turbulence law

These laws predict the radial profiles 
with an RMS error of a factor of 1.5
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Fig. 2.— Ratio, Rsfr, of predicted to observed star formation rate surface densities for the entire sample of disk galaxies, o!set from each
other for clarity: the dotted lines indicate Rsfr = 1 for each galaxy. The line styles are as in Figure 1.
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ABSTRACT

We use observations of the radial profiles of the mass surface density of total, !g, and molecular, !H2,
gas, rotation velocity and star formation rate surface density, !sfr, of the molecular dominated regions
of 12 disk galaxies from Leroy et al. to test several star formation laws: a “Kennicutt power law”, !sfr =
Ag!1.5

g,2; a “Constant molecular law”, !sfr = AH2!H2,2; the “Turbulence-regulated laws” of Krumholz &
McKee (KM) and Krumholz, McKee & Tumlinson (KMT), a “Kennicutt " law”, !sfr = B!!g"; and
a shear-driven “GMC collisions law”, !sfr = BCC!g"(1 ! 0.7!), where ! " d ln vcirc/d ln r. We find
the constant molecular law, KMT turbulence law and GMC collision law are the most accurate, with
an rms error of a factor of 1.5 if the normalization constants are allowed to vary between galaxies. Of
these three laws, the GMC collision law does not require a change in physics to account for the full range
of star formation activity seen from normal galaxies to circumnuclear starbursts. A single global GMC
collision law with BCC = 8.0# 10!3, i.e. a gas consumption time of 20 orbital times for ! = 0, yields an
rms error of a factor of 1.8.
Subject headings: stars: formation — galaxies: evolution

1. introduction

Understanding the rate at which stars form from gas is of fundamental importance for a theory of galaxy evolution. At
the moment it is uncertain what physical process or processes drive star formation rates (SFRs). Locally, we know star
formation occurs mostly in highly clustered, $parsec-scale regions within giant molecular clouds (GMCs) (Lada & Lada
2003; Gutermuth et al. 2009). This clustered mode appears to also be important in a wide range of galactic environments,
including dwarf irregular galaxies (Dowell, Buckalew, & Tan 2008), normal disk galaxies (Larsen 2009), and starburst
galaxies (Fall et al. 2005; McCrady & Graham 2007). The total e#ciency, ", of conversion of gas into stars in these
clusters is relatively high, with " $ 0.1 ! 0.5. However, on the scale of GMCs star formation occurs at a relatively slow,
ine#cient rate, such that only a few percent of the GMC mass is converted to stars per free-fall time (Zuckerman & Evans
1974; Krumholz & Tan 2007). Although GMCs appear to be gravitationally bound and virialized (Solomon et al. 1987;
Bolatto et al. 2008), at any given time, most of the mass and volume of GMCs is not forming stars, perhaps because it
is magnetically subcritical (e.g. Heyer et al. 2008).

Starting with the pioneering work of Schmidt (1959, 1963), empirical correlations have been found between the disk
plane surface density of SFR, !sfr, and the surface density of gas — either the total, !g, or just that in the molecular
phase, !H2. Based on about 100 disk averages of nearby galaxies and circumnuclear starbursts, Kennicutt (1998, hereafter
K1998) found

!sfr = Ag!
!g

g,2, (1)

with Ag = 0.158 ± 0.044 M" yr!1 kpc!2, !g,2 = !g/100M"pc!2, and #g = 1.4 ± 0.15. Most of the dynamic range
determining this relation covers the molecular dominated conditions of the disks in the centers of normal galaxies and in
starbursts. Kennicutt et al. (2007) found a similar relation applied on $kpc scales in M51a. Theoretical and numerical
models that relate the SFR to the growth rate of large scale gravitational instabilities in a disk predict #g % 1.5 (e.g.
Larson 1988; Elmegreen 1994, 2002; Wang & Silk 1994; Li, Mac Low, & Klessen 2006), as long as the gas scale height
does not vary much from galaxy to galaxy. However, the growth rate of large scale instabilities that lead to the formation
of GMCs cannot be the rate limiting step for star formation in disks that already have most of their gas mass in the
molecular phase in the form of gravitationally bound GMCs. Rather, one should consider the processes that create the
actively star-forming, presumably magnetically supercritical, parsec-scale clumps of gas within GMCs, which then become
star clusters.

Based on a study of 12 nearby disk galaxies at 800 pc resolution, Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Bigiel et al. 2008)
concluded that

!sfr = AH2!H2,2, (2)

with AH2 = (5.25 ± 2.5) # 10!2 M"yr!1 kpc!2 and !H2,2 = !H2/100M"pc!2. The values of !H2 covered a range from
$ 4!100M"pc!2. They suggest these results indicate that GMCs in these galaxies have approximately uniform properties,
e.g. density, and thus are forming stars at a constant rate per free-fall time, as is expected if they are supersonically
turbulent (Krumholz & McKee 2005, hereafter KM2005). However, to explain the K1998 data for higher !g systems
would require a change in the cloud properties to allow them to form stars at a faster rate.
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ABSTRACT

We use observations of the radial profiles of the mass surface density of total, !g, and molecular, !H2,
gas, rotation velocity and star formation rate surface density, !sfr, of the molecular dominated regions
of 12 disk galaxies from Leroy et al. to test several star formation laws: a “Kennicutt power law”, !sfr =
Ag!1.5

g,2; a “Constant molecular law”, !sfr = AH2!H2,2; the “Turbulence-regulated laws” of Krumholz &
McKee (KM) and Krumholz, McKee & Tumlinson (KMT), a “Kennicutt " law”, !sfr = B!!g"; and
a shear-driven “GMC collisions law”, !sfr = BCC!g"(1 ! 0.7!), where ! " d ln vcirc/d ln r. We find
the constant molecular law, KMT turbulence law and GMC collision law are the most accurate, with
an rms error of a factor of 1.5 if the normalization constants are allowed to vary between galaxies. Of
these three laws, the GMC collision law does not require a change in physics to account for the full range
of star formation activity seen from normal galaxies to circumnuclear starbursts. A single global GMC
collision law with BCC = 8.0# 10!3, i.e. a gas consumption time of 20 orbital times for ! = 0, yields an
rms error of a factor of 1.8.
Subject headings: stars: formation — galaxies: evolution

1. introduction

Understanding the rate at which stars form from gas is of fundamental importance for a theory of galaxy evolution. At
the moment it is uncertain what physical process or processes drive star formation rates (SFRs). Locally, we know star
formation occurs mostly in highly clustered, $parsec-scale regions within giant molecular clouds (GMCs) (Lada & Lada
2003; Gutermuth et al. 2009). This clustered mode appears to also be important in a wide range of galactic environments,
including dwarf irregular galaxies (Dowell, Buckalew, & Tan 2008), normal disk galaxies (Larsen 2009), and starburst
galaxies (Fall et al. 2005; McCrady & Graham 2007). The total e#ciency, ", of conversion of gas into stars in these
clusters is relatively high, with " $ 0.1 ! 0.5. However, on the scale of GMCs star formation occurs at a relatively slow,
ine#cient rate, such that only a few percent of the GMC mass is converted to stars per free-fall time (Zuckerman & Evans
1974; Krumholz & Tan 2007). Although GMCs appear to be gravitationally bound and virialized (Solomon et al. 1987;
Bolatto et al. 2008), at any given time, most of the mass and volume of GMCs is not forming stars, perhaps because it
is magnetically subcritical (e.g. Heyer et al. 2008).

Starting with the pioneering work of Schmidt (1959, 1963), empirical correlations have been found between the disk
plane surface density of SFR, !sfr, and the surface density of gas — either the total, !g, or just that in the molecular
phase, !H2. Based on about 100 disk averages of nearby galaxies and circumnuclear starbursts, Kennicutt (1998, hereafter
K1998) found

!sfr = Ag!
!g

g,2, (1)

with Ag = 0.158 ± 0.044 M" yr!1 kpc!2, !g,2 = !g/100M"pc!2, and #g = 1.4 ± 0.15. Most of the dynamic range
determining this relation covers the molecular dominated conditions of the disks in the centers of normal galaxies and in
starbursts. Kennicutt et al. (2007) found a similar relation applied on $kpc scales in M51a. Theoretical and numerical
models that relate the SFR to the growth rate of large scale gravitational instabilities in a disk predict #g % 1.5 (e.g.
Larson 1988; Elmegreen 1994, 2002; Wang & Silk 1994; Li, Mac Low, & Klessen 2006), as long as the gas scale height
does not vary much from galaxy to galaxy. However, the growth rate of large scale instabilities that lead to the formation
of GMCs cannot be the rate limiting step for star formation in disks that already have most of their gas mass in the
molecular phase in the form of gravitationally bound GMCs. Rather, one should consider the processes that create the
actively star-forming, presumably magnetically supercritical, parsec-scale clumps of gas within GMCs, which then become
star clusters.

Based on a study of 12 nearby disk galaxies at 800 pc resolution, Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Bigiel et al. 2008)
concluded that

!sfr = AH2!H2,2, (2)

with AH2 = (5.25 ± 2.5) # 10!2 M"yr!1 kpc!2 and !H2,2 = !H2/100M"pc!2. The values of !H2 covered a range from
$ 4!100M"pc!2. They suggest these results indicate that GMCs in these galaxies have approximately uniform properties,
e.g. density, and thus are forming stars at a constant rate per free-fall time, as is expected if they are supersonically
turbulent (Krumholz & McKee 2005, hereafter KM2005). However, to explain the K1998 data for higher !g systems
would require a change in the cloud properties to allow them to form stars at a faster rate.

1

2

KM2005 extended their model of turbulence-regulated star formation to predict galactic star formation rates by assuming
GMCs are virialized and that their surfaces are in pressure equilibrium with the large scale interstellar medium (ISM)
pressure of a Toomre (1964) Q ! 1.5 disk, predicting

!sfr = AKMfGMC!0.34
P̄ ,6 Q!1.32

1.5 "1.32
0 !0.68

g,2 , (3)

with AKM = 9.5M" yr!1 kpc!2, fGMC the mass fraction of gas in GMCs, !P̄ ,6 the ratio of the mean pressure in a GMC
to the surface pressure here normalized to a fiducial value of 6 but estimated to vary as !P̄ = 10" 8fGMC, Q1.5 = Q/1.5,
and "0 being ", the orbital angular frequency, in units of Myr!1. We will assume fGMC = !H2/!g based on resolved
studies of GMC populations and molecular gas content in the Milky Way and nearby galaxies (Solomon et al. 1987; Blitz
et al. 2007).

Krumholz, McKee & Tumlinson (2009a, hereafter KMT2009) presented a two component star formation law

!sfr = AKMTfGMC!g,2 #

!

"

!g/85M"pc!2
#!0.33

, !g < 85 M"pc!2

"

!g/85M"pc!2
#0.33

, !g > 85 M"pc!2

$

(4)

with AKMT = 3.85#10!2M"yr!1 kpc!2. GMCs are assumed to be in pressure equilibrium with the ISM only in the high
!g regime. At low regime, GMCs are assumed to have constant internal pressures set by H II region feedback (Matzner
2002).

K1998 showed that, in addition to being fit by eq. (1), his galaxy and circumnuclear starburst data could be just as
well described by

!sfr = B!!g" (5)

where B! = 0.017 and " is evaluated at the outer radius that is used to perform the disk averages. Equation (5) implies
that a fixed fraction, about 10%, of the gas is turned into stars every outer orbital timescale of the star-forming disk
and motivates theoretical models that relate star formation activity to the dynamics of galactic disks. Such models are
appealing as their predicted star formation activity per unit gas mass, i.e. the gas consumption time, is self-similar,
depending only on the local orbital time. Examples of these models include those in which star formation is triggered by
passage of gas through spiral density waves (e.g. Wyse & Silk 1989). However, there is no evidence that galactic SFRs
depend on density wave amplitude (e.g. Kennicutt 1989). Rather, where present, density waves simply help organize gas
and star formation within a galaxy.

Noting that in the main star-forming parts of galactic disks a large fraction of total gas is associated with gravitationally
bound GMCs and that most stars form in clustered regions in these clouds, Tan (2000, hereafter T2000) proposed a model
of star formation triggered by GMC collisions in a shearing disk, which reproduces eq. (5) in the limit of a flat rotation
curve since the collision time is found to be a short and approximately constant fraction, $ 20%, of the orbital time, torbit.
The collision times of GMCs in the numerical simulations of Tasker & Tan (2009) confirm these results. The T2000 model
assumes a Toomre Q parameter of order unity in the star-forming part of the disk, a significant fraction (e.g. $ 1/2) of
total gas in gravitationally bound clouds, and a velocity dispersion of these clouds set by gravitational scattering (Gammie
et al. 1991). Then, the predicted SFR is

!sfr = BCCQ!1!g"(1 " 0.7"), (" % 1) (6)

where " & d ln vcirc/d ln r and vcirc is the circular velocity at a particular galactocentric radius r. Note " = 0 for a flat
rotation curve. There is a prediction of reduced SFRs compared to eq. (5) in regions with reduced shear, i.e. typically
the inner parts of disk galaxies.

Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Wong & Blitz 2002; Bigiel et al. 2008) examined the applicability of the above star
formation laws for the galaxies in their sample. In this Letter we revisit this issue, concentrating on the radial profiles of
the molecular dominated regions of the 12 disk galaxies studied by Leroy et al.

2. methodology

We consider the data on !sfr, !g, !H2, " and " for the 12 large disk galaxies (see Table 1) analyzed by Leroy et al.
(2008), and we refer the reader to this paper for the details of how these quantities were estimated. Note that " and "
depend on the estimated rotation curves of the galaxies. The Leroy et al. (2008) analysis uses analytic fits to the observed
rotation curves, since the derivatives of the actual observed curves can be very noisy.

We only consider regions where the molecular gas dominates over atomic, i.e. !H2 > !HI, since it is here that we
expect a significant fraction of the total gas to be associated with gravitationally bound clouds — an assumption of the
T2000 and KM2005 theories — and since we also wish to avoid regions a#ected by star formation thresholds (Martin &
Kennicutt 2001). This requirement defines an outer radius, rout, for each galaxy. Note that NGC 2841 has no detected
gas in its central region out to about 3.5 kpc, so we only consider annuli from this radius out to rout for this galaxy. The
requirement that !H2 > !HI also leads us to exclude analysis of the 11 H I dominated, low-mass galaxies in the Leroy et
al. (2008) sample, which have only upper limits on !H2.

We use these data to compare the predicted !sfr,theory from: a “Kennicutt power law” with #g = 1.5 (eq. 1); a
“Constant molecular law” (eq. 2); a “KM2005 turbulence-regulated law” (eq. 3); a “KMT2009 turbulence-regulated law”
(eq. 4) a “Kennicutt " law” (eq. 5); and a “GMC collision law” (eq. 6), with the observed values, !sfr,obs, averaged
in annuli of typical width $ 500 pc. For each galaxy and each star formation law we derive the best fit values of Ag,
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"
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GMC collisions law (Tan 2000):

Krumholz-McKee (2005) turbulence law:

Krumholz-McKee-Tumlinson (2009) turbulence law

These laws predict the radial profiles 
with an RMS error of a factor of 1.5
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Fig. 2.— Ratio, Rsfr, of predicted to observed star formation rate surface densities for the entire sample of disk galaxies, o!set from each
other for clarity: the dotted lines indicate Rsfr = 1 for each galaxy. The line styles are as in Figure 1.
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ABSTRACT

We use observations of the radial profiles of the mass surface density of total, !g, and molecular, !H2,
gas, rotation velocity and star formation rate surface density, !sfr, of the molecular dominated regions
of 12 disk galaxies from Leroy et al. to test several star formation laws: a “Kennicutt power law”, !sfr =
Ag!1.5

g,2; a “Constant molecular law”, !sfr = AH2!H2,2; the “Turbulence-regulated laws” of Krumholz &
McKee (KM) and Krumholz, McKee & Tumlinson (KMT), a “Kennicutt " law”, !sfr = B!!g"; and
a shear-driven “GMC collisions law”, !sfr = BCC!g"(1 ! 0.7!), where ! " d ln vcirc/d ln r. We find
the constant molecular law, KMT turbulence law and GMC collision law are the most accurate, with
an rms error of a factor of 1.5 if the normalization constants are allowed to vary between galaxies. Of
these three laws, the GMC collision law does not require a change in physics to account for the full range
of star formation activity seen from normal galaxies to circumnuclear starbursts. A single global GMC
collision law with BCC = 8.0# 10!3, i.e. a gas consumption time of 20 orbital times for ! = 0, yields an
rms error of a factor of 1.8.
Subject headings: stars: formation — galaxies: evolution

1. introduction

Understanding the rate at which stars form from gas is of fundamental importance for a theory of galaxy evolution. At
the moment it is uncertain what physical process or processes drive star formation rates (SFRs). Locally, we know star
formation occurs mostly in highly clustered, $parsec-scale regions within giant molecular clouds (GMCs) (Lada & Lada
2003; Gutermuth et al. 2009). This clustered mode appears to also be important in a wide range of galactic environments,
including dwarf irregular galaxies (Dowell, Buckalew, & Tan 2008), normal disk galaxies (Larsen 2009), and starburst
galaxies (Fall et al. 2005; McCrady & Graham 2007). The total e#ciency, ", of conversion of gas into stars in these
clusters is relatively high, with " $ 0.1 ! 0.5. However, on the scale of GMCs star formation occurs at a relatively slow,
ine#cient rate, such that only a few percent of the GMC mass is converted to stars per free-fall time (Zuckerman & Evans
1974; Krumholz & Tan 2007). Although GMCs appear to be gravitationally bound and virialized (Solomon et al. 1987;
Bolatto et al. 2008), at any given time, most of the mass and volume of GMCs is not forming stars, perhaps because it
is magnetically subcritical (e.g. Heyer et al. 2008).

Starting with the pioneering work of Schmidt (1959, 1963), empirical correlations have been found between the disk
plane surface density of SFR, !sfr, and the surface density of gas — either the total, !g, or just that in the molecular
phase, !H2. Based on about 100 disk averages of nearby galaxies and circumnuclear starbursts, Kennicutt (1998, hereafter
K1998) found

!sfr = Ag!
!g

g,2, (1)

with Ag = 0.158 ± 0.044 M" yr!1 kpc!2, !g,2 = !g/100M"pc!2, and #g = 1.4 ± 0.15. Most of the dynamic range
determining this relation covers the molecular dominated conditions of the disks in the centers of normal galaxies and in
starbursts. Kennicutt et al. (2007) found a similar relation applied on $kpc scales in M51a. Theoretical and numerical
models that relate the SFR to the growth rate of large scale gravitational instabilities in a disk predict #g % 1.5 (e.g.
Larson 1988; Elmegreen 1994, 2002; Wang & Silk 1994; Li, Mac Low, & Klessen 2006), as long as the gas scale height
does not vary much from galaxy to galaxy. However, the growth rate of large scale instabilities that lead to the formation
of GMCs cannot be the rate limiting step for star formation in disks that already have most of their gas mass in the
molecular phase in the form of gravitationally bound GMCs. Rather, one should consider the processes that create the
actively star-forming, presumably magnetically supercritical, parsec-scale clumps of gas within GMCs, which then become
star clusters.

Based on a study of 12 nearby disk galaxies at 800 pc resolution, Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Bigiel et al. 2008)
concluded that

!sfr = AH2!H2,2, (2)

with AH2 = (5.25 ± 2.5) # 10!2 M"yr!1 kpc!2 and !H2,2 = !H2/100M"pc!2. The values of !H2 covered a range from
$ 4!100M"pc!2. They suggest these results indicate that GMCs in these galaxies have approximately uniform properties,
e.g. density, and thus are forming stars at a constant rate per free-fall time, as is expected if they are supersonically
turbulent (Krumholz & McKee 2005, hereafter KM2005). However, to explain the K1998 data for higher !g systems
would require a change in the cloud properties to allow them to form stars at a faster rate.
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a shear-driven “GMC collisions law”, !sfr = BCC!g"(1 ! 0.7!), where ! " d ln vcirc/d ln r. We find
the constant molecular law, KMT turbulence law and GMC collision law are the most accurate, with
an rms error of a factor of 1.5 if the normalization constants are allowed to vary between galaxies. Of
these three laws, the GMC collision law does not require a change in physics to account for the full range
of star formation activity seen from normal galaxies to circumnuclear starbursts. A single global GMC
collision law with BCC = 8.0# 10!3, i.e. a gas consumption time of 20 orbital times for ! = 0, yields an
rms error of a factor of 1.8.
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1. introduction

Understanding the rate at which stars form from gas is of fundamental importance for a theory of galaxy evolution. At
the moment it is uncertain what physical process or processes drive star formation rates (SFRs). Locally, we know star
formation occurs mostly in highly clustered, $parsec-scale regions within giant molecular clouds (GMCs) (Lada & Lada
2003; Gutermuth et al. 2009). This clustered mode appears to also be important in a wide range of galactic environments,
including dwarf irregular galaxies (Dowell, Buckalew, & Tan 2008), normal disk galaxies (Larsen 2009), and starburst
galaxies (Fall et al. 2005; McCrady & Graham 2007). The total e#ciency, ", of conversion of gas into stars in these
clusters is relatively high, with " $ 0.1 ! 0.5. However, on the scale of GMCs star formation occurs at a relatively slow,
ine#cient rate, such that only a few percent of the GMC mass is converted to stars per free-fall time (Zuckerman & Evans
1974; Krumholz & Tan 2007). Although GMCs appear to be gravitationally bound and virialized (Solomon et al. 1987;
Bolatto et al. 2008), at any given time, most of the mass and volume of GMCs is not forming stars, perhaps because it
is magnetically subcritical (e.g. Heyer et al. 2008).

Starting with the pioneering work of Schmidt (1959, 1963), empirical correlations have been found between the disk
plane surface density of SFR, !sfr, and the surface density of gas — either the total, !g, or just that in the molecular
phase, !H2. Based on about 100 disk averages of nearby galaxies and circumnuclear starbursts, Kennicutt (1998, hereafter
K1998) found

!sfr = Ag!
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g,2, (1)

with Ag = 0.158 ± 0.044 M" yr!1 kpc!2, !g,2 = !g/100M"pc!2, and #g = 1.4 ± 0.15. Most of the dynamic range
determining this relation covers the molecular dominated conditions of the disks in the centers of normal galaxies and in
starbursts. Kennicutt et al. (2007) found a similar relation applied on $kpc scales in M51a. Theoretical and numerical
models that relate the SFR to the growth rate of large scale gravitational instabilities in a disk predict #g % 1.5 (e.g.
Larson 1988; Elmegreen 1994, 2002; Wang & Silk 1994; Li, Mac Low, & Klessen 2006), as long as the gas scale height
does not vary much from galaxy to galaxy. However, the growth rate of large scale instabilities that lead to the formation
of GMCs cannot be the rate limiting step for star formation in disks that already have most of their gas mass in the
molecular phase in the form of gravitationally bound GMCs. Rather, one should consider the processes that create the
actively star-forming, presumably magnetically supercritical, parsec-scale clumps of gas within GMCs, which then become
star clusters.

Based on a study of 12 nearby disk galaxies at 800 pc resolution, Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Bigiel et al. 2008)
concluded that

!sfr = AH2!H2,2, (2)

with AH2 = (5.25 ± 2.5) # 10!2 M"yr!1 kpc!2 and !H2,2 = !H2/100M"pc!2. The values of !H2 covered a range from
$ 4!100M"pc!2. They suggest these results indicate that GMCs in these galaxies have approximately uniform properties,
e.g. density, and thus are forming stars at a constant rate per free-fall time, as is expected if they are supersonically
turbulent (Krumholz & McKee 2005, hereafter KM2005). However, to explain the K1998 data for higher !g systems
would require a change in the cloud properties to allow them to form stars at a faster rate.

1

2

KM2005 extended their model of turbulence-regulated star formation to predict galactic star formation rates by assuming
GMCs are virialized and that their surfaces are in pressure equilibrium with the large scale interstellar medium (ISM)
pressure of a Toomre (1964) Q ! 1.5 disk, predicting

!sfr = AKMfGMC!0.34
P̄ ,6 Q!1.32

1.5 "1.32
0 !0.68

g,2 , (3)

with AKM = 9.5M" yr!1 kpc!2, fGMC the mass fraction of gas in GMCs, !P̄ ,6 the ratio of the mean pressure in a GMC
to the surface pressure here normalized to a fiducial value of 6 but estimated to vary as !P̄ = 10" 8fGMC, Q1.5 = Q/1.5,
and "0 being ", the orbital angular frequency, in units of Myr!1. We will assume fGMC = !H2/!g based on resolved
studies of GMC populations and molecular gas content in the Milky Way and nearby galaxies (Solomon et al. 1987; Blitz
et al. 2007).

Krumholz, McKee & Tumlinson (2009a, hereafter KMT2009) presented a two component star formation law

!sfr = AKMTfGMC!g,2 #

!

"

!g/85M"pc!2
#!0.33

, !g < 85 M"pc!2

"

!g/85M"pc!2
#0.33

, !g > 85 M"pc!2

$

(4)

with AKMT = 3.85#10!2M"yr!1 kpc!2. GMCs are assumed to be in pressure equilibrium with the ISM only in the high
!g regime. At low regime, GMCs are assumed to have constant internal pressures set by H II region feedback (Matzner
2002).

K1998 showed that, in addition to being fit by eq. (1), his galaxy and circumnuclear starburst data could be just as
well described by

!sfr = B!!g" (5)

where B! = 0.017 and " is evaluated at the outer radius that is used to perform the disk averages. Equation (5) implies
that a fixed fraction, about 10%, of the gas is turned into stars every outer orbital timescale of the star-forming disk
and motivates theoretical models that relate star formation activity to the dynamics of galactic disks. Such models are
appealing as their predicted star formation activity per unit gas mass, i.e. the gas consumption time, is self-similar,
depending only on the local orbital time. Examples of these models include those in which star formation is triggered by
passage of gas through spiral density waves (e.g. Wyse & Silk 1989). However, there is no evidence that galactic SFRs
depend on density wave amplitude (e.g. Kennicutt 1989). Rather, where present, density waves simply help organize gas
and star formation within a galaxy.

Noting that in the main star-forming parts of galactic disks a large fraction of total gas is associated with gravitationally
bound GMCs and that most stars form in clustered regions in these clouds, Tan (2000, hereafter T2000) proposed a model
of star formation triggered by GMC collisions in a shearing disk, which reproduces eq. (5) in the limit of a flat rotation
curve since the collision time is found to be a short and approximately constant fraction, $ 20%, of the orbital time, torbit.
The collision times of GMCs in the numerical simulations of Tasker & Tan (2009) confirm these results. The T2000 model
assumes a Toomre Q parameter of order unity in the star-forming part of the disk, a significant fraction (e.g. $ 1/2) of
total gas in gravitationally bound clouds, and a velocity dispersion of these clouds set by gravitational scattering (Gammie
et al. 1991). Then, the predicted SFR is

!sfr = BCCQ!1!g"(1 " 0.7"), (" % 1) (6)

where " & d ln vcirc/d ln r and vcirc is the circular velocity at a particular galactocentric radius r. Note " = 0 for a flat
rotation curve. There is a prediction of reduced SFRs compared to eq. (5) in regions with reduced shear, i.e. typically
the inner parts of disk galaxies.

Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Wong & Blitz 2002; Bigiel et al. 2008) examined the applicability of the above star
formation laws for the galaxies in their sample. In this Letter we revisit this issue, concentrating on the radial profiles of
the molecular dominated regions of the 12 disk galaxies studied by Leroy et al.

2. methodology

We consider the data on !sfr, !g, !H2, " and " for the 12 large disk galaxies (see Table 1) analyzed by Leroy et al.
(2008), and we refer the reader to this paper for the details of how these quantities were estimated. Note that " and "
depend on the estimated rotation curves of the galaxies. The Leroy et al. (2008) analysis uses analytic fits to the observed
rotation curves, since the derivatives of the actual observed curves can be very noisy.

We only consider regions where the molecular gas dominates over atomic, i.e. !H2 > !HI, since it is here that we
expect a significant fraction of the total gas to be associated with gravitationally bound clouds — an assumption of the
T2000 and KM2005 theories — and since we also wish to avoid regions a#ected by star formation thresholds (Martin &
Kennicutt 2001). This requirement defines an outer radius, rout, for each galaxy. Note that NGC 2841 has no detected
gas in its central region out to about 3.5 kpc, so we only consider annuli from this radius out to rout for this galaxy. The
requirement that !H2 > !HI also leads us to exclude analysis of the 11 H I dominated, low-mass galaxies in the Leroy et
al. (2008) sample, which have only upper limits on !H2.

We use these data to compare the predicted !sfr,theory from: a “Kennicutt power law” with #g = 1.5 (eq. 1); a
“Constant molecular law” (eq. 2); a “KM2005 turbulence-regulated law” (eq. 3); a “KMT2009 turbulence-regulated law”
(eq. 4) a “Kennicutt " law” (eq. 5); and a “GMC collision law” (eq. 6), with the observed values, !sfr,obs, averaged
in annuli of typical width $ 500 pc. For each galaxy and each star formation law we derive the best fit values of Ag,
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to the surface pressure here normalized to a fiducial value of 6 but estimated to vary as !P̄ = 10" 8fGMC, Q1.5 = Q/1.5,
and "0 being ", the orbital angular frequency, in units of Myr!1. We will assume fGMC = !H2/!g based on resolved
studies of GMC populations and molecular gas content in the Milky Way and nearby galaxies (Solomon et al. 1987; Blitz
et al. 2007).

Krumholz, McKee & Tumlinson (2009a, hereafter KMT2009) presented a two component star formation law

!sfr = AKMTfGMC!g,2 #

!

"

!g/85M"pc!2
#!0.33

, !g < 85 M"pc!2

"

!g/85M"pc!2
#0.33

, !g > 85 M"pc!2

$

(4)

with AKMT = 3.85#10!2M"yr!1 kpc!2. GMCs are assumed to be in pressure equilibrium with the ISM only in the high
!g regime. At low regime, GMCs are assumed to have constant internal pressures set by H II region feedback (Matzner
2002).

K1998 showed that, in addition to being fit by eq. (1), his galaxy and circumnuclear starburst data could be just as
well described by

!sfr = B!!g" (5)

where B! = 0.017 and " is evaluated at the outer radius that is used to perform the disk averages. Equation (5) implies
that a fixed fraction, about 10%, of the gas is turned into stars every outer orbital timescale of the star-forming disk
and motivates theoretical models that relate star formation activity to the dynamics of galactic disks. Such models are
appealing as their predicted star formation activity per unit gas mass, i.e. the gas consumption time, is self-similar,
depending only on the local orbital time. Examples of these models include those in which star formation is triggered by
passage of gas through spiral density waves (e.g. Wyse & Silk 1989). However, there is no evidence that galactic SFRs
depend on density wave amplitude (e.g. Kennicutt 1989). Rather, where present, density waves simply help organize gas
and star formation within a galaxy.

Noting that in the main star-forming parts of galactic disks a large fraction of total gas is associated with gravitationally
bound GMCs and that most stars form in clustered regions in these clouds, Tan (2000, hereafter T2000) proposed a model
of star formation triggered by GMC collisions in a shearing disk, which reproduces eq. (5) in the limit of a flat rotation
curve since the collision time is found to be a short and approximately constant fraction, $ 20%, of the orbital time, torbit.
The collision times of GMCs in the numerical simulations of Tasker & Tan (2009) confirm these results. The T2000 model
assumes a Toomre Q parameter of order unity in the star-forming part of the disk, a significant fraction (e.g. $ 1/2) of
total gas in gravitationally bound clouds, and a velocity dispersion of these clouds set by gravitational scattering (Gammie
et al. 1991). Then, the predicted SFR is

!sfr = BCCQ!1!g"(1 " 0.7"), (" % 1) (6)

where " & d ln vcirc/d ln r and vcirc is the circular velocity at a particular galactocentric radius r. Note " = 0 for a flat
rotation curve. There is a prediction of reduced SFRs compared to eq. (5) in regions with reduced shear, i.e. typically
the inner parts of disk galaxies.

Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Wong & Blitz 2002; Bigiel et al. 2008) examined the applicability of the above star
formation laws for the galaxies in their sample. In this Letter we revisit this issue, concentrating on the radial profiles of
the molecular dominated regions of the 12 disk galaxies studied by Leroy et al.

2. methodology

We consider the data on !sfr, !g, !H2, " and " for the 12 large disk galaxies (see Table 1) analyzed by Leroy et al.
(2008), and we refer the reader to this paper for the details of how these quantities were estimated. Note that " and "
depend on the estimated rotation curves of the galaxies. The Leroy et al. (2008) analysis uses analytic fits to the observed
rotation curves, since the derivatives of the actual observed curves can be very noisy.

We only consider regions where the molecular gas dominates over atomic, i.e. !H2 > !HI, since it is here that we
expect a significant fraction of the total gas to be associated with gravitationally bound clouds — an assumption of the
T2000 and KM2005 theories — and since we also wish to avoid regions a#ected by star formation thresholds (Martin &
Kennicutt 2001). This requirement defines an outer radius, rout, for each galaxy. Note that NGC 2841 has no detected
gas in its central region out to about 3.5 kpc, so we only consider annuli from this radius out to rout for this galaxy. The
requirement that !H2 > !HI also leads us to exclude analysis of the 11 H I dominated, low-mass galaxies in the Leroy et
al. (2008) sample, which have only upper limits on !H2.

We use these data to compare the predicted !sfr,theory from: a “Kennicutt power law” with #g = 1.5 (eq. 1); a
“Constant molecular law” (eq. 2); a “KM2005 turbulence-regulated law” (eq. 3); a “KMT2009 turbulence-regulated law”
(eq. 4) a “Kennicutt " law” (eq. 5); and a “GMC collision law” (eq. 6), with the observed values, !sfr,obs, averaged
in annuli of typical width $ 500 pc. For each galaxy and each star formation law we derive the best fit values of Ag,

Schmidt-Kennicutt power law:

Kennicutt Omega law:

Constant molecular law:

GMC collisions law (Tan 2000):

Krumholz-McKee (2005) turbulence law:

Krumholz-McKee-Tumlinson (2009) turbulence law

These laws predict the radial profiles 
with an RMS error of a factor of 1.5

Appears to breakdown
for starbursts

Complicated, 
post-diction
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Fig. 2.— Ratio, Rsfr, of predicted to observed star formation rate surface densities for the entire sample of disk galaxies, o!set from each
other for clarity: the dotted lines indicate Rsfr = 1 for each galaxy. The line styles are as in Figure 1.
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ABSTRACT

We use observations of the radial profiles of the mass surface density of total, !g, and molecular, !H2,
gas, rotation velocity and star formation rate surface density, !sfr, of the molecular dominated regions
of 12 disk galaxies from Leroy et al. to test several star formation laws: a “Kennicutt power law”, !sfr =
Ag!1.5

g,2; a “Constant molecular law”, !sfr = AH2!H2,2; the “Turbulence-regulated laws” of Krumholz &
McKee (KM) and Krumholz, McKee & Tumlinson (KMT), a “Kennicutt " law”, !sfr = B!!g"; and
a shear-driven “GMC collisions law”, !sfr = BCC!g"(1 ! 0.7!), where ! " d ln vcirc/d ln r. We find
the constant molecular law, KMT turbulence law and GMC collision law are the most accurate, with
an rms error of a factor of 1.5 if the normalization constants are allowed to vary between galaxies. Of
these three laws, the GMC collision law does not require a change in physics to account for the full range
of star formation activity seen from normal galaxies to circumnuclear starbursts. A single global GMC
collision law with BCC = 8.0# 10!3, i.e. a gas consumption time of 20 orbital times for ! = 0, yields an
rms error of a factor of 1.8.
Subject headings: stars: formation — galaxies: evolution

1. introduction

Understanding the rate at which stars form from gas is of fundamental importance for a theory of galaxy evolution. At
the moment it is uncertain what physical process or processes drive star formation rates (SFRs). Locally, we know star
formation occurs mostly in highly clustered, $parsec-scale regions within giant molecular clouds (GMCs) (Lada & Lada
2003; Gutermuth et al. 2009). This clustered mode appears to also be important in a wide range of galactic environments,
including dwarf irregular galaxies (Dowell, Buckalew, & Tan 2008), normal disk galaxies (Larsen 2009), and starburst
galaxies (Fall et al. 2005; McCrady & Graham 2007). The total e#ciency, ", of conversion of gas into stars in these
clusters is relatively high, with " $ 0.1 ! 0.5. However, on the scale of GMCs star formation occurs at a relatively slow,
ine#cient rate, such that only a few percent of the GMC mass is converted to stars per free-fall time (Zuckerman & Evans
1974; Krumholz & Tan 2007). Although GMCs appear to be gravitationally bound and virialized (Solomon et al. 1987;
Bolatto et al. 2008), at any given time, most of the mass and volume of GMCs is not forming stars, perhaps because it
is magnetically subcritical (e.g. Heyer et al. 2008).

Starting with the pioneering work of Schmidt (1959, 1963), empirical correlations have been found between the disk
plane surface density of SFR, !sfr, and the surface density of gas — either the total, !g, or just that in the molecular
phase, !H2. Based on about 100 disk averages of nearby galaxies and circumnuclear starbursts, Kennicutt (1998, hereafter
K1998) found

!sfr = Ag!
!g

g,2, (1)

with Ag = 0.158 ± 0.044 M" yr!1 kpc!2, !g,2 = !g/100M"pc!2, and #g = 1.4 ± 0.15. Most of the dynamic range
determining this relation covers the molecular dominated conditions of the disks in the centers of normal galaxies and in
starbursts. Kennicutt et al. (2007) found a similar relation applied on $kpc scales in M51a. Theoretical and numerical
models that relate the SFR to the growth rate of large scale gravitational instabilities in a disk predict #g % 1.5 (e.g.
Larson 1988; Elmegreen 1994, 2002; Wang & Silk 1994; Li, Mac Low, & Klessen 2006), as long as the gas scale height
does not vary much from galaxy to galaxy. However, the growth rate of large scale instabilities that lead to the formation
of GMCs cannot be the rate limiting step for star formation in disks that already have most of their gas mass in the
molecular phase in the form of gravitationally bound GMCs. Rather, one should consider the processes that create the
actively star-forming, presumably magnetically supercritical, parsec-scale clumps of gas within GMCs, which then become
star clusters.

Based on a study of 12 nearby disk galaxies at 800 pc resolution, Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Bigiel et al. 2008)
concluded that

!sfr = AH2!H2,2, (2)

with AH2 = (5.25 ± 2.5) # 10!2 M"yr!1 kpc!2 and !H2,2 = !H2/100M"pc!2. The values of !H2 covered a range from
$ 4!100M"pc!2. They suggest these results indicate that GMCs in these galaxies have approximately uniform properties,
e.g. density, and thus are forming stars at a constant rate per free-fall time, as is expected if they are supersonically
turbulent (Krumholz & McKee 2005, hereafter KM2005). However, to explain the K1998 data for higher !g systems
would require a change in the cloud properties to allow them to form stars at a faster rate.
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ABSTRACT

We use observations of the radial profiles of the mass surface density of total, !g, and molecular, !H2,
gas, rotation velocity and star formation rate surface density, !sfr, of the molecular dominated regions
of 12 disk galaxies from Leroy et al. to test several star formation laws: a “Kennicutt power law”, !sfr =
Ag!1.5

g,2; a “Constant molecular law”, !sfr = AH2!H2,2; the “Turbulence-regulated laws” of Krumholz &
McKee (KM) and Krumholz, McKee & Tumlinson (KMT), a “Kennicutt " law”, !sfr = B!!g"; and
a shear-driven “GMC collisions law”, !sfr = BCC!g"(1 ! 0.7!), where ! " d ln vcirc/d ln r. We find
the constant molecular law, KMT turbulence law and GMC collision law are the most accurate, with
an rms error of a factor of 1.5 if the normalization constants are allowed to vary between galaxies. Of
these three laws, the GMC collision law does not require a change in physics to account for the full range
of star formation activity seen from normal galaxies to circumnuclear starbursts. A single global GMC
collision law with BCC = 8.0# 10!3, i.e. a gas consumption time of 20 orbital times for ! = 0, yields an
rms error of a factor of 1.8.
Subject headings: stars: formation — galaxies: evolution

1. introduction

Understanding the rate at which stars form from gas is of fundamental importance for a theory of galaxy evolution. At
the moment it is uncertain what physical process or processes drive star formation rates (SFRs). Locally, we know star
formation occurs mostly in highly clustered, $parsec-scale regions within giant molecular clouds (GMCs) (Lada & Lada
2003; Gutermuth et al. 2009). This clustered mode appears to also be important in a wide range of galactic environments,
including dwarf irregular galaxies (Dowell, Buckalew, & Tan 2008), normal disk galaxies (Larsen 2009), and starburst
galaxies (Fall et al. 2005; McCrady & Graham 2007). The total e#ciency, ", of conversion of gas into stars in these
clusters is relatively high, with " $ 0.1 ! 0.5. However, on the scale of GMCs star formation occurs at a relatively slow,
ine#cient rate, such that only a few percent of the GMC mass is converted to stars per free-fall time (Zuckerman & Evans
1974; Krumholz & Tan 2007). Although GMCs appear to be gravitationally bound and virialized (Solomon et al. 1987;
Bolatto et al. 2008), at any given time, most of the mass and volume of GMCs is not forming stars, perhaps because it
is magnetically subcritical (e.g. Heyer et al. 2008).

Starting with the pioneering work of Schmidt (1959, 1963), empirical correlations have been found between the disk
plane surface density of SFR, !sfr, and the surface density of gas — either the total, !g, or just that in the molecular
phase, !H2. Based on about 100 disk averages of nearby galaxies and circumnuclear starbursts, Kennicutt (1998, hereafter
K1998) found

!sfr = Ag!
!g

g,2, (1)

with Ag = 0.158 ± 0.044 M" yr!1 kpc!2, !g,2 = !g/100M"pc!2, and #g = 1.4 ± 0.15. Most of the dynamic range
determining this relation covers the molecular dominated conditions of the disks in the centers of normal galaxies and in
starbursts. Kennicutt et al. (2007) found a similar relation applied on $kpc scales in M51a. Theoretical and numerical
models that relate the SFR to the growth rate of large scale gravitational instabilities in a disk predict #g % 1.5 (e.g.
Larson 1988; Elmegreen 1994, 2002; Wang & Silk 1994; Li, Mac Low, & Klessen 2006), as long as the gas scale height
does not vary much from galaxy to galaxy. However, the growth rate of large scale instabilities that lead to the formation
of GMCs cannot be the rate limiting step for star formation in disks that already have most of their gas mass in the
molecular phase in the form of gravitationally bound GMCs. Rather, one should consider the processes that create the
actively star-forming, presumably magnetically supercritical, parsec-scale clumps of gas within GMCs, which then become
star clusters.

Based on a study of 12 nearby disk galaxies at 800 pc resolution, Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Bigiel et al. 2008)
concluded that

!sfr = AH2!H2,2, (2)

with AH2 = (5.25 ± 2.5) # 10!2 M"yr!1 kpc!2 and !H2,2 = !H2/100M"pc!2. The values of !H2 covered a range from
$ 4!100M"pc!2. They suggest these results indicate that GMCs in these galaxies have approximately uniform properties,
e.g. density, and thus are forming stars at a constant rate per free-fall time, as is expected if they are supersonically
turbulent (Krumholz & McKee 2005, hereafter KM2005). However, to explain the K1998 data for higher !g systems
would require a change in the cloud properties to allow them to form stars at a faster rate.

1

2

KM2005 extended their model of turbulence-regulated star formation to predict galactic star formation rates by assuming
GMCs are virialized and that their surfaces are in pressure equilibrium with the large scale interstellar medium (ISM)
pressure of a Toomre (1964) Q ! 1.5 disk, predicting

!sfr = AKMfGMC!0.34
P̄ ,6 Q!1.32

1.5 "1.32
0 !0.68

g,2 , (3)

with AKM = 9.5M" yr!1 kpc!2, fGMC the mass fraction of gas in GMCs, !P̄ ,6 the ratio of the mean pressure in a GMC
to the surface pressure here normalized to a fiducial value of 6 but estimated to vary as !P̄ = 10" 8fGMC, Q1.5 = Q/1.5,
and "0 being ", the orbital angular frequency, in units of Myr!1. We will assume fGMC = !H2/!g based on resolved
studies of GMC populations and molecular gas content in the Milky Way and nearby galaxies (Solomon et al. 1987; Blitz
et al. 2007).

Krumholz, McKee & Tumlinson (2009a, hereafter KMT2009) presented a two component star formation law

!sfr = AKMTfGMC!g,2 #

!

"

!g/85M"pc!2
#!0.33

, !g < 85 M"pc!2

"

!g/85M"pc!2
#0.33

, !g > 85 M"pc!2

$

(4)

with AKMT = 3.85#10!2M"yr!1 kpc!2. GMCs are assumed to be in pressure equilibrium with the ISM only in the high
!g regime. At low regime, GMCs are assumed to have constant internal pressures set by H II region feedback (Matzner
2002).

K1998 showed that, in addition to being fit by eq. (1), his galaxy and circumnuclear starburst data could be just as
well described by

!sfr = B!!g" (5)

where B! = 0.017 and " is evaluated at the outer radius that is used to perform the disk averages. Equation (5) implies
that a fixed fraction, about 10%, of the gas is turned into stars every outer orbital timescale of the star-forming disk
and motivates theoretical models that relate star formation activity to the dynamics of galactic disks. Such models are
appealing as their predicted star formation activity per unit gas mass, i.e. the gas consumption time, is self-similar,
depending only on the local orbital time. Examples of these models include those in which star formation is triggered by
passage of gas through spiral density waves (e.g. Wyse & Silk 1989). However, there is no evidence that galactic SFRs
depend on density wave amplitude (e.g. Kennicutt 1989). Rather, where present, density waves simply help organize gas
and star formation within a galaxy.

Noting that in the main star-forming parts of galactic disks a large fraction of total gas is associated with gravitationally
bound GMCs and that most stars form in clustered regions in these clouds, Tan (2000, hereafter T2000) proposed a model
of star formation triggered by GMC collisions in a shearing disk, which reproduces eq. (5) in the limit of a flat rotation
curve since the collision time is found to be a short and approximately constant fraction, $ 20%, of the orbital time, torbit.
The collision times of GMCs in the numerical simulations of Tasker & Tan (2009) confirm these results. The T2000 model
assumes a Toomre Q parameter of order unity in the star-forming part of the disk, a significant fraction (e.g. $ 1/2) of
total gas in gravitationally bound clouds, and a velocity dispersion of these clouds set by gravitational scattering (Gammie
et al. 1991). Then, the predicted SFR is

!sfr = BCCQ!1!g"(1 " 0.7"), (" % 1) (6)

where " & d ln vcirc/d ln r and vcirc is the circular velocity at a particular galactocentric radius r. Note " = 0 for a flat
rotation curve. There is a prediction of reduced SFRs compared to eq. (5) in regions with reduced shear, i.e. typically
the inner parts of disk galaxies.

Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Wong & Blitz 2002; Bigiel et al. 2008) examined the applicability of the above star
formation laws for the galaxies in their sample. In this Letter we revisit this issue, concentrating on the radial profiles of
the molecular dominated regions of the 12 disk galaxies studied by Leroy et al.

2. methodology

We consider the data on !sfr, !g, !H2, " and " for the 12 large disk galaxies (see Table 1) analyzed by Leroy et al.
(2008), and we refer the reader to this paper for the details of how these quantities were estimated. Note that " and "
depend on the estimated rotation curves of the galaxies. The Leroy et al. (2008) analysis uses analytic fits to the observed
rotation curves, since the derivatives of the actual observed curves can be very noisy.

We only consider regions where the molecular gas dominates over atomic, i.e. !H2 > !HI, since it is here that we
expect a significant fraction of the total gas to be associated with gravitationally bound clouds — an assumption of the
T2000 and KM2005 theories — and since we also wish to avoid regions a#ected by star formation thresholds (Martin &
Kennicutt 2001). This requirement defines an outer radius, rout, for each galaxy. Note that NGC 2841 has no detected
gas in its central region out to about 3.5 kpc, so we only consider annuli from this radius out to rout for this galaxy. The
requirement that !H2 > !HI also leads us to exclude analysis of the 11 H I dominated, low-mass galaxies in the Leroy et
al. (2008) sample, which have only upper limits on !H2.

We use these data to compare the predicted !sfr,theory from: a “Kennicutt power law” with #g = 1.5 (eq. 1); a
“Constant molecular law” (eq. 2); a “KM2005 turbulence-regulated law” (eq. 3); a “KMT2009 turbulence-regulated law”
(eq. 4) a “Kennicutt " law” (eq. 5); and a “GMC collision law” (eq. 6), with the observed values, !sfr,obs, averaged
in annuli of typical width $ 500 pc. For each galaxy and each star formation law we derive the best fit values of Ag,

2

KM2005 extended their model of turbulence-regulated star formation to predict galactic star formation rates by assuming
GMCs are virialized and that their surfaces are in pressure equilibrium with the large scale interstellar medium (ISM)
pressure of a Toomre (1964) Q ! 1.5 disk, predicting

!sfr = AKMfGMC!0.34
P̄ ,6 Q!1.32

1.5 "1.32
0 !0.68

g,2 , (3)

with AKM = 9.5M" yr!1 kpc!2, fGMC the mass fraction of gas in GMCs, !P̄ ,6 the ratio of the mean pressure in a GMC
to the surface pressure here normalized to a fiducial value of 6 but estimated to vary as !P̄ = 10" 8fGMC, Q1.5 = Q/1.5,
and "0 being ", the orbital angular frequency, in units of Myr!1. We will assume fGMC = !H2/!g based on resolved
studies of GMC populations and molecular gas content in the Milky Way and nearby galaxies (Solomon et al. 1987; Blitz
et al. 2007).

Krumholz, McKee & Tumlinson (2009a, hereafter KMT2009) presented a two component star formation law

!sfr = AKMTfGMC!g,2 #

!

"

!g/85M"pc!2
#!0.33

, !g < 85 M"pc!2

"

!g/85M"pc!2
#0.33

, !g > 85 M"pc!2

$

(4)

with AKMT = 3.85#10!2M"yr!1 kpc!2. GMCs are assumed to be in pressure equilibrium with the ISM only in the high
!g regime. At low regime, GMCs are assumed to have constant internal pressures set by H II region feedback (Matzner
2002).

K1998 showed that, in addition to being fit by eq. (1), his galaxy and circumnuclear starburst data could be just as
well described by

!sfr = B!!g" (5)

where B! = 0.017 and " is evaluated at the outer radius that is used to perform the disk averages. Equation (5) implies
that a fixed fraction, about 10%, of the gas is turned into stars every outer orbital timescale of the star-forming disk
and motivates theoretical models that relate star formation activity to the dynamics of galactic disks. Such models are
appealing as their predicted star formation activity per unit gas mass, i.e. the gas consumption time, is self-similar,
depending only on the local orbital time. Examples of these models include those in which star formation is triggered by
passage of gas through spiral density waves (e.g. Wyse & Silk 1989). However, there is no evidence that galactic SFRs
depend on density wave amplitude (e.g. Kennicutt 1989). Rather, where present, density waves simply help organize gas
and star formation within a galaxy.

Noting that in the main star-forming parts of galactic disks a large fraction of total gas is associated with gravitationally
bound GMCs and that most stars form in clustered regions in these clouds, Tan (2000, hereafter T2000) proposed a model
of star formation triggered by GMC collisions in a shearing disk, which reproduces eq. (5) in the limit of a flat rotation
curve since the collision time is found to be a short and approximately constant fraction, $ 20%, of the orbital time, torbit.
The collision times of GMCs in the numerical simulations of Tasker & Tan (2009) confirm these results. The T2000 model
assumes a Toomre Q parameter of order unity in the star-forming part of the disk, a significant fraction (e.g. $ 1/2) of
total gas in gravitationally bound clouds, and a velocity dispersion of these clouds set by gravitational scattering (Gammie
et al. 1991). Then, the predicted SFR is

!sfr = BCCQ!1!g"(1 " 0.7"), (" % 1) (6)

where " & d ln vcirc/d ln r and vcirc is the circular velocity at a particular galactocentric radius r. Note " = 0 for a flat
rotation curve. There is a prediction of reduced SFRs compared to eq. (5) in regions with reduced shear, i.e. typically
the inner parts of disk galaxies.

Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Wong & Blitz 2002; Bigiel et al. 2008) examined the applicability of the above star
formation laws for the galaxies in their sample. In this Letter we revisit this issue, concentrating on the radial profiles of
the molecular dominated regions of the 12 disk galaxies studied by Leroy et al.

2. methodology

We consider the data on !sfr, !g, !H2, " and " for the 12 large disk galaxies (see Table 1) analyzed by Leroy et al.
(2008), and we refer the reader to this paper for the details of how these quantities were estimated. Note that " and "
depend on the estimated rotation curves of the galaxies. The Leroy et al. (2008) analysis uses analytic fits to the observed
rotation curves, since the derivatives of the actual observed curves can be very noisy.

We only consider regions where the molecular gas dominates over atomic, i.e. !H2 > !HI, since it is here that we
expect a significant fraction of the total gas to be associated with gravitationally bound clouds — an assumption of the
T2000 and KM2005 theories — and since we also wish to avoid regions a#ected by star formation thresholds (Martin &
Kennicutt 2001). This requirement defines an outer radius, rout, for each galaxy. Note that NGC 2841 has no detected
gas in its central region out to about 3.5 kpc, so we only consider annuli from this radius out to rout for this galaxy. The
requirement that !H2 > !HI also leads us to exclude analysis of the 11 H I dominated, low-mass galaxies in the Leroy et
al. (2008) sample, which have only upper limits on !H2.

We use these data to compare the predicted !sfr,theory from: a “Kennicutt power law” with #g = 1.5 (eq. 1); a
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(eq. 4) a “Kennicutt " law” (eq. 5); and a “GMC collision law” (eq. 6), with the observed values, !sfr,obs, averaged
in annuli of typical width $ 500 pc. For each galaxy and each star formation law we derive the best fit values of Ag,
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KM2005 extended their model of turbulence-regulated star formation to predict galactic star formation rates by assuming
GMCs are virialized and that their surfaces are in pressure equilibrium with the large scale interstellar medium (ISM)
pressure of a Toomre (1964) Q ! 1.5 disk, predicting
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P̄ ,6 Q!1.32
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with AKM = 9.5M" yr!1 kpc!2, fGMC the mass fraction of gas in GMCs, !P̄ ,6 the ratio of the mean pressure in a GMC
to the surface pressure here normalized to a fiducial value of 6 but estimated to vary as !P̄ = 10" 8fGMC, Q1.5 = Q/1.5,
and "0 being ", the orbital angular frequency, in units of Myr!1. We will assume fGMC = !H2/!g based on resolved
studies of GMC populations and molecular gas content in the Milky Way and nearby galaxies (Solomon et al. 1987; Blitz
et al. 2007).

Krumholz, McKee & Tumlinson (2009a, hereafter KMT2009) presented a two component star formation law
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with AKMT = 3.85#10!2M"yr!1 kpc!2. GMCs are assumed to be in pressure equilibrium with the ISM only in the high
!g regime. At low regime, GMCs are assumed to have constant internal pressures set by H II region feedback (Matzner
2002).

K1998 showed that, in addition to being fit by eq. (1), his galaxy and circumnuclear starburst data could be just as
well described by

!sfr = B!!g" (5)

where B! = 0.017 and " is evaluated at the outer radius that is used to perform the disk averages. Equation (5) implies
that a fixed fraction, about 10%, of the gas is turned into stars every outer orbital timescale of the star-forming disk
and motivates theoretical models that relate star formation activity to the dynamics of galactic disks. Such models are
appealing as their predicted star formation activity per unit gas mass, i.e. the gas consumption time, is self-similar,
depending only on the local orbital time. Examples of these models include those in which star formation is triggered by
passage of gas through spiral density waves (e.g. Wyse & Silk 1989). However, there is no evidence that galactic SFRs
depend on density wave amplitude (e.g. Kennicutt 1989). Rather, where present, density waves simply help organize gas
and star formation within a galaxy.

Noting that in the main star-forming parts of galactic disks a large fraction of total gas is associated with gravitationally
bound GMCs and that most stars form in clustered regions in these clouds, Tan (2000, hereafter T2000) proposed a model
of star formation triggered by GMC collisions in a shearing disk, which reproduces eq. (5) in the limit of a flat rotation
curve since the collision time is found to be a short and approximately constant fraction, $ 20%, of the orbital time, torbit.
The collision times of GMCs in the numerical simulations of Tasker & Tan (2009) confirm these results. The T2000 model
assumes a Toomre Q parameter of order unity in the star-forming part of the disk, a significant fraction (e.g. $ 1/2) of
total gas in gravitationally bound clouds, and a velocity dispersion of these clouds set by gravitational scattering (Gammie
et al. 1991). Then, the predicted SFR is

!sfr = BCCQ!1!g"(1 " 0.7"), (" % 1) (6)

where " & d ln vcirc/d ln r and vcirc is the circular velocity at a particular galactocentric radius r. Note " = 0 for a flat
rotation curve. There is a prediction of reduced SFRs compared to eq. (5) in regions with reduced shear, i.e. typically
the inner parts of disk galaxies.

Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Wong & Blitz 2002; Bigiel et al. 2008) examined the applicability of the above star
formation laws for the galaxies in their sample. In this Letter we revisit this issue, concentrating on the radial profiles of
the molecular dominated regions of the 12 disk galaxies studied by Leroy et al.

2. methodology

We consider the data on !sfr, !g, !H2, " and " for the 12 large disk galaxies (see Table 1) analyzed by Leroy et al.
(2008), and we refer the reader to this paper for the details of how these quantities were estimated. Note that " and "
depend on the estimated rotation curves of the galaxies. The Leroy et al. (2008) analysis uses analytic fits to the observed
rotation curves, since the derivatives of the actual observed curves can be very noisy.

We only consider regions where the molecular gas dominates over atomic, i.e. !H2 > !HI, since it is here that we
expect a significant fraction of the total gas to be associated with gravitationally bound clouds — an assumption of the
T2000 and KM2005 theories — and since we also wish to avoid regions a#ected by star formation thresholds (Martin &
Kennicutt 2001). This requirement defines an outer radius, rout, for each galaxy. Note that NGC 2841 has no detected
gas in its central region out to about 3.5 kpc, so we only consider annuli from this radius out to rout for this galaxy. The
requirement that !H2 > !HI also leads us to exclude analysis of the 11 H I dominated, low-mass galaxies in the Leroy et
al. (2008) sample, which have only upper limits on !H2.

We use these data to compare the predicted !sfr,theory from: a “Kennicutt power law” with #g = 1.5 (eq. 1); a
“Constant molecular law” (eq. 2); a “KM2005 turbulence-regulated law” (eq. 3); a “KMT2009 turbulence-regulated law”
(eq. 4) a “Kennicutt " law” (eq. 5); and a “GMC collision law” (eq. 6), with the observed values, !sfr,obs, averaged
in annuli of typical width $ 500 pc. For each galaxy and each star formation law we derive the best fit values of Ag,
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gas in its central region out to about 3.5 kpc, so we only consider annuli from this radius out to rout for this galaxy. The
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We use these data to compare the predicted !sfr,theory from: a “Kennicutt power law” with #g = 1.5 (eq. 1); a
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Fig. 2.— Ratio, Rsfr, of predicted to observed star formation rate surface densities for the entire sample of disk galaxies, o!set from each
other for clarity: the dotted lines indicate Rsfr = 1 for each galaxy. The line styles are as in Figure 1.
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ABSTRACT

We use observations of the radial profiles of the mass surface density of total, !g, and molecular, !H2,
gas, rotation velocity and star formation rate surface density, !sfr, of the molecular dominated regions
of 12 disk galaxies from Leroy et al. to test several star formation laws: a “Kennicutt power law”, !sfr =
Ag!1.5

g,2; a “Constant molecular law”, !sfr = AH2!H2,2; the “Turbulence-regulated laws” of Krumholz &
McKee (KM) and Krumholz, McKee & Tumlinson (KMT), a “Kennicutt " law”, !sfr = B!!g"; and
a shear-driven “GMC collisions law”, !sfr = BCC!g"(1 ! 0.7!), where ! " d ln vcirc/d ln r. We find
the constant molecular law, KMT turbulence law and GMC collision law are the most accurate, with
an rms error of a factor of 1.5 if the normalization constants are allowed to vary between galaxies. Of
these three laws, the GMC collision law does not require a change in physics to account for the full range
of star formation activity seen from normal galaxies to circumnuclear starbursts. A single global GMC
collision law with BCC = 8.0# 10!3, i.e. a gas consumption time of 20 orbital times for ! = 0, yields an
rms error of a factor of 1.8.
Subject headings: stars: formation — galaxies: evolution

1. introduction

Understanding the rate at which stars form from gas is of fundamental importance for a theory of galaxy evolution. At
the moment it is uncertain what physical process or processes drive star formation rates (SFRs). Locally, we know star
formation occurs mostly in highly clustered, $parsec-scale regions within giant molecular clouds (GMCs) (Lada & Lada
2003; Gutermuth et al. 2009). This clustered mode appears to also be important in a wide range of galactic environments,
including dwarf irregular galaxies (Dowell, Buckalew, & Tan 2008), normal disk galaxies (Larsen 2009), and starburst
galaxies (Fall et al. 2005; McCrady & Graham 2007). The total e#ciency, ", of conversion of gas into stars in these
clusters is relatively high, with " $ 0.1 ! 0.5. However, on the scale of GMCs star formation occurs at a relatively slow,
ine#cient rate, such that only a few percent of the GMC mass is converted to stars per free-fall time (Zuckerman & Evans
1974; Krumholz & Tan 2007). Although GMCs appear to be gravitationally bound and virialized (Solomon et al. 1987;
Bolatto et al. 2008), at any given time, most of the mass and volume of GMCs is not forming stars, perhaps because it
is magnetically subcritical (e.g. Heyer et al. 2008).

Starting with the pioneering work of Schmidt (1959, 1963), empirical correlations have been found between the disk
plane surface density of SFR, !sfr, and the surface density of gas — either the total, !g, or just that in the molecular
phase, !H2. Based on about 100 disk averages of nearby galaxies and circumnuclear starbursts, Kennicutt (1998, hereafter
K1998) found

!sfr = Ag!
!g

g,2, (1)

with Ag = 0.158 ± 0.044 M" yr!1 kpc!2, !g,2 = !g/100M"pc!2, and #g = 1.4 ± 0.15. Most of the dynamic range
determining this relation covers the molecular dominated conditions of the disks in the centers of normal galaxies and in
starbursts. Kennicutt et al. (2007) found a similar relation applied on $kpc scales in M51a. Theoretical and numerical
models that relate the SFR to the growth rate of large scale gravitational instabilities in a disk predict #g % 1.5 (e.g.
Larson 1988; Elmegreen 1994, 2002; Wang & Silk 1994; Li, Mac Low, & Klessen 2006), as long as the gas scale height
does not vary much from galaxy to galaxy. However, the growth rate of large scale instabilities that lead to the formation
of GMCs cannot be the rate limiting step for star formation in disks that already have most of their gas mass in the
molecular phase in the form of gravitationally bound GMCs. Rather, one should consider the processes that create the
actively star-forming, presumably magnetically supercritical, parsec-scale clumps of gas within GMCs, which then become
star clusters.

Based on a study of 12 nearby disk galaxies at 800 pc resolution, Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Bigiel et al. 2008)
concluded that

!sfr = AH2!H2,2, (2)

with AH2 = (5.25 ± 2.5) # 10!2 M"yr!1 kpc!2 and !H2,2 = !H2/100M"pc!2. The values of !H2 covered a range from
$ 4!100M"pc!2. They suggest these results indicate that GMCs in these galaxies have approximately uniform properties,
e.g. density, and thus are forming stars at a constant rate per free-fall time, as is expected if they are supersonically
turbulent (Krumholz & McKee 2005, hereafter KM2005). However, to explain the K1998 data for higher !g systems
would require a change in the cloud properties to allow them to form stars at a faster rate.
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ABSTRACT

We use observations of the radial profiles of the mass surface density of total, !g, and molecular, !H2,
gas, rotation velocity and star formation rate surface density, !sfr, of the molecular dominated regions
of 12 disk galaxies from Leroy et al. to test several star formation laws: a “Kennicutt power law”, !sfr =
Ag!1.5

g,2; a “Constant molecular law”, !sfr = AH2!H2,2; the “Turbulence-regulated laws” of Krumholz &
McKee (KM) and Krumholz, McKee & Tumlinson (KMT), a “Kennicutt " law”, !sfr = B!!g"; and
a shear-driven “GMC collisions law”, !sfr = BCC!g"(1 ! 0.7!), where ! " d ln vcirc/d ln r. We find
the constant molecular law, KMT turbulence law and GMC collision law are the most accurate, with
an rms error of a factor of 1.5 if the normalization constants are allowed to vary between galaxies. Of
these three laws, the GMC collision law does not require a change in physics to account for the full range
of star formation activity seen from normal galaxies to circumnuclear starbursts. A single global GMC
collision law with BCC = 8.0# 10!3, i.e. a gas consumption time of 20 orbital times for ! = 0, yields an
rms error of a factor of 1.8.
Subject headings: stars: formation — galaxies: evolution

1. introduction

Understanding the rate at which stars form from gas is of fundamental importance for a theory of galaxy evolution. At
the moment it is uncertain what physical process or processes drive star formation rates (SFRs). Locally, we know star
formation occurs mostly in highly clustered, $parsec-scale regions within giant molecular clouds (GMCs) (Lada & Lada
2003; Gutermuth et al. 2009). This clustered mode appears to also be important in a wide range of galactic environments,
including dwarf irregular galaxies (Dowell, Buckalew, & Tan 2008), normal disk galaxies (Larsen 2009), and starburst
galaxies (Fall et al. 2005; McCrady & Graham 2007). The total e#ciency, ", of conversion of gas into stars in these
clusters is relatively high, with " $ 0.1 ! 0.5. However, on the scale of GMCs star formation occurs at a relatively slow,
ine#cient rate, such that only a few percent of the GMC mass is converted to stars per free-fall time (Zuckerman & Evans
1974; Krumholz & Tan 2007). Although GMCs appear to be gravitationally bound and virialized (Solomon et al. 1987;
Bolatto et al. 2008), at any given time, most of the mass and volume of GMCs is not forming stars, perhaps because it
is magnetically subcritical (e.g. Heyer et al. 2008).

Starting with the pioneering work of Schmidt (1959, 1963), empirical correlations have been found between the disk
plane surface density of SFR, !sfr, and the surface density of gas — either the total, !g, or just that in the molecular
phase, !H2. Based on about 100 disk averages of nearby galaxies and circumnuclear starbursts, Kennicutt (1998, hereafter
K1998) found

!sfr = Ag!
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g,2, (1)

with Ag = 0.158 ± 0.044 M" yr!1 kpc!2, !g,2 = !g/100M"pc!2, and #g = 1.4 ± 0.15. Most of the dynamic range
determining this relation covers the molecular dominated conditions of the disks in the centers of normal galaxies and in
starbursts. Kennicutt et al. (2007) found a similar relation applied on $kpc scales in M51a. Theoretical and numerical
models that relate the SFR to the growth rate of large scale gravitational instabilities in a disk predict #g % 1.5 (e.g.
Larson 1988; Elmegreen 1994, 2002; Wang & Silk 1994; Li, Mac Low, & Klessen 2006), as long as the gas scale height
does not vary much from galaxy to galaxy. However, the growth rate of large scale instabilities that lead to the formation
of GMCs cannot be the rate limiting step for star formation in disks that already have most of their gas mass in the
molecular phase in the form of gravitationally bound GMCs. Rather, one should consider the processes that create the
actively star-forming, presumably magnetically supercritical, parsec-scale clumps of gas within GMCs, which then become
star clusters.

Based on a study of 12 nearby disk galaxies at 800 pc resolution, Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Bigiel et al. 2008)
concluded that

!sfr = AH2!H2,2, (2)

with AH2 = (5.25 ± 2.5) # 10!2 M"yr!1 kpc!2 and !H2,2 = !H2/100M"pc!2. The values of !H2 covered a range from
$ 4!100M"pc!2. They suggest these results indicate that GMCs in these galaxies have approximately uniform properties,
e.g. density, and thus are forming stars at a constant rate per free-fall time, as is expected if they are supersonically
turbulent (Krumholz & McKee 2005, hereafter KM2005). However, to explain the K1998 data for higher !g systems
would require a change in the cloud properties to allow them to form stars at a faster rate.
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KM2005 extended their model of turbulence-regulated star formation to predict galactic star formation rates by assuming
GMCs are virialized and that their surfaces are in pressure equilibrium with the large scale interstellar medium (ISM)
pressure of a Toomre (1964) Q ! 1.5 disk, predicting

!sfr = AKMfGMC!0.34
P̄ ,6 Q!1.32
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with AKM = 9.5M" yr!1 kpc!2, fGMC the mass fraction of gas in GMCs, !P̄ ,6 the ratio of the mean pressure in a GMC
to the surface pressure here normalized to a fiducial value of 6 but estimated to vary as !P̄ = 10" 8fGMC, Q1.5 = Q/1.5,
and "0 being ", the orbital angular frequency, in units of Myr!1. We will assume fGMC = !H2/!g based on resolved
studies of GMC populations and molecular gas content in the Milky Way and nearby galaxies (Solomon et al. 1987; Blitz
et al. 2007).

Krumholz, McKee & Tumlinson (2009a, hereafter KMT2009) presented a two component star formation law
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with AKMT = 3.85#10!2M"yr!1 kpc!2. GMCs are assumed to be in pressure equilibrium with the ISM only in the high
!g regime. At low regime, GMCs are assumed to have constant internal pressures set by H II region feedback (Matzner
2002).

K1998 showed that, in addition to being fit by eq. (1), his galaxy and circumnuclear starburst data could be just as
well described by

!sfr = B!!g" (5)

where B! = 0.017 and " is evaluated at the outer radius that is used to perform the disk averages. Equation (5) implies
that a fixed fraction, about 10%, of the gas is turned into stars every outer orbital timescale of the star-forming disk
and motivates theoretical models that relate star formation activity to the dynamics of galactic disks. Such models are
appealing as their predicted star formation activity per unit gas mass, i.e. the gas consumption time, is self-similar,
depending only on the local orbital time. Examples of these models include those in which star formation is triggered by
passage of gas through spiral density waves (e.g. Wyse & Silk 1989). However, there is no evidence that galactic SFRs
depend on density wave amplitude (e.g. Kennicutt 1989). Rather, where present, density waves simply help organize gas
and star formation within a galaxy.

Noting that in the main star-forming parts of galactic disks a large fraction of total gas is associated with gravitationally
bound GMCs and that most stars form in clustered regions in these clouds, Tan (2000, hereafter T2000) proposed a model
of star formation triggered by GMC collisions in a shearing disk, which reproduces eq. (5) in the limit of a flat rotation
curve since the collision time is found to be a short and approximately constant fraction, $ 20%, of the orbital time, torbit.
The collision times of GMCs in the numerical simulations of Tasker & Tan (2009) confirm these results. The T2000 model
assumes a Toomre Q parameter of order unity in the star-forming part of the disk, a significant fraction (e.g. $ 1/2) of
total gas in gravitationally bound clouds, and a velocity dispersion of these clouds set by gravitational scattering (Gammie
et al. 1991). Then, the predicted SFR is

!sfr = BCCQ!1!g"(1 " 0.7"), (" % 1) (6)

where " & d ln vcirc/d ln r and vcirc is the circular velocity at a particular galactocentric radius r. Note " = 0 for a flat
rotation curve. There is a prediction of reduced SFRs compared to eq. (5) in regions with reduced shear, i.e. typically
the inner parts of disk galaxies.

Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Wong & Blitz 2002; Bigiel et al. 2008) examined the applicability of the above star
formation laws for the galaxies in their sample. In this Letter we revisit this issue, concentrating on the radial profiles of
the molecular dominated regions of the 12 disk galaxies studied by Leroy et al.

2. methodology

We consider the data on !sfr, !g, !H2, " and " for the 12 large disk galaxies (see Table 1) analyzed by Leroy et al.
(2008), and we refer the reader to this paper for the details of how these quantities were estimated. Note that " and "
depend on the estimated rotation curves of the galaxies. The Leroy et al. (2008) analysis uses analytic fits to the observed
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KM2005 extended their model of turbulence-regulated star formation to predict galactic star formation rates by assuming
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with AKM = 9.5M" yr!1 kpc!2, fGMC the mass fraction of gas in GMCs, !P̄ ,6 the ratio of the mean pressure in a GMC
to the surface pressure here normalized to a fiducial value of 6 but estimated to vary as !P̄ = 10" 8fGMC, Q1.5 = Q/1.5,
and "0 being ", the orbital angular frequency, in units of Myr!1. We will assume fGMC = !H2/!g based on resolved
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with AKMT = 3.85#10!2M"yr!1 kpc!2. GMCs are assumed to be in pressure equilibrium with the ISM only in the high
!g regime. At low regime, GMCs are assumed to have constant internal pressures set by H II region feedback (Matzner
2002).

K1998 showed that, in addition to being fit by eq. (1), his galaxy and circumnuclear starburst data could be just as
well described by
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where B! = 0.017 and " is evaluated at the outer radius that is used to perform the disk averages. Equation (5) implies
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and motivates theoretical models that relate star formation activity to the dynamics of galactic disks. Such models are
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depend on density wave amplitude (e.g. Kennicutt 1989). Rather, where present, density waves simply help organize gas
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rotation curve. There is a prediction of reduced SFRs compared to eq. (5) in regions with reduced shear, i.e. typically
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Leroy et al. (2008) (see also Wong & Blitz 2002; Bigiel et al. 2008) examined the applicability of the above star
formation laws for the galaxies in their sample. In this Letter we revisit this issue, concentrating on the radial profiles of
the molecular dominated regions of the 12 disk galaxies studied by Leroy et al.
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Figure 7. Left column shows Spitzer IRAC 8 µm images of IRDCs, with the dashed ellipse defined by Simon et al. (2006a; based on MSX images), the crosses
showing millimeter emission cores (Rathborne et al. 2006), with the numbers referring to their designation in Table 3, and the horizontal line showing a scale of 3!.
The right column shows extinction maps made by the small-scale median filtering method (SMF). From top to bottom, the clouds are: cloud A (G018.82"00.28),
cloud B (G019.27+00.07), and cloud D (G028.53"00.25).

In the lower panel of Figure 11, we make a qualitative
comparison of these results with the shapes of !/!̄ PDFs
resulting from different astrophysical sources of turbulence
as modeled in two sets of published numerical simulations.

Offner et al. (2008) presented simulations of isothermal driven
turbulence to maintain a mean one-dimensional Mach number
of about 5 in which self-gravity was then turned on at a
particular time. One expects clouds with higher Mach number
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Figure 3. Mass surface density, !SMF, maps of IRDCs A–F derived from MIREX mapping using Spitzer IRAC 8 µm images with pixel scale of 1.!!2 and angular
resolution of 2!! using a saturation-based estimate of the foreground emission (Section 2). The color scale is indicated in g cm"2. The dashed ellipse, defined by Simon
et al. (2006) based on MSX images, defines the region where the background emission is estimated not directly from the small-scale median filter average of the image
intensity, but rather by interpolation from nearby regions just outside the ellipse. The locations of the massive starless cores we have selected for analysis (Section 3)
are marked with crosses. Bright MIR sources appear as artificial “holes” in the map, where we have set the values of ! = 0 g cm"2.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 3. Mass surface density, !SMF, maps of IRDCs A–F derived from MIREX mapping using Spitzer IRAC 8 µm images with pixel scale of 1.!!2 and angular
resolution of 2!! using a saturation-based estimate of the foreground emission (Section 2). The color scale is indicated in g cm"2. The dashed ellipse, defined by Simon
et al. (2006) based on MSX images, defines the region where the background emission is estimated not directly from the small-scale median filter average of the image
intensity, but rather by interpolation from nearby regions just outside the ellipse. The locations of the massive starless cores we have selected for analysis (Section 3)
are marked with crosses. Bright MIR sources appear as artificial “holes” in the map, where we have set the values of ! = 0 g cm"2.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 7. Left column shows Spitzer IRAC 8 µm images of IRDCs, with the dashed ellipse defined by Simon et al. (2006a; based on MSX images), the crosses
showing millimeter emission cores (Rathborne et al. 2006), with the numbers referring to their designation in Table 3, and the horizontal line showing a scale of 3!.
The right column shows extinction maps made by the small-scale median filtering method (SMF). From top to bottom, the clouds are: cloud A (G018.82"00.28),
cloud B (G019.27+00.07), and cloud D (G028.53"00.25).

In the lower panel of Figure 11, we make a qualitative
comparison of these results with the shapes of !/!̄ PDFs
resulting from different astrophysical sources of turbulence
as modeled in two sets of published numerical simulations.

Offner et al. (2008) presented simulations of isothermal driven
turbulence to maintain a mean one-dimensional Mach number
of about 5 in which self-gravity was then turned on at a
particular time. One expects clouds with higher Mach number
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resolution of 2!! using a saturation-based estimate of the foreground emission (Section 2). The color scale is indicated in g cm"2. The dashed ellipse, defined by Simon
et al. (2006) based on MSX images, defines the region where the background emission is estimated not directly from the small-scale median filter average of the image
intensity, but rather by interpolation from nearby regions just outside the ellipse. The locations of the massive starless cores we have selected for analysis (Section 3)
are marked with crosses. Bright MIR sources appear as artificial “holes” in the map, where we have set the values of ! = 0 g cm"2.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 7. Left column shows Spitzer IRAC 8 µm images of IRDCs, with the dashed ellipse defined by Simon et al. (2006a; based on MSX images), the crosses
showing millimeter emission cores (Rathborne et al. 2006), with the numbers referring to their designation in Table 3, and the horizontal line showing a scale of 3!.
The right column shows extinction maps made by the small-scale median filtering method (SMF). From top to bottom, the clouds are: cloud A (G018.82"00.28),
cloud B (G019.27+00.07), and cloud D (G028.53"00.25).

In the lower panel of Figure 11, we make a qualitative
comparison of these results with the shapes of !/!̄ PDFs
resulting from different astrophysical sources of turbulence
as modeled in two sets of published numerical simulations.

Offner et al. (2008) presented simulations of isothermal driven
turbulence to maintain a mean one-dimensional Mach number
of about 5 in which self-gravity was then turned on at a
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Figure 3. Mass surface density, !SMF, maps of IRDCs A–F derived from MIREX mapping using Spitzer IRAC 8 µm images with pixel scale of 1.!!2 and angular
resolution of 2!! using a saturation-based estimate of the foreground emission (Section 2). The color scale is indicated in g cm"2. The dashed ellipse, defined by Simon
et al. (2006) based on MSX images, defines the region where the background emission is estimated not directly from the small-scale median filter average of the image
intensity, but rather by interpolation from nearby regions just outside the ellipse. The locations of the massive starless cores we have selected for analysis (Section 3)
are marked with crosses. Bright MIR sources appear as artificial “holes” in the map, where we have set the values of ! = 0 g cm"2.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Here we see a large-scale, 
coherent velocity gradient across 
the GMC. Estimated virial 
parameters are large:
αvir ~ 5 - 10, but are being 
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Rotation Directions of GMCs
Hernandez Ph.D. thesis; see also Koda (2006), Imara & Blitz (2011)

Distribution of angles between GMC (10, 20, 30 pc slabs) projected 
angular momentum vectors and Galactic angular momentum vector.
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Distribution of angles between GMC (10, 20, 30 pc slabs) projected 
angular momentum vectors and Galactic angular momentum vector.

Tasker & Tan (2009) GMCs

See also Dobbs et al.
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Figure 9. Same as Figure 7, but now, from top to bottom, the clouds are: cloud H (G035.39!00.33), cloud I (G038.95!00.47), and cloud J (G053.11+00.05).

a result (14.2% of the gas mass has collapsed into sink particles
by this time; the PDF is normalized to the total remaining gas
mass).

Nakamura & Li (2007) presented simulations of magnetized
protostellar outflow driven turbulence. The driving scale is
relatively small compared to the simulation box, and the sources
are centrally concentrated in the box. Their formation is sporadic

as the global clump collapses: we show results after 1.5 global
gravitational collapse times, when about 80 protostars have
formed. Furthermore, there is a large-scale direction to the initial
magnetic field, which has a mean dimensionless flux-to-mass
ratio of 0.52 (in units of the critical value, 2!G1/2; Nakano
& Nakamura 1978), decreasing to 0.19 in the clump center.
The mean value corresponds to about 75 µG for the fiducial

IRAM 30m

Extended SiO emission 
along an IRDC

Jimenez-Serra, Caselli, Tan ea. (2010)
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a result (14.2% of the gas mass has collapsed into sink particles
by this time; the PDF is normalized to the total remaining gas
mass).

Nakamura & Li (2007) presented simulations of magnetized
protostellar outflow driven turbulence. The driving scale is
relatively small compared to the simulation box, and the sources
are centrally concentrated in the box. Their formation is sporadic

as the global clump collapses: we show results after 1.5 global
gravitational collapse times, when about 80 protostars have
formed. Furthermore, there is a large-scale direction to the initial
magnetic field, which has a mean dimensionless flux-to-mass
ratio of 0.52 (in units of the critical value, 2!G1/2; Nakano
& Nakamura 1978), decreasing to 0.19 in the clump center.
The mean value corresponds to about 75 µG for the fiducial

IRAM 30m

Extended SiO emission 
along an IRDC

With IRAM 30m, we see extended 
SiO emission, which is produced in 
shocks. Some is likely due to 
protostars; narrow component may 
be due to shocks from converging 
large scale flows.

Jimenez-Serra, Caselli, Tan ea. (2010)
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Figure 6-3. The main quiescent and active regions of Region 26. Top: Mopra

integrated intensity maps at 12!! gridding. Bottom: 8 µm Spitzer-GLIMPSE

images. Lefthand side: The quiescent region containing a filamentary dense

gas structure. Righthand side: The active region containing several mid-IR

bright clumps.
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NIR/MIR/FIR: Demographics of 
Massive Star & Cluster Formation
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Lbol versus L(HCO+, HCN)

Entire 
CHaMP 
sample

Real 
dispersion
in L/M 
reflects 
evolution of 
dense gas 
during the 
star cluster 
formation 
process
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Stars form from Molecular Gas

Stars form from Magnetically Supercritical Molecular Gas at AV>10

To understand star formation in disk galaxies and circumnuclear starbursts:

Star formation is localized in ~parsec-sized star clusters
but knows about the global dynamical timescale of the disk

Star formation is slow: εff~0.01-0.05 from nH up to ~105cm-3, 
perhaps due to turbulence or magnetic support

Star formation triggered by converging flows in galactic-shear-driven 
GMC collisions can explain these local and global features

Maybe a single, self-similar model of a star-forming, self-regulated 
(Q~1) disk can explain both disk galaxies and circumnuclear starbursts

Progress requires detailed comparison of detailed theoretical/
numerical models with uniform & unbiased observational surveys
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To all theorists/simulators:
- look through a telescope!
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